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THERMAL AND VISUAL ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL AND MODERN FAÇADE 
SYSTEMS AS A GUIDE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN CONTEMPORARY 
ARCHITECTURE 
SUMMARY
This thesis research examines the traditional solutions, compares it with a 
systematic analysis of modern buildings and implements the solutions especially for 
façade systems. It is an analysis for providing thermal and visual comfort and 
specifies in two different climates: hot-dry and hot-humid. 
One of the most important functions of building is to meet the biological 
requirements of occupants providing comfortable environment and these are related 
with climatic conditions. Therefore buildings should provide thermal and visual 
comfort. Since energy is valuable these conditions should be provided with minimum 
cost and waste. 
To examine the influence of climate in architecture we have a look in traditional 
architecture, where the conscious design in corporation with the environment, 
should be example for the modern architecture.  The experiences from the past 
must not be simply rejected and forgotten, but evaluated and, if found appropriate 
transformed and integrated into modern construction. 
Architecture in hot-dry and hot-humid climates, respond to different needs and 
demand different solutions to their problems. The study of these two climates in
more detail for traditional architecture provides important knowledge for the climatic 
design needs and can be a useful guide for the contemporary architecture. In 
designing and planning for hot-dry and hot-humid zones, two of the main problems 
confronting the architect are to ensure protection against heat and provide adequate 
cooling and ventilation. 
The building’s “envelope” separates the living environment from the outside 
environment in order to provide protection from the weather, intruders, pests, noise, 
and dirt, to control the entry of sunlight, and, most important, to maintain comfort. Is 
the skin of the building that prevents air, moisture and heat from flowing freely inside 
or outside. Façade systems are the most important element in a building envelope. 
It poses an intractable problem for designers. The façade is always bi-directional in 
that energy transfers in both directions simultaneously. Heat may be conducting to 
the outside while radiating to the interior and light entering the building must be 
balanced with the view to the exterior. 
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GÜNÜMÜZ MጀMARጀSጀNDE ENERJጀ ETKጀNLጀᇠጀNE REHBER OLMAK ÜZERE 
GELENEKSEL VE MODERN CEPHELERጀN ISIL VE GÖRSEL ANALጀZጀ
ÖZET
Bu araᗰtጐrmada bir yandan farklጐ iklim bölgelerindeki geleneksel mimari çözümler 
enerji etkinliᇰi açጐsጐndan incelenirken, bir yandan da binalarጐn enerji harcamalarጐnda 
en çok etkili olan cephelerin geleneksel ve modern mimarideki çözümlerinin 
sistematik bir ᗰekilde incelenmesi ile bunlarጐn kጐyaslanmasጐ yoluna gidilmiᗰ ve 
özellikle cephe sistemleri için çözümler üretilmeye çalጐᗰጐlmጐᗰtጐr. Bu inceleme iki farklጐ 
iklim bölgesinde; yani sጐcak-kuru ve sጐcak-nemli iklim bölgelerinde, ጐsጐl ve görsel 
konforun saᇰlanmasጐ için yapጐlan bir incelemedir.
Binanጐn en önemli iᗰlevlerinden biri de, konforlu bir çevre ihtiyacጐ içinde olan ve 
binanጐn içinde ikamet eden kullanጐcጐlarጐn biyolojik gereksinimlerini 
karᗰጐlayabilmesidir. Bu yüzden de binalar yeterli derecede ጐsጐl ve görsel konfor 
saᇰlamalጐdጐr. Tabii ki enerji deᇰerli olduᇰu için de bu ᗰartlar minimum masraf ve 
harcalamalarla saᇰlanmalጐdጐr. Kullanጐcጐlarጐn bu gereksinimlerinin mümkün olduᇰunca 
doᇰal yollar ile karᗰጐlanmasጐ ise iklimsel ᗰartlar ile baᇰlantጐlጐdጐr.
ጀklimin mimariye olan etkisini inceleyebilmek için geleneksel mimariye bakabiliriz. 
Buna karᗰጐn günümüz mimarisine baktጐᇰጐmጐzda ise bir çok hatalጐ uygulamanጐn yanጐ 
sጐra çevre ile uyumlu bilinçli tasarጐm örnekleri de görebiliriz. Geçmiᗰten gelen 
tecrübeler kesinlikle reddedilmemeli ve unutulmamalጐdጐr. Bu tecrübeler 
deᇰerlendirilmeli ve modern yapጐlarጐn tasarጐmጐnda uygun olacak ᗰekilde bu bilgiler 
kullanጐlmalጐ ve modern yapጐlara uyarlanmalጐdጐr. 
Bunlara baᇰlጐ olarak da sጐcak-kuru ve sጐcak-nemli iklimlerin olduᇰu mimari 
çalጐᗰmalar deᇰiᗰik ihtiyaçlara cevap verdiᇰi gibi, problemlere deᇰiᗰik çözümler de 
gerektirir. Bu iki iklim türünün geleneksel mimari içinde daha ayrጐntጐlጐ olarak 
incelenmesi iklimsel tasarጐm ihtiyaçlarጐnጐn  karᗰጐlanmasጐ açጐsጐndan önemli sonuçlar 
verir bu sonuçlar da günümüz mጀmarisi için kullanጐᗰlጐ bir rehber olabጐlጐr. Bu 
bölgelerde tasarጐm yapacak bir mimarጐn karᗰጐsጐna çጐkacak ana sorunlardan en 
önemli iki sorun sጐcaᇰa karᗰጐ koruma saᇰlayabilmek ve yeterli soᇰutmayጐ ve 
havalandጐrmayጐ doᇰal yollar ile saᇰlayabilmek olacaktጐr.
Binanጐn cephesi, yaᗰam alanጐ ile dጐᗰ ortamጐ birbirinden ayጐrጐr. Bu ᗰekilde hem 
havanጐn etkilerinden, hem dጐᗰarጐdaki davetsiz misafirlerden, böceklerden, 
gürültüden, ve kirlilikten koruma saᇰlar iken hem de güneᗰ ጐᗰጐᇰጐnጐn girmesini kontrol 
eder ve en önemlisi de gerekli olan konforu saᇰlar. Binanጐn içine veya dጐᗰጐna ጐsጐ, 
hava, rutubetin serbestçe girip çጐkmasጐnጐ düzenleyen bu kaplamadጐr. Cephe 
sistemleri bina yüzeyinin en önemli parçalarጐndan biridir ve tasarጐmcጐlar için kolay 
kontrol edilemeyen bir unsurdur. ጀki yönlü olarak devamlጐ enerji transferi 
oluᗰmaktadጐr. Isጐ dጐᗰarጐ veya içeriye doᇰru geçirilirken içeri doᇰru ጐᗰጐnጐm kazancጐ 
olabilmekte ve benzer ᗰekilde binaya giren ጐᗰጐk miktarጐ, içeriden dጐᗰarጐ bakጐldጐᇰጐnda 
görüᗰü engellemeyecek ᗰekilde dengelenmelidir.
11. INTRODUCTION
The technical side of an architect's work is to ensure that his building will stand and 
to provide protection against the environmental elements. Only when these 
prerequisites have been provided, which should be incorporated without question or 
argument, then the real problems of designing a building are began to be 
considered. It is rather like the pianist who can start to interpret the music he/she
plays only after he/she has mastered the technique of piano playing [36].
A machine is independent of its environment. It is little affected by climate and not at 
all by society. A person, however, is a member of a living organism that constantly 
reacts to its environment, changing it and being changed by it. A plant provides a 
good example of the mutual interaction between a living organism and its 
environment. It possesses its own heat and water economies. Its respiratory heat is 
the result of metabolism which tends to raise its temperature, just as with animals. It 
perspires, and the evaporation of this perspiration leads to cooling. Consequently, 
plants exert a reaction on the microclimate of their environment and to some extent 
adjust their own temperature to their particular needs [36].
In the same way, a building is affected by its environment. The climate of the locality 
and the buildings around it mold the building, so that, even though social, cultural, 
and economic aspects are important, it owes much of its shape to these factors [36].
One of the most important functions of building is to meet the biological 
requirements of occupants providing comfortable environment. One of the most 
important biological requirements of human body is related with climatic conditions. 
Therefore buildings should provide thermal and visual comfort. Since energy is 
valuable these conditions should be provided with minimum cost and waste.
1.1 Thermal comfort 
Olgyay’s chart is a “zone of human comfort in relation to ambient air temperature 
and humidity, mean radiant temperature, wind speed, solar radiation, and
evaporative cooling”. The axis of the chart includes the dry bulb temperature and 
relative humidity which create the “zone” in which other important characteristics can 
be calculated. A comfort zone is created in the center of the chart, which 
2emphasizes the correct temperature and humidity for maximum comfort. If the 
temperature and relative humidity fall below the lower limit, shading is required to 
maintain comfort and if they rise above the upper limit, then the cooling effects of the 
wind is usually the only element that can balance the comfort zone (figure 1.1) [26].
It is the designer’s task to analyze climatic information and present it in a form that 
allows him to identify features that are beneficial and harmful. The work of Olgyay 
suggests a way of accessing harmful and beneficial features of climate through an 
analytical investigation of climate that can proceed through a series of steps (table 
1.1). He called this form of investigation and interpretation of climatic factors 
“bioclimatic design”. It follows clearly the analysis and synthesis model of design 
which starts from the general analysis of climate and moves to specific issues of 
design synthesis [27]. 
Table 1.1: Stages in climate investigations [27]
The first step involves investigation of the microclimatic conditions of the zone in 
which the building is located. The first stage is to collect broad meteorological data 
on the macro aspects of climate in which the building is located. The important data 
is humidity and the dry-bulb temperature recorded for a typical year. Minimum and 
maximum temperatures on a monthly basis should also be used. The reason for this 
is that the bioclimatic chart uses this data to assess comfort conditions [27]. 
In a second step an examination of the bioclimatic chart reveals particular important 
information for the designer. One important role is descriptive, it’s describes a set of 
temperature and humidity at which is thought humans feel comfortable. Thus the 
climatic data for a particular location can be compared to the zone of comfort 
defined by the bioclimatic chart. A level of fit can be accessed through examining 
the data in terms of the times of the year and day when the climate exceeds or is 
below the comfort zone. A second important role of the bioclimatic chart is its 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Climatic meteorological 
data collection
Bioclimatic comparative 
analysis
Selection of climate 
modification strategies
Solar radiation
Sunshine
Temperature
Humidity
Rainfall
Wind velocity and 
direction
Assessment of the climate 
data in relation to thermal 
comfort
Cooling strategies through 
dehumidification, 
evaporation, airflow and 
mass.
Heating through mass and 
solar gain
3predictive role. When the climatic data suggests that the climate doesn’t fit within the 
comfort zone a number of strategies are suggested to extend the zone. These can 
be called climate modification strategies (third step) since other factors can be used 
to moderate the conditions of temperature and humidity [27]. 
For warm climates the temperatures usually range above 20oC. Thus the major 
climate condition is the concern for over-heating with temperatures above the 
comfort zone. A further compilation is the concern for relative humidity which 
reduces the upper limit of acceptable temperatures to 22-23oC. In under-heating 
conditions the effect of humidity is not so pronounced. To establish which strategies 
are most or least effective for a particular climate it is necessary to overlay the data 
from the first stage with the data in the bioclimatic chart. The interesting outcome 
from this analysis is the debate about the relative effectiveness of each strategy and 
the practicality of integrating the strategies into the building design [22]. 
Figure 1.1: Schematic bioclimatic index [26]
1.2 Visual comfort 
Visual comfort exists when the perceptive faculties in the human brain can operate 
without any interference. Incorrect distribution of light density in a room, glare, poor 
4color matching and inappropriate interior design all inhibit perception. On the other 
hand, when perception is in no way inhibited, the basic senses of the eye, such as 
vision, speed and contrast sensitivity, are optimized. Optimal working conditions can 
be achieved by harmonizing the light density conditions in the working environment 
[5]. 
Visual comfort also depends on sufficient light in the area of visual focus and the 
avoidance of glare, be it direct, indirect or daylight glare. The light and temperature 
of colors in lighting systems for rooms are additional criteria [5]. Light hue defines 
the type of color and is divided into three groups for general lighting purposes [4]:
· Color temperature below 3300K (warm white light)
· Color temperature from 3300K to 5000K (neutral white light)
· Color temperature above 5000K (daylight white light)
Lit rooms should also exhibits sufficient shadow effects to enhance the plasticity and 
three-dimensionality of objects and surfaces. Last, but not least, visual comfort 
means visual contact from the inside out and from the outside in [5].   
1.3 The importance of climate in architecture
Mankind in the same environments encounters the same stresses as other fauna. 
From Aristotle to Montesquieu, many scholars believed that climate had pronounced 
effects on human physiology and temperament. More recently interest has centered 
on human energy in relation to environment.  To examine the influence of climate in 
architecture we can have a look in traditional architecture, where the conscious 
design in corporation with the environment, should be example for the modern 
architecture.  
The humans in history were spread in tribes and moved from north to south and 
from east to west till they settle in a place. The tribes entering the cold zone 
encountered extreme cold and relatively scarce fuel. Under these circumstances, 
the conservation of heat became essential, so their shelters were compact, with 
minimum of surface exposure. Eskimo igloo is a well-known solution to the problem 
of survival in extreme cold (figure 1.2). These low hemispherical shelters deflect the 
winds and take advantage of the insulating value of snow that surrounds them. The 
smooth ice lining which forms on their interior surface is an effective seal against air 
seepage, and their tunnel exits are oriented away from the prevailing winds to 
reduce drafts and prevent the escape of warmed air. The heat retention of this type 
5of structure makes it possible to maintain a temperature of 15oC inside when the 
exterior temperature is -10oC. The homes of theses tribes were joined together to
reduce the exposed surfaces [26]. 
Figure 1.2: Traditional architecture in a cool area (left) and an igloo (right) [26,77]
The temperate area, offering a naturally favorable climate, made fewer thermal 
demands on its inhabitants, so there is corresponding diversity and freedom in the 
structures. Unlike the cold regions, the villages were freely organized and spread 
out with peripheral units merging into the surrounding landscape. The typical 
dwelling unit of these tribes was the wigwam, a conical structure of poles covered by 
skin, which effectively shed wind and rain and was easily heated from a central 
source (figure 1.3). This dwellings could be readily transported, an essential to 
migration [26]. 
Figure 1.3: Traditional architecture in a temperate area [26]
6In contrast, the hot-arid zone made extreme demands on the constructors of tribal 
dwellings. Characterized by excessive heat and glaring sun, this area requires that 
the shelter is designed to reduce heat impacts and provide shade. Like those far 
north of them, often built communal structures for mutual protection - In this case 
from the heat. The dwellings were constructed from massive roofs and walls, which 
have good isolative value and the capacity to delay heat impacts for long hours, thus 
reducing the daily heat peaks. They also used very small windows. By packing 
buildings together, the amount of exposed surface was reduced (figure 1.4). They 
were usually extend on an east-west axis, thereby reducing morning and afternoon 
heat impacts on the two end walls in summer and receiving a maximum amount of 
south sun in the winter months when its heat is welcome [26]. 
The hot-humid area, on the other hand, presented two major problems to its 
habitants, the avoidance of excessive solar radiation and the evaporation of 
moisture by breezes. To cope with these problems, the tribes built their villages to 
allow free air movement, and the scattered individual units were mixed into the 
shade of surrounding flora. Some tribes raised large gable roofs covered with grass 
to insulate against the sun and throw large areas of shadow over the dwellings, 
which had no walls (figure 1.4). The steep angle and extensive overhangs of these 
roofs protected against rainfall and the floors were elevated to keep them dry and to 
allow air circulation underneath [26]. 
Figure 1.4: Traditional architecture in a hot-arid region (up) and in a hot-humid 
region (down) [26]
In traditional architecture people possessed a remarkable ability to adapt their 
dwellings to their particular environmental difficulties. An awareness of climate was 
7integrated with innate craftsman to solve problems of comfort and protection. The 
results were building expressions of true regional character (figure 1.5) [26]. 
Figure 1.5: Village in a hot-arid region (left) and in a hot-humid region (right) [26]
1.4 Objectives of the study
This thesis research examines the traditional solutions, compares it with a 
systematic analysis of modern buildings and implements the solutions especially for 
façade systems. 
In designing and planning for the hot arid and hot humid zones, two of the main 
problems confronting the architect are to ensure protection against heat and provide 
adequate cooling. The interplay between this astronomical source of energy with the 
effects it causes and the landscape creates the microclimate, which is the concern 
of the science of meteorology. However, the built environment produces changes in 
the microclimate. The configuration of buildings, their orientations, and their 
arrangement in space in both climates create a specific microclimate for each site. 
To this must be added the building materials, surface textures and colors of exposed 
surfaces of the buildings, and the design of open spaces, such as streets,
courtyards, gardens, and squares [36]. Architecture in hot and dry or hot and humid 
climates responds to different needs and demands different solutions to its problem. 
The study and further analysis of these two climates in traditional architecture 
provides important knowledge for the climatic design needs and can be useful guide 
to the contemporary architecture, where the reality shows that buildings are being 
constructed with no climatic consideration. 
8The building’s “envelope” separates the living environment from the outside 
environment in order to provide protection from the weather, intruders, pests, noise, 
and dirt, to control the entry of sunlight, and, most important, to maintain comfort. Is 
the skin of the building that prevents air, moisture and heat from flowing freely inside
or outside. The envelope of a home includes part or all of the structure that holds up 
and forms the roof and that resists lateral loads from wind or earthquakes. A durable 
and effective envelope is a key element in a green home, because all that goes on 
within the home depends on its proper functioning [1]. Façade systems and 
particularly glazing, pose an intractable problem for designers. The façade is always 
bi-directional in that energy transfers in both directions simultaneously. Heat may be 
conducting to the outside while radiating to the interior and light entering the building 
must be balanced with the view to the exterior [43]. 
Chapter 1 is an introduction that includes all the main objectives in this study. There 
is an introduction to thermal and visual comfort. Also there is a brief description for 
the connection that traditional architecture has with the needs that emerge from the 
climatic conditions.  
Chapter 2 describes the climate features and a climate classification system. 
Chapter 3 analyses the human comfort and the responses of human body to the 
thermal environment and luminance environment. 
Chapter 4 analyses the interaction between the buildings and the climate and the 
design parameters that affect the interaction. The analysis becomes in thermal and 
visual base. 
Chapter 5 provides information about the general guidelines for different climatic 
zones, focused in Greece and Turkey for examples of traditional architecture. 
Chapter 6 is the first part of the main core of this thesis. Makes a systematic 
analysis in façade systems in traditional architecture in two chosen climates, hot -
dry and hot - humid and provides examples with their climatic implementation. 
Chapter 7 is the second part of the main core of this thesis. It makes a systematic 
analysis in façade elements and systems, in modern architecture, for thermal and 
visual comfort provision. The examination here is for basic and advanced façade 
systems. The knowledge of new technologies and systems, if used properly can 
make energy efficiency in contemporary architecture reality. 
Chapter 8 makes some final conclusions to improve the modern climatic façade 
systems by taking the climatic principles of traditional façade systems. 
92. CLIMATE
The Earth rotates about its axis, which is tilted at 23.5 degrees. As the Earth rotates 
on its tilted axis around the sun, different parts of the Earth receive higher and lower 
levels of radiant energy. This creates the different climates and the seasons.
2.1 General climate
Temperatures in the areas, where rays strike the earth at a right angle (90°), tend to 
be the hottest places on earth. Other locations, where the sun's rays hit at lesser 
angles, tend to be cooler [32]. 
2.1.1 Climatic elements
Weather is an ensemble of all meteorological variables. At any given moment the 
elements appear in combination, and it is difficult to determine their relative 
importance in the thermal interplay. The main climatic elements are [26, 39]: 
· Temperature - dry-bulb temperature. The variation of the diurnal 
temperature depends on the state of the sky. 
· Humidity - expressed as relative humidity or absolute humidity. 
· Air movement - both wind speed and direction are indicated. 
· Precipitation - the total amount of rain, hail, snow, dew, measured in rain 
gauges and expressed in mm per unit time (day, month, and year). 
· Cloud cover - based on visual observation and expressed as a fraction of 
the sky hemisphere (tenths, or 'octas' = eights) covered by clouds. 
· Sunshine duration - the period of clear sunshine, measured by a sunshine 
recorder which burns a trace on a paper strip, expressed as hours per day or 
month. 
· Solar radiation - measured by a pyranometer, on an unobstructed 
horizontal surface and recorded either as the continuously varying irradiance 
(W/m2), or through an electronic integrator as irradiance over the hour or 
day. 
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2.1.2 The climate change
The climate of the Earth is always changing. In the past it has altered as a result of 
natural causes. Nowadays, however, the term climate change is generally used 
when referring to changes in our climate which have been identified since the early 
part of the 1900's. The changes we've seen over recent years and those which are 
predicted over the next 80 years are thought to be mainly as a result of human 
behavior rather than due to natural changes in the atmosphere (figure 2.1). The 
greenhouse effect is very important when we talk about climate change as it relates 
to the gases which keep the Earth warm. It is the extra greenhouse gases which 
humans have released which are thought to pose the strongest threat [34].
As temperatures rise, the sea will absorb heat from the atmosphere, causing it to 
expand and therefore creating sea level rises. Mountainous glaciers are retreating in 
many parts of the World and one particular area, scientists are concerned about is 
Alaska - around 500 cubic miles of ice have been lost from here in the last 50 years. 
It is believed the situation is so extreme in Alaska that half of the water flowing into 
the oceans, globally, due to melting glaciers, is a result of the melting in Alaska [34].
In Europe, the situation is worrying too. Since 1850, half the volume of Europe's 
Alpine glaciers has disappeared and it is thought that by the end of the century half
of those left, will have gone. In the last 100 years, sea levels have risen by 10-20cm 
globally and future rises are predicted to be much greater than this [34].
The regular use of renewable energy is becoming increasingly popular like 
alternative energy sources, including solar power, wind power, geothermal, water 
power and even nuclear energy.
Figure 2.1: The climatic change threatens our planet [34]
2.2 Climate classification system
The Köppen Climate Classification System is the most widely used for classifying 
the world's climates introduced in 1900 by the Russian-German climatologist 
Wladimir Köppen. Köppen divided the Earth's surface into climatic regions that 
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generally coincided with world patterns of vegetation and soils. The Köppen system 
recognizes five major climate types based on the annual and monthly averages of 
temperature and precipitation (figure 2.2). Each type is designated by a capital letter
[32].
· A - Moist Tropical Climates are known for their high temperatures year round 
and for their large amount of year round rain. 
· B - Dry Climates are characterized by little rain and a huge daily temperature 
range. Two subgroups, S - semiarid or steppe, and W - arid or desert, are 
used with the B climates.
· C - Humid Middle Latitude Climates land/water differences play a large part. 
These climates have warm, dry summers and cool, wet winters.
· D - Continental Climates can be found in the interior regions of large land 
masses. Total precipitation is not very high and seasonal temperatures vary 
widely.
· E - Cold Climates describe this climate type perfectly. These climates are part 
of areas where permanent ice and tundra are always present. Only about four 
months of the year have above freezing temperatures.
Figure 2.2: Koeppen’s climate classification [32]
Further subgroups are designated by a second, lower case letter which 
distinguishes specific seasonal characteristics of temperature and precipitation [32].
· f - Moist with adequate precipitation in all months and no dry season. This 
letter usually accompanies the A, C, and D climates. 
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· m - Rainforest climate in spite of short, dry season in monsoon type cycle. 
This letter only applies to A climates.
· s - There is a dry season in the summer of the respective hemisphere (high-
sun season).
· w - There is a dry season in the winter of the respective hemisphere (low-sun 
season).
To further denote variations in climate, a third letter was added to the code [32].
· a - Hot summer, where the warmest month is over 22°C. These can be found 
in C and D climates. 
· b - Warm summer with the warmest month below 22°C. These can also be 
found in C and D climates.
· c - Cool, short summers with less than four months over 10°C in the C and D
climates.
· d - Very cold winters with the coldest month below -38°C in the D climate only.
· h - Dry-hot with a mean annual temperature over 18°C in B climates only.
· k - Dry-cold with a mean annual temperature less than 18°C in B climates 
only.
Three major climate groups show the dominance of special combinations of air-
mass source regions [32].
2.2.1 Group I: Low-latitude Climates
These climates are controlled by equatorial a tropical air masses.
o Tropical Moist Climates (Af) rainforest
Figure 2.3: Af climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
The total annual rainfall is often more than 250cm. There are seasonal differences in 
monthly rainfall but temperatures of 27°C mostly stay the same. Humidity is between 
13
77 and 88%. Global Position: Amazon Basin; Congo Basin of equatorial Africa; East 
Indies, from Sumatra to New Guinea (figure 2.3) [32].
o Wet-Dry Tropical Climates (Aw) savanna
Figure 2.4: Aw climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
A seasonal change occurs between wet tropical air masses and dry tropical air 
masses. As a result, there is a very wet season and a very dry season. The 
temperature range is about 16°C and the annual precipitation is 0.25cm. Global 
Range: India, Indochina, West Africa, southern Africa, South America and the north 
coast of Australia (figure 2.4) [32]. 
o Dry Tropical Climate (BW) desert biome
Figure 2.5: BW climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
Winds are light, which allows for the evaporation of moisture in the intense heat. The 
dry arid desert is a true desert climate, and covers 12% of the Earth's land surface. 
The annual precipitation is 0.25cm. Global Range: southwestern United States and 
northern Mexico; Argentina; North Africa; South Africa; central part of Australia
(figure 2.5) [32].
2.2.2 Group II: Mid-latitude Climates
Climates in this zone are affected by two different air-masses. The tropical air-
masses are moving towards the poles and the polar air-masses are moving towards 
the equator. These two air masses are in constant conflict. 
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o Dry Midlatitude Climates (BS) steppe
Figure 2.6: BS climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
Winters are very cold. Summers are warm to hot. The temperature Range is 24°C. 
The annual precipitation is less than 10 cm in the driest regions and 50cm is the 
moister steppes. Global Range: Western North America (Great Basin, Columbia 
Plateau, Great Plains); Eurasian interior, from steppes of eastern Europe to the Gobi 
Desert and North China (figure 2.6) [32].
o Mediterranean Climate (Cs) chaparral biome
Figure 2.7: Cs climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
This is a wet-winter, dry-summer climate. Fires occur frequently in Mediterranean 
climate zones. The temperature Range is 7°C and the annual precipitation is 42cm.
Global Position: central and southern California; coastal zones bordering the 
Mediterranean Sea; coastal Western Australia and South Australia; Chilean coast; 
Cape Town region of South Africa (figure 2.7) [32].
o Dry Midlatitude Climates (Bs) grasslands biome
Figure 2.8: Bs climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
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Annual temperatures range widely. Summers are warm to hot, but winters are cold. 
The temperature Range is 31°C and the annual Precipitation is 81cm. Global 
Position: western North America (Great Basin, Columbia Plateau, Great Plains); 
Eurasian interior (figure 2.8) [32].
o Moist Continental Climate (Cf) Deciduous Forest biome
Figure 2.9: Cf climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
Seasonal changes between summer and winter are very large. The temperature 
Range: 31°C and the average annual precipitation is 81cm. Global Position: eastern 
parts of the United States and southern Canada; northern China; Korea; Japan; 
central and eastern Europe (figure 2.9) [32].
2.2.3 Group III: High-latitude climates
Polar and arctic air masses dominate these regions. A southern hemisphere 
counterpart to these continental centers does not exist. 
o Boreal forest Climate ( Dfc) taiga biome
Figure 2.10: Dfc climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
The temperature range: 41°C lows; -25°C highs; 16°C and the average annual 
precipitation is 31cm. Global Position: central and western Alaska; Canada, from the 
Yukon Territory to Labrador; Eurasia, from northern Europe across all of Siberia to 
the Pacific Ocean (figure 2.10) [32]. 
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o Tundra Climate (E) tundra biome
Figure 2.11: E climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
The temperature range is -22°C to 6°C and the average annual precipitation is 
20cm. Global Position: arctic zone of North America; Hudson Bay region; Greenland 
coast; northern Siberia bordering the Arctic Ocean (figure 2.11) [32].
o Highland Climate (H) Alpine Biome
Figure 2.12: H climatic zone on map and characteristic photo [32]
The temperature range is -18°C to 10°C and the average annual precipitation is
23cm. Global Position: Rocky Mountain Range in North America, the Andean 
mountain range in South America, the Alps in Europe, Mt. Kilimanjaro in Africa, the 
Himalayans in Tibet, Mt. Fuji in Japan (figure 2.12) [32]. 
The Köppen system is complicated so for this thesis we refine to climatic zones in 
five big groups that include all the above classification but in a more simple way 
excluding some extreme climates. The climatic zones that will be mentioned in this 
study in a more general categorization are: cold, hot-dry, hot-humid, mild-dry and 
mild humid. 
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3. HUMAN COMFORT
Human produces heat by food metabolism. This heat is transferred to the 
environment by convection and radiation. The convection exchange depends on the 
ambient air temperature and the airspeed. 
3.1 Thermal Comfort
Thermal comfort can be defined operationally as the range of climatic conditions 
considered comfortable and acceptable inside buildings. It implies an absence of 
any sensation of thermal (heat or cold) discomfort. In dealing with the heat 
discomfort there are two distinct and independent sources of discomfort: the thermal 
sensation of heat and discomfort resulting from skin wetness (sensible perspiration). 
[22]. 
The “general” thermal sensation of cold discomfort is experienced, under steady-
state climatic conditions, when the average skin temperature is lowered below the 
lower level corresponding to the state of comfort, which under sedentary activity is 
about 32-33oC. The thermal sensation of heat discomfort is experienced, under 
steady-state conditions, when average skin temperature is elevated above the upper 
level corresponding to the state of comfort which, under sedentary activity is 33-
34oC. However, the rate of elevation of the skin temperature when the ambient 
temperature rises above the comfort zone is much smaller than the rate of drop 
when the temperature falls below the comfort zone. The reason is that sweat 
evaporation reduces the rate of skin temperature rise [22]. With the dry air, the 
evaporation rate is high and perspiration evaporates quickly lowering body 
temperature (figure 3.1) [36].
The occupants of any building will respond to the thermal environment at three 
levels [28]: 
· Through unconscious physiological changes- sweating, shivering, muscle 
tension and changes in blood flow.
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· Through behavior responses- consciously through the addition or removal of 
clothing, or semi-consciously such as changes in posture or moving to a more 
comfortable spot.
· Using the controls afforded by the building they occupy, some of them without 
the use of energy- opening windows, drawing curtains or blinds - others where 
mechanical building controls are used such as air conditioning or fans. 
Figure 3.1: Human energy balance under steady-state conditions [29]
Since comfort standards can’t satisfy everyone who is in the same environment with 
the same level, the situation in which 80% or more people are satisfied can be 
considered as acceptable condition for climatic comfort (ASHRAE 2001, ISO 2005). 
The perception of human body and the acceptability of the surroundings are 
connected with the physiologic actions, such as body producing metabolic heat and 
this heat is transferred to the surrounding, the perspiration and the temperature 
change and also it is connected with how the body is adapting to this new condition 
in physiological and psychological way. So climatic comfort is a function of heat 
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balance, which is a result of the body metabolism level and the heat transfer 
amount. Simply this function can be shown with the below equation [77]:
H = S + E +R + C + Cd  (3.1)
Where: 
· H= the energy amount the human body produces (metabolism level), W.
· S= energy level stored in the body, W. 
· E= heat energy lost form the body with evaporation, W.
· R= the amount of the heat transfer between the body and the surrounding 
through thermal radiation, W. 
· C, Cd= the heat lost from the body with the convection and conduction, W. 
The system of the heat lost of the human body and the amount of rated heat transfer 
for a human resting is showed in the figure 3.2 [36].
Figure 3.2: The heat lost of a human body [77]
As a conclusion from the equation all the parameters affecting the heat transfer 
between human and his surround also affects climatic comfort. These variables as 
explained below can be separated in two categories, environmental variables and 
personal variables [77]. 
Environmental variables in an indoor place are [77, 22]:
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· Air temperature: The air temperature determines the convective heat 
exchange between the skin and the ambient air. The average skin 
temperature indoors is about 33-34oC. With lower air temperature the body 
loses heat, while with higher temperatures it gains heat by convection. 
· Average heat radiation: The comfort depends on the environmental 
temperature, air velocity and humidity, as well as on the clothing and activity 
level. 
· Air velocity: At temperature below 33oC, increasing air velocity reduces the 
heat sensation due to the higher convective heat from the body and the 
lowering of the skin temperature. At temperatures between 33–37oC, air 
velocity doesn’t affect significantly the thermal sensation. At temperatures 
above the 37oC, increased air velocity increases the thermal sensation of heat, 
although is still reduces skin wetness and so might be desirable. 
· Air humidity: The impact of humidity on human thermal balance and on 
comfort is complex. The evaporative capacity of the air is a function of the air 
humidity (vapor pressure and airspeed). Very low humidity may cause 
irritation; skin becomes too dry and cracks. A higher humidity reduces the 
evaporative cooling potential from a given surface area of the skin, but the 
body can counter this reduction by spreading the sweat over the skin. 
Personal variables are [77]: 
· Level of activity: the human body isn’t simply a passive object. Its metabolic 
processes generate its own heat. Like other engines, it burns fuel, in the form 
of food and converts this into heat and work. 
· Clothing: The actual level of comfort zone, especially in winter, depends 
greatly on clothing. 
The effective temperature scale is in fact a physiological temperature scale. If a 
large number of people are exposed to wide ranges of temperature, humidity, and 
airspeed we will see that the physiologically objective reactions of the subjects, such 
as pulse and perspiration rates show different results [36]. 
Metabolism level is the amount of energy produced in the surface of the body per 
time and most of the time written with MET (1 MET = 58.2 W/m2) (table 3.1). For 
clothes the insulation resistance is shown with Clo unit (1 Clo= 0.155 m2/W) (figure 
3.3). 
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Table 3.1: Metabolism levels for different activities (ASHRAE 2001) [77].
ACTIVITY MET
Resting
Sleeping 0.7
Laying 0.8
Sitting without moving 1.0
Standing up in a comfortable position 1.2
Walking 
0,89 m / s 2.0
1,34 m / s 2.6
1,79 m / s 3.8
Office activities 
Reading while sitting 1.0
Writing  1.0
Typing 1.1
Working while sitting 1.2
Working while standing 1.4
Walking around 1.7
Lifting things/ packing things 2.1
Other job activities 
Cooking 1.6 to 2.0
Cleaning 2.0 to 3.4
Making heavy job while sitting 2.2
Machinery activities 
Light activities 2.0 to 2.4
Heavy activities 4.0
Other personal activities 
Dancing 2.4 to 4.4
Exercises 3.0 to 4.0
Playing tennis 3.6 to 4.0
Playing basketball 5.0 to 7.6
Wrestling 7.0 to 8.7
Figure 3.3: Heat resistance of different clothing [77]
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3.2 Visual comfort 
3.2.1 Light perception
On the back surface of the eye (figure 3.4), the transformation on light into neutral 
activity is carried out by light-sensitive receptor cells (photoreceptors). The retina 
contains two types of photoreceptor: the rods (approximately 120 million) and the 
cones (approximately 6 million). Rods are able to detect light at low luminance levels 
(<1cd/m2) and provide low-acuity monochrome vision called “scotopic vision”. There 
are three types of cones, which are sensitive to blue, red or green light. The cones 
are principally located in a very limited area of the retina called the fovea. Owing to 
their location and light sensitivity characteristics, the cones provide high-acuity 
vision called “photopic vision”. For luminance around 1cd/m2, the two kinds of vision 
compete simultaneously and this domain is called “mesopic vision” [44]. 
Figure 3.4: Cross sectional diagram of the human eye [44]
As shown in table 3.2 the perceptible luminance range of the human visual system 
spans a very large interval. Excluding view of the sun either directly or after specular 
reflections, the visual experience in daylight spaces appears rather limited as the 
luminances that may be encountered span only over five orders of magnitude 
across the mesopic and photopic domains [44]. 
After being detected by the rods and cones, light is transformed into a pattern of 
neutral activity that travels towards the brain through the optic nerve. The resulting 
visual map sent to the brain highlights, for instance, areas where there are changes 
of luminances, such as edges of objects. On the other hand, contiguous areas of the 
visual field that have similar colors and slowly varying luminances are merged with 
less detail. This strategy clearly preserves the features of the image that are 
relevant for a correct interpretation of the perceived objects and space [44]. 
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Table 3.2: Range of perceptible luminances [44]
3.2.2 Visual adaptation
This mechanism, called adaptation, plays an important role: the retinal ganglion cells 
themselves adapt their response levels to the average illumination of the retina. The 
resulting effect is that, at any one time, the perceptible range of luminance spans 
over three to four boundary below which no luminous sensation will be experienced, 
and an upper boundary above which glare sensation will occur (figure 3.5) [44]. 
This process is often experienced. For instance, when looking into a building from 
outdoors, the rooms seen through windows usually appear barely visible. This 
happens because the outdoor average luminance levels exceed 1000cd/m2 and the 
visual adaptation accordingly adjusts the shadow limit between 10 and 100cd/m2
which are luminances levels typically encountered in a daylit room. When inside the 
same room, the visual system will then adapt to this level so that this range of 
luminance will finally fall in the useful range of discrimination where luminous 
sensations are perceptible. The same phenomenon explains why a patch of sky that 
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appears acceptably bright when seen from outdoors may cause glare than when 
seen from inside through a window [44]. 
A decrease of adaptation level for instance when moving from a bright location to a 
darker one, is not immediate but takes some time. After 0.1 seconds the eye is able 
to decrease its adaptation level by a factor of 3, but a further decrease needs a few 
minutes more. Full adaptation to a level falling in the scotopic range may take from 
30 to 60 minutes. This can be experienced for instance when entering from daylight 
into a darkened cinema where the film has already started [44]. 
Figure 3.5: The resulting effect of visual adaptation [44]
The interpretation of the visual field occurring inside the brain also affects visual 
perception. By identifying the locations of the light sources, the brain is able to 
roughly assess the prevailing illuminance distribution pattern [44]. 
3.3.3 Discomfort glare
The presence of high luminance contrasts in the field of view may cause discomfort 
sensation even if little or no decrease in visual performance is observed. This 
phenomenon is known as “discomfort glare”. It originates from instability in the 
control mechanism of the visual system. On one hand the highly stimulated parts of 
the retina receiving illumination from the glare source demand to close the pupil 
while, on the other hand, the less stimulated parts of the retina demand the reverse 
[44]. 
Many studies conducted more than 50 years ago have shown that the magnitude of 
the discomfort glare sensation is directly related to the luminance of the glare source 
and its apparent size as seen by the observer. In addition, discomfort is reduced if 
the source is seen in surroundings of high luminance. This is due to adaptation 
phenomenon and is frequently experienced by car drivers [44]. 
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Figure 3.6: The parameters taken into account to compute discomfort glare indices
[44]
The glare sensation is also reduced the further the glare source is off the line of the 
sight. This is again something often experienced on sunny days. All these findings 
have been translated into empirical formula in order to quantify the discomfort glare 
sensation using a so-called “glare index” scale (figure 3.6). Various slightly different 
versions have been proposed. The latest one recently defined by the CIE is called 
the “unified glare rating (UGR)” [44]. 
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Where: 
· Li= luminance of the glare source i
· W i= the solid angle subtended by the source i
· Pi= the position factor
· Lb= the mean luminance of the remaining parts of the field of view
UGR values below 10 mean imperceptible glare. Glare becomes really 
uncomfortable for UGR values above 33. Values above 28 denote intolerable glare 
sensations. A variation of a single unit on this scale is just noticeable. A 3-unit 
variation represents a difference that is always recognized.  Therefore a decrease of 
3-units on the glare index scale is considered as a worthwhile improvement when 
trying to limit discomfort glare. Field studies have shown that occupants have a 
greater tolerance of mild degrees of glare from the sky seen through windows than 
for a comparable artificial lighting system with the same value of glare index [44]. 
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4. INTERACTION BETWEEN BUILDINGS AND CLIMATE
Thermal environment isn’t simply the temperature of our surroundings, but a diverse 
collection of actions.
4.1 Thermal analysis
We know that if there is a difference in temperature then heat will flow from high 
(hot) temperature to low (cold) temperature, but that doesn’t tell us any specifics 
regarding when, how, through which mechanism or in what location. Essentially we 
need to know how heat behaves.
4.1.1 Introduction 
The subset of thermodynamics known as Heat Transfer defines and characterizes 
the particular thermal behaviors that are constantly in action around us (figure 4.1). 
Even within a room in which the air seems perfectly static and homogenous, we will 
be surrounded by a cacophony of thermal behaviors, multiple types of heat transfer, 
laminar and turbulent flows, temperature/density stratifications, wide-ranging 
velocities, all occurring simultaneously [43].  
4.1.2 Mechanisms of heat transfer
The heat is transferred from a high temperature zone towards a low temperature 
zone via three different mechanisms: Conduction, convection and radiation.
Figure 4.1: The three modes of heat transfer [43]
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4.1.2.1 Conduction
Conduction is the process by which heat flows through a material (from warmer to 
cooler molecules within a solid material), or from one material to another with which 
it is in contact. Some materials, such as metals, are good thermal conductors, while 
others, like air, are poor thermal conductors. Thermal conductivity is a specific 
property of a material and is a measure of the rate at which heat will flow through a 
material when a difference in temperature exists between its surfaces. It is defined 
as the quantity of heat that will flow through a unit area in a unit time, or 
equivalently, as the rate of heat flow through a unit area, when a unit of temperature 
difference exists between the faces of the material of unit thickness [36]. 
Conduction obeys Fourier’s Law [43].
dQ/dt = (k/x) . A . (T2 -T1)                (4.1)
Where: 
· k= the material property of thermal conductivity, Kcal/hr.m.oC or W/m.oK
· x= the shortest distance through the material between T2 and T1, m
· A= the surface area of the material, m2
· T2 -T1= temperature of materials, oC or oK
In calculations, it is often convenient to use the reciprocal of the thermal conductivity 
which is called the thermal resistance. The thermal resistance may be regarded as 
either the time required for the transmission of one unit of quantity of heat through 
one unit area of a rectangular solid material of unit thickness, when the difference 
between the temperatures of the surfaces perpendicular to the direction of heat flow 
is one degree of temperature; or the number of degrees difference between these 
surfaces of the material of unit thickness when one unit of quantity of heat flows 
through one unit area in one unit of time. Thus resistance, like conductivity, is a 
property inherent to a material and is independent of its thickness [36].
4.1.2.2 Convection
Natural or free convection is the process whereby a fluid moves because of 
differences in its density resulting from temperature changes. If the fluid is moved by 
mechanical means, e.g., by pumps, fans, or wind, the process is called forced 
convection. Heat may be transferred by convection between a surface and a liquid 
or a gas [36].
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Convection obeys the Navier-Strokes Equations, but solving these differential 
equations is one of the most difficult problems in physics and is currently only 
possible through the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics [43]. 
Convective heat transfer can occur in buildings in several situations [36]: 
a. The internal surfaces of the walls exchange heat by convection with the 
indoor air. The indoor air is usually assumed to be almost “still” and the 
convection coefficient usually assumes a low, fixed value. 
b. The ceiling also exchanges heat with the indoor air underneath it by 
convection, as well as with the attic space. The value is different in winter, 
the heated building is warmer than the outdoor air and heat flows upward. In 
summer the heat flows downward. Convective heat flow upward is much 
higher than downward. 
c. The external surfaces, exposed to the wind, exchange heat by convection 
with the ambient air. 
d. In walls with an embedded internal space, heat flows by convection from the 
warmer side to the cooler side of the airspace. 
e. Convective heat exchange takes place also when the building is ventilated, 
when outdoor air flows through the interior space. 
f. Infiltration is unintended leakage of outdoor air through cracks around 
windows or doors. In winter it may be a significant source of heat loss and 
during hot summer hours a source of heat gain, especially in the case of 
well-insulated buildings. 
4.1.2.3 Radiation 
Matter emits electromagnetic waves which are generated by the thermal motion of 
molecules composing the material. Such radiation is called thermal radiation. The 
intensity and wavelength distribution of this radiation depend on the nature and 
temperature of the material [36].
A perfectly opaque material with a totally absorbing and therefore totally non-
reflecting surface, which is usually called a black body, emits radiation at the 
maximum possible rate for any given temperature. This black body is a convenient 
concept used as an idealized standard, but which should not be confused with an 
actual object with a black-colored surface. For such an object, the rate of radiation 
emission depends only on the fourth power of its absolute temperature [36].
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The energy emitted by a radiating body ultimately impinges on other matter, which 
absorbs it, reconverting the energy into heat. In this way heat is transferred from one 
place to another by radiation [36].
At ordinary temperatures, most nonmetallic surfaces, including painted surfaces, 
radiate virtually as black bodies-their emissivity is high, and they are good absorbers 
for long wavelength radiation. Thus, various paints ranging from black to white are 
found to be indistinguishable as regards heat radiation at temperatures up to 100°C. 
However, whereas dark paints absorb most of the short wavelength radiation 
received from the sun, white pigments reflect most of it. And, at temperatures up to 
100°C aluminum and other metallic paints have an emissivity only about one-half 
that of a black surface. On the other hand, highly polished metals are strong 
reflectors of radiation, and many such surfaces are almost perfect reflectors of the 
long wavelength (low-energy thermal) radiation emitted by bodies at ordinary room 
temperature [36].
Radiation obeys the Stefan Boltzman Law [43]. 
dQ/dt = 㰰 (A1 . 㭐1 . T 41 - A2 . 㭐1 㭐2 . T
4
2    (4.2)
Where: 
· 㰰= the Stefan Botzman constant 
· 㭐= is the material property of emissivity
· T1, T2= surfaces temperatures, oC or oK
4.2 Visual analysis 
The available daylight that can replace artificial lighting is both direct and diffuse 
light from the sky. The regional or overall daylight climate at a location is determined 
primarily by latitudes and cloudiness. Atmospheric conditions other than clouds, 
such as gaseous and particulate pollution and reflected daylight from the ground, 
will also have some impact on the daylight climate at a more local scale [44]. 
Sunlight reaching the thin layer of atmosphere is scattered, that is to say, it is 
redirected by the molecules that constitute air, as well as by water and dust particles 
are suspended in the air (figure 2.1).
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Figure 4.2: The scattering of sunlight by the atmosphere [44]
The cylindrical projection represents the azimuth or direction of the sun from the 
point of interest, on a horizontal axis and the vertical altitude of the sun on a vertical 
axis. The line at the top of the graph represents an altitude of 90o and the line at the 
bottom represents the horizon. The stereographic projection represents the whole 
hemispherical sky dome as a circular disk with its center corresponding to the zenith 
(figure 4.3) [44]. 
Figure 4.3: Cylindrical projection (left) and stereographic projection (right) of the 
sun’s path across the sky for 40o latitude [44]
Only in predominantly sunny climates, does the direct sunlight make a significant 
contribution to indoor illumination by daylight. In these cases, however, it is still 
usual to prevent the ingress of direct sunlight and rely upon reflecting surfaces to 
redistribute the luminous energy. In the example in figure 4.4 patients’ view through 
a hospital window showing low winter sunpath and shading function of overhangs 
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for summer sunpath. Sunlight reflected from ground and other parts of the building 
makes a useful contribution to the daylight of the room. In the simplest form, this 
surface will be ground outside the building. For cloudy climates, the solar geometry 
is mainly important in the avoidance of glare and the qualification of solar gains [44]. 
Figure 4.4: Papageorgiou Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece [44]
The optimal placement and sizing of daylight apertures is thus sensitive to the type 
of climate at the location and for the designer it is very important to realize what type 
of sky is predominant for the site in question. Vernacular architecture will often 
demonstrate a very sensible adaptation to local climatic conditions (figure 4.5). 
Traditional choice of window designs may offer a useful indication of the local 
daylight climate, which can be exploited in new buildings [44]. 
Figure 4.5: Vernacular architecture illustrates response to climate in window design 
in (a) small defensive shuttered windows in Malta and (b) large areas of glazing in 
Flemish architecture in Belgium [44]
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Figure 4.6: Examples of adaptation to local daylight conditions in (a) a sunny 
climate (architect’s office, Athens, Greece), and (b) in a cloudy climate (law courts, 
Goteborg, Sweden) [44]
For more southern climates, the major difficulty in establishing day-lighting targets is 
the role direct sunlight is intended to play (figure 4.6). Sunlight can either be 
admitted directly into buildings or more commonly, exploited by letting reflected 
sunlight from exterior surfaces enter the building. Precise sky luminance 
measurement has shown that even the diffuse sky isn’t symmetric about a vertical 
axis. So a south-facing window collects significantly more useful light than a north-
facing window [44]. 
4.3 Design parameters affecting Interaction between the climate and the 
buildings
4.3.1 Site planning
Passive solar intelligent building design involves benefiting from natural sources. 
Location of a building in the selected site and especially the placement of the 
spaces within it is a critical passive design element. An ideal site for a passive solar 
building provides unrestricted access to sunshine in the winter but screens it in 
summer. It should also be protected from cold winter winds or benefit from it 
depending on the cooling and heating needs. In order to achieve this, the best place 
on the topography should be selected according to the requirements of climatic 
region and surrounding obstructions has to be taken into account to catch the 
optimum solution. 
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The most important parameters for site planning can be classified into four general 
categories: topography of the area, vegetation on or near the site, landscaping and 
surrounding buildings. They are related to the amount of solar radiation received by 
the building. They also have an effect on the prevailing winds as they can block or 
change the direction of it.
4.3.1.1 Topography
Temperature in the atmosphere decreases with altitude. The temperature drops in 
the mountains. This effect is important in tropical lands where temperatures become 
more favorable at higher altitudes [26]. In mountains local winds vary from day to 
night. During the day the air next to the mountain surface heats up faster than free 
air at the same height. Thus, warm air moves up along the slopes during the day. At 
night the process is reversed, the air moves down the slopes, because the mountain 
surface cools by radiation more quickly than the free air (figure 4.7). In narrow 
valleys this phenomenon can create very strong winds up along the valley floor 
during the day and down the valley at night. A similar day-night reversal of winds 
occurs near large bodies of water. The large heat capacity of water prevents it from 
heating or cooling as fast as land. The resultant pressure differences generate sea 
breezes (figure 4.8) [10]. 
Figure 4.7: Air movement in mountain sides [10]
On the valley slopes a series of smaller circulations mix with the neighboring warm 
air, causing intermediate temperature conditions. Accordingly, the temperatures at 
the plateau will be cold, at the valley floor very cold, but the higher sides of the 
slopes will remain warm. This area often indicated by vegetation is referred to as the 
warm slope (thermal belt). In the temperate zone the thermal belt is most 
advantageous for placing a dwelling. However, if this location is exposed to crest 
winds that may offset higher temperatures, a more desirable place would be 
approximately half way up the slope [26].  
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The south slope experiences the least shading because objects cast their shortest 
shadows on south slopes but gets the more sun and is the warmest in winter while 
the west slope is the hottest in summer. The North Slope is the shadiest and 
coldest, while the hilltop is the windiest location. Low areas tend to be cooler than 
slopes because cold air drains into them and collects there (figure 4.8) [10]. 
Figure 4.8: Microclimate around a hill [10]
In various environments, according to the specific bioclimatic needs of a region, 
different bioclimatic needs of a region, different topographic exposures will be 
desirable for habitation and other human activities (figure 4.9, 4.10) [26].
Figure 4.9: Suitable parts of the topography for different climatic zones [10]
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Figure 4.10: Preferred building sites around a hill in response to climate [17]
In the cold zone, where heat conservation is the main objective, protected site are 
preferable. The lower part of the “thermal belt” on slopes placed in “wind shadow” 
areas but well exposed to winter insolation, offers advantageous positions. 
Orientation somewhat east of south secures balanced heat distribution. Accordingly, 
sites about halfway up a slope located in a SSE direction would offer the best 
location for desirable cool-zone habitation [26].
In the temperate zone, location requirements are not as strict as in the cold zone; 
however, they are broader in scope. Desirable site exposure tends to move farther 
east of south, as does the orientation index. The cool-air-flow effect is less 
important, allowing the utilization of lower portions of a slope. The upper 
topographical locations of a “warm slope” become advantageous provided there is 
adequate wind break sheltering. Breeze utilization in warm periods grows in 
importance. The varying needs of sun-heat gain and shade protection should be 
carefully considered [26]. 
In the hot-arid zone desirability of heat loss overrules the demands of the cool 
periods. Lower hillside locations, benefiting from cool air flow, are preferable if 
arrangements are made to avoid flow during under-heated times by “dam” action. A 
courtyard type of solution coincides with the need of capturing the air of the 
immediate surroundings that is cooled by the outgoing night radiation. Wind effects 
have relatively small importance. In a large portion of the year afternoon shade is 
required; accordingly sites with ESE exposure are preferred in the hot-arid zones 
[26]. 
In hot-humid areas air movement constitutes the main comfort-restoring element. 
Sites offset from the prevailing wind direction, but exposed to high air-steam areas 
near the crest of a hill or high elevations on the windward side near a ridge, are 
preferable. East and west sides of a hill receive more radiation than other 
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orientations where the sun rays come in a more oblique angle. Therefore, southern 
and northern slope directions are more desirable (figure 4.11) [26]. 
Figure 4.11: Desirable site locations in various zones [26]
4.3.1.2 Vegetation and Landscaping
Trees help people create a nicer environment in which to live. In addition to helping 
make landscapes visually pleasing, they make our environment cleaner and more 
comfortable. Trees provide shade in the summer and shelter from harsh winds in 
winter. Correctly placed shade trees, windbreaks, and foundation plantings can 
reduce heating and cooling costs by an estimated 25-30%, with some estimates as 
high as 50%. Tree canopies keep air temperatures at ground level cooler, and when 
summer temperatures are cooler, fewer air pollutants form [15]. 
Trees shade a building or outdoor space most effectively from the southeast during 
the morning and the southwest during the late afternoon when the sun has a low 
altitude and casts long shadows. South-facing overhangs provide more efficient 
shading during the midday period when the sun is high and casts short shadows 
[17]. 
Deciduous trees provide shade and glare protection during the summer and allow 
solar radiation to penetrate through their branch structures during the winter (figure 
4.12). Evergreens provide shade throughout the year and help reduce snow glare 
during the winter. They are more preferable as wind breaks (figure 4.13) [17].
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Figure 4.12: Deciduous trees for summer and winter [10]
Figure 4.13: Evergreen trees [10]
A tree that will reach a medium to large size should be located 5 to 7 meter from the 
side of a house and 4 to 5 meter from the corner. Smaller trees can be planted 
closer to a house and shade walls and windows. Planting can also improve the 
amenity of a scheme by providing shelter from cold prevailing winds and creating 
sun-traps within a scheme. Evergreen trees on the north and west sides afford the 
best protection from the setting summer sun and cold winter winds [8].
Trees can frame desirable views or can screen undesirable views and provide 
privacy for outdoor spaces. A combination of deciduous and evergreen trees is most 
effective in intercepting and attenuating airborne sound, especially when combined 
with earth mounds [17].
To maximize summer ventilation, bushes and trees should be placed away from 
buildings and trees should have high canopies. For winter wind protection bushes 
should be placed between building and trees as shown in figure 4.14 and figure 4.15
[10].
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Figure 4.14: To maximize summer winds [10]
Figure 4.15: For summer ventilation (left), for winter wind protection (right) [10]
The knowledge for correct vegetation can be combined into landscaping techniques 
that promote the heating, cooling and lighting of a building. The following figures 
show the appropriate landscaping technique for different climates, temperate, very 
cold, hot and dry, and hot and humid (figures 4.16-4.19). 
Figure 4.16: Landscaping techniques for a temperate climate [10]
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Figure 4.17: Landscaping techniques for a cold climate [10]
Figure 4.18: Landscaping techniques for a hot - dry climate [10]
Figure 4.19: Landscaping techniques for a hot - humid climate [10]
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4.3.1.3 Surrounding buildings
Surrounding buildings have an effect on the amount of direct and diffuse solar 
radiation received at the site. Also surrounding buildings can effectively block the 
prevailing breezes, even though they may be useful to shade the sun from the 
building. Distance between buildings should be adjusted to obtain optimum solution. 
Not only the effect of existing construction must be taken into account but also the 
influence of likely future building developments have to be concerned as potential 
future threats to solar access.
The required distance between buildings should be adjusted according to latitude of 
the place and also the height of the buildings. In order to benefit from direct radiation 
on the sunlight hours without blocking each other, the required distance between 
buildings are specified in table 4.1 [77].
Table 4.1: The required distance between the buildings [10]
To maximize solar access adjust size, shape and location of buildings. If streets are 
fairly wide, it is usually best to have the higher building and trees on the south side 
of east-west streets. If efficient spacing isn’t possible, then collect sun at the roof 
level with south facing clerestory windows and roof top collectors (figure 4.20) [10]. 
Figure 4.20: Buildings layout for different needs [10]
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Distances between buildings and their impact on flow are shown in figure 4.21. In 
case 1 there is isolated roughness. Sc>2.4H. Oncoming wind settles on the ground 
in open space between buildings. In case 2 there is flow over building and mixings. 
1.4H<Sc<2.4H. Between buildings there is an exchange of air between the 
recirculation area and the oncoming wind. In case 3 there is flow over buildings with 
limited exchange. Sc<1.4H. The relative pressure difference above the built 
envelope is approximately “1” for case 1, “1/3” for case 2, nearly “0” for case 3. Best 
results (good ventilation of space between the buildings are achieved when the 
distance between the buildings is triple the height of the building [4].   
Figure 4.21: Basic flow variations for different building arrangements [4]
4.3.2 Form and orientation of buildings
In figure 4.22 a graphical presentation of the calculations is shown. On the graph at 
the left the heat amounts received by different building shaped are charted. The 
numerical values of the heat amount received by the square house both in winter 
and summer were considered as starting zero line. The heat amounts received by 
other forms are charted from this line relative to it. The middle column illustrates the 
optimum and elasticity basic forms compared to the square area. At the right are 
architectural interpretations of the basic forms [26]. 
In the cold zone the low winter temperature overrules the sun’s effort to elongate the 
structure in east-west direction and presses it into a nearly square shape. Compact 
forms are preferable (figure 4.25, 4.26). 
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In the temperate zone, where the temperature range permits more flexible plans to 
materialize an elongated form is desirable. Therefore, this region can afford cross-
shaped of freeform buildings, but in east-west direction (figure 4.26). 
In the hot-arid region under winter conditions the house could have an elongated 
form, but it is returned to a squarish shape by strong summer stresses. However, by 
cutting out part of the cube and filling the hole with shade the environment is 
changed for the better. The basic plan changes here to an inward looking scheme 
(figure 4.24, 4.26). 
In the southern hot-humid region the sun attacks the east and west ends of a house 
and forces it into a slender elongated structure. Free plans can also be evolved 
here, as long as the house is under protective shade (figure 4.25, 4.26). 
Figure 4.22: Basic forms and building shapes in different regions [10]
Figure 4.23 shows the traditional types of low-rise dwellings in various regions and 
makes clear the relationship between climate, built form and materials. Heavy timber 
construction or heavily insulated exterior walls in cold zones ensure higher heat 
absorption in winter, as do the low pitched roofs. In temperature zones, well 
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insulated, medium pitch roofs, allowing rain run-off, establish a balance between the 
reduction and promotion of seasonal heat absorption, radiation and appropriate 
convection effects. In arid zones where the flat roof is both sun protection and 
rainwater reservoir, the built form itself regulates heat production, reduction or 
promotion of radiation loss and reduction of conduction gain, and promotes 
evaporative cooling [4]. 
Figure 4.23: Typical, traditional dwelling and roof types in different climates [4]
Figure 4.24: Hot and dry climate and the yard effect on buildings [77]
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Figure 4.25: Samoan house in hot and humid climate (left), a building in Norway in 
cold climate (right) [77]
Figure 4.26: Recommended orientations for different climatic regions [17]
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4.3.3 Building envelope
Building envelope is the external elements of a building such as walls, floor, ceiling, 
roof, windows and doors etc which enclose conditioned spaces and through which 
thermal energy may be transferred to or from the exterior. It has a great potential to 
reduce energy consumption as being a separator between indoor and outdoor 
environment. It is the most important of the design parameters because it has an 
interaction with all the above. Its transparent and opaque components determine 
both the building energy demand and thermal and visual comfort. The construction 
of the building envelope is about 15-40% of the total cost for a building; however its 
contribution to life-cycle cost is more than 60% which is mostly the energy cost [10].
The thermal resistance of material, RSI, is directly proportional to its thickness and 
inversely proportional to its conductivity. The total rate of heat loss of a building is 
proportional to the cross-section area and the inside and outside temperature 
difference and directly proportional to the U value. In addition to insulation, there are 
other ways of reducing heat flow through envelope. Thermal mass refers to 
materials such as masonry and water that can store heat energy for extended time. 
It absorbs heat on sunny days and prevents overheating. At night, the stored heat is 
radiated into the building. Thermal mass will prevent rapid temperature fluctuations 
and also regulate interior temperatures within a building [10]
The most important physical properties of opaque and transparent building envelope 
components that affect the users comfort and the thermal performance of the 
building are [77]: 
§ Opaque and transparent components’ heat transfer coefficient (U, W/m2°C)
§ Opaque components decrement factor of the density (㱠)
§ Time lag of opaque component (㩠, h)
§ Opaque and transparent component’s transmissivity against the solar 
radiation, absorptivity, emissivity and reflectivity coefficient (㱀, 㬐, 㭐 and 㰐)
4.3.3.1 U-value
The heat transfer coefficient for any envelope that consists of one or more layers is 
called as the U-value; is the amount of heat that is transferred through the unit area 
of a building element in 1 hour, when the temperature difference between two sides 
is 1 degree Celsius. Can be calculated according to the equation:
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Where:
h (or 㬐)= surface heat transfer coefficient, h1= inner surface, hd= outer surface: the 
amount of heat from the unit area of the surface to the air or reverse in 1 hour when 
the temperature difference between the surface and air  is 1oC, W/m2°C
d1…dn= the thickness of the layers that consist the component, m
㮰1…㮰n= conductivity of the materials’ layers: the amount of heat through the unit 
area of a homogenous material in 1 hour, when the temperature difference between 
two surfaces is 1oC and thickness 1 meter, W/m°C
4.3.3.2 Time lag and decrement factor
Time lag and decrement factor is available for the materials with storage capacity. 
The heat storage capacity of transparent components is too low that can be ignored 
and therefore isn’t applicable. 
Time lag can be described as the time difference between the times that the 
components’ outer surface and inner surface have the maximum heat. 
Decrement factor is the ratio of temperature swing between the inner and outer 
surface. 
Figure 4.27: The time lag and decrement factor for inner and outer surface 
temperature [77]
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Where:
b
a
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  (4.4)
㮀= time lag, h
㱠= decrement factor
When the storage capacity of the material increases the time lag during the heat 
transmissivity also increases. Insulation materials that have low density and less 
thermal conductivity have high insulating ratios, but on the other hand have lower 
storage capacity. Therefore, the time lag values should be also lower. 
In figure 4.28 we can see the reactions of the materials according to the heat 
transmissivity for materials with high conductivity and for materials with high storage 
capacity. The characteristic of the materials with high heat storage capacity and the 
characteristics of the materials with high heat insulation are shown by graphics. As 
you can see from the graphics when the thermal mass is higher in a material, the 
thermal transmissivity is changing a lot according to time. The heat passing from 
one side to the other has very long delay and this reduces the heat fluctuation inside 
during the day. Therefore, in the climates where there is much temperature 
difference between day and night, when there high day temperatures we can say 
that using material with high storage capacity that gives longer time lag would be 
better solution in the energy efficient design. As a conclusion we can’t consider 
these thermal and optical properties independent from each other, they are related.   
Figure 4.28: Heat transmission characteristics of materials with high conductivity 
and of materials with high heat storage capacity [77]
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4.3.3.3 Radiant properties of glazing 
The four basic properties of glazing that affect radiant energy transfer are: 
transmittance (㱀), reflectance (㰐), absorbance (㬐) and emittance (㭐) (figure 4.29).
Figure 4.29: Solar radiation through a glazing material is reflected, transmitted or 
absorbed [59, 54]
All three ratios are related as follows [43]:
㬐 + 㰐 + 㱀 = 1  (4.5)
Transmittance:
It refers to the percentage of radiation that can pass through glazing and can be 
defined as [59]:
· Visible transmittance determines the effectiveness of a type of glass in 
providing daylight and a clear view through the window. For example, tinted 
glass has a lower visible transmittance than clear glass. While the human eye 
is sensitive to light at wavelengths from about 0.4 to 0.7 micrometers, its peak 
sensitivity is at 0.55, with lower sensitivity at the red and blue ends of the 
spectrum
· UV transmittance. More than half of the sun’s energy is invisible to the eye 
and reaches us as either ultraviolet (UV) or near-infrared. 
· Total energy transmittance describes how the glazing responds to a much 
broader part of the spectrum and is more useful in characterizing the quantity 
of solar energy transmitted by the glazing. 
As shown by the solar spectrum in the figure 4.30 sunlight is composed of 
electromagnetic radiation of many wavelengths, ranging from short-wave invisible 
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ultraviolet, the visible spectrum, the longer invisible solar-infrared waves and the 
long-wave infrared. The line 1 is idealized transmittance of a glazing with low-E 
coating designed for low solar heat gain. Visible light is transmitted and solar-
infrared radiation is reflected. Long-wave infrared radiation is reflected into the 
interior. The line 2 is idealized transmittance of a glazing with low-E coating 
designed for high solar heat gain. Visible and light infrared radiation is reflected back 
into the interior [59]. 
Figure 4.30: Ideal spectral transmittance for glazing in different climates [59, 54]
Reflectance:
Reflectance is dependent on the quality of the glass surface, the presence of 
coating and the angle of incidence of the light. The sharper the angle at which the 
light strikes, the more the light is reflected rather than transmitted or absorbed. Even 
clear glass reflects 50% or more of the sunlight striking it at incident angles greater 
than 70 degrees (the incident angle is formed with respect to a line perpendicular to 
the glass surface). The reflectivity of various glass types becomes especially 
apparent during low light conditions. The surface on the brighter side acts like a 
mirror because the amount of light passing through the window from the darker side 
is less than the amount of light being reflected from the lighter side. Most common 
coatings reflect in all regions of the spectrum. Last twenty years there are 
researches for coatings that can be applied to glass and plastic to reflect only 
selected wavelengths or radiant energy [59]. 
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Absorbance:
Once glass has absorbed any radiant energy, the energy is transformed into heat, 
raising the temperature of the glass. 
· Typical 3mm clear glass absorbs only about 8% of sunlight at a normal angle 
of incidence
· If the glass absorbs visible light, appears dark. Dark tinted  glass absorbs a 
considerable amount
· If glass absorbs UV radiation or near-infrared, there will be little or no change 
in visual appearance
All glasses and most plastics are generally very absorptive of far-infrared energy 
[59].
Emittance:
When heat or light energy is absorbed by glass, it is either convected away by 
moving air or reradiated by the glass surface. This ability of a material to radiate 
energy is called its emissivity. Thus, reducing the window’s emission of heat can 
greatly improve its insulating properties. 
Standard clear glass has an emittance of 0.84 over the long wavelength portion of 
the spectrum. It means that for long wave radiation striking the surface of the glass, 
84% is absorbed and only 16% is reflected. 
Low-E glass coatings have an emittance as low as 0.04. This glazing would emit
only 4% of the energy possible at its temperature and would reflect 96% of the 
incident long-wave infrared radiation [59]. 
4.3.3.4 Heat transfer in building envelope 
Like in every solid material with different temperature, also in building envelope 
there is heat transfer from higher to lower temperature with conduction, transmission 
and radiation (figure 4.31) (Holman, 1976; ASHRAE, 1997). 
Figure 4.31: The heat transfer in a solid material (left) and in a composite wall with 
air space in it (right) [77]
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Transmission in a sold material means the heat to move from molecules touching 
each other from the warmer to cooler ones. Conduction means the move of the heat 
between the solid and fluid as the warmed up fluid circulates. Radiation means, the 
move of the heat between the non touching surfaces from higher heat to lower 
through electromagnetic waves [77]. 
In a building envelope heat transfer calculation should be done in two ways: time 
dependent and time stable, according to the temperature being constant or not and 
according to the availability of the heat storage capacity of the materials [77]. 
o Heat transfer under Steady-State conditions
If you consider the heat passing the envelope is not stored in the envelope and let’s 
consider the temperature is time independent which is effective on both sides of the 
envelope, the heat passing in a unit area of the envelope (q) can be calculated with 
the following equation: 
q = U. 㥀t                                                                                                                (4.6)
Where: 
U= heat transfer coefficient, W/m2°C
㥀t= temperature difference in both sides of the envelope, oC.
(Kakaç, 1976). 
Since heat that transfers from the envelope also includes the solar radiation the 
amount of the heat passing we can use the sol-air temperature instead of outside 
ambient temperature and therefore we can calculate the (q) in one step. This 
formula for opaque and transparent components is as following: 
q = U (te – ti)                                                                                                          (4.7)
Where: 
te = sol-air temperature affecting envelope’s outer surface, oC.
ti  = inner ambient temperature, oC.
In opaque and transparent components since their sol-air temperature and the behavior to 
solar radiation are different they should be calculated separately [77].
a- Sol-air temperature calculation affecting opaque components 
b- Sol-air temperature calculation affecting transparent components
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c- Determining the U-value of the opaque component according to thermal 
comfort in the allowed limits 
d- Revision of U-value of the building envelope according to the building form 
o Heat transfer under Unsteady-State conditions
The construction materials that consists the building envelope are mostly materials 
with heat storage capacity. So since they are time dependent accordance to solar 
radiation and outer ambient temperature etc, also we can say the heat transfer 
through the envelope will be also time-dependent. The time-independent method is 
mostly used for design purposes. If you want to determine the energy performance 
in real conditions we should use dynamic models representing the time-dependent 
heat transfer [77]. 
As explained above heat storage capacity is mostly an analogical ratio with the 
materials density. Like glass and similar transparent materials this value is too small 
that can be even ignored, so for materials with high mass the heat transfer much 
observed in a time dependent regime. In this case the temperature change in the 
opaque envelope components is as following [77];
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Where: 
a= thermal diffusivity, m2/s
l= conductivity, W/m°C
r= density, kg/m3
c= specific heat of the material, J/kg°C
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5. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIGN IN THE MAIN FIVE DIFFERENT 
CLIMATIC ZONES
In the following chapter we will see some general guidelines for the design in the 
five main climatic zones. The examples provided are from traditional architecture in 
Greece and Turkey. This knowledge can provide important information for the 
energy efficiency design. 
5.1 Hot and dry Climate
Weather conditions: There is a combination of low humidity and high summer 
daytime temperature. The arid characteristics are caused by descending air 
masses. There is a large diurnal temperature range, about 15-20oC. Air temperature 
can reach in extreme cases up to 50oC, although the typical maximum air 
temperature is about 35-40oC. Minimum temperature in summer can be 25-30oC in 
the hotter regions and about 18-22oC in the “cooler”. The ground surface 
temperature in summer may reach up to 70oC. Winds are strong and a common 
feature is dust storms, mainly during afternoons. Summer is more stressful season 
but in some regions winter can be freezing. In such regions winter performance 
should also be considered carefully in the design of buildings (figure 5.1) [22]. 
Urban planning: The streets are very narrow and surrounded with high walls. In this 
way all streets have shadows during the hot day. 
Figure 5.1: View of dessert and houses in Mardin, Turkey [82]
Envelope: Opposite to hot and humid regions the shell of the building should keep
the temperature longer in order to keep the inside of the house cooler since it will 
take more time for the warm to enter the building. The walls’ thickness is between 
0.75 – 1.00m in order to provide enough thermal mass. In the planning in order to 
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reduce the area that has more sunlight the houses have more compact masses. 
These masses are going inside to one another in order to provide more shadows 
and to delay the walls to accept the heat. The outside of the house is painted white 
and similar light colors because it absorbs less sun. Some parts of the house are 
even built under the ground.
To reduce the affect of the sunlight, the area and the number of windows are small
and if possible are placed on the top of the wall. By placing the windows higher is 
preventing the sun to be reflected on the floor, which causes heat radiation [77]. 
Stones, kerpiç and mud are mostly being used. These materials are very isolated so 
they balance the humidity in the inside of the house.
Forms of buildings: The most common types are houses with yards (figure 5.2). With 
the existence of water they decrease the temperature of the yard with evaporation 
and with plants they provide more shadow places. Also this allows people to sit 
more outside. The most typical element used is eyvan. It has three sides and the top 
is covered, is an open area. All day is warm cool and provides shadow. Mostly is
designed between two buildings. Another element is revak. Also revak is built 
parallel to the front façade. The top part is closed and it has long corridors with one 
side with columns. With these techniques the houses front façade all the time is kept 
in shadow and is protected from direct sunlight. The roofs are without any inclination 
and mostly they are made of ground (toprak) [77]. 
Figure 5.2: Mardin (left), ᗠanlጐurfa (right) in Turkey [83]
5.1.2 The example of ᗠanlጐurfa, Turkey
Since it is far from the sea side is a more land climate affecting region. Summers are 
very dry and hot and winters are much raining and mild. The houses are close to 
each other in a flat topography and random placed. In this case this is a precaution 
to the temperature that can reach up to 40-45oC (figure 5.3, 5.4). 
Generally traditional houses have garden and they look inside. The upper floor 
rooms are opened to a terrace. Mostly there is a symmetric model with eyvan and 
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two rooms in both sides. The windows are arranged to provide privacy. The main 
material on the ᗠanlጐurfa houses which are built with yጐᇰma yapጐm technique is 
kalker stone, which can be easily found in the region. The streets that aren’t wider 
than 2.5 or 3m also provide good shadow and the kalker stone building walls 
provide coolness [77]. 
Figure 5.3: Climatic conditions in ᗠanlጐurfa [77]
Figure 5.4: View of Harran [83]
Harran (figure 5.5) is interesting conic tomb houses. Since there is not much wood 
in the area they use stone, soil or bricks for their construction. The lifetime of this 
constructions aren’t long. Every room is designed as a module and all modules are 
a square plan with a tomb roof. With modules next to each other they create houses. 
The connections between these modules are arranged by the opening in the walls. 
All this conic tombs have ventilation holes. In the square plan there are windows 
with 30-40cm size on the sides. All these holes are closed in winter and opened in 
summer for good ventilation. When they are closed the heat loss is less [77, 84]. 
Figure 5.5: Harran, ᗠanlጐurfa [77]
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5.2 Hot and humid Climate 
Weather conditions: In hot and humid climatic regions there is much rain and much 
humidity. Summers are very hot and humid and in winters there is high value of 
rainfalls. Especially in the region that has Mediterranean characteristics, the 
differences between day and night temperatures aren’t much and sunlight is plentiful
[77]. The hot and humid climate can be subdivided into several types. The most 
meaningful from the building design aspect is between equatorial and tropical-
marine regions, which are warm all year and between regions with hot-humid 
summers but with cool to cold winters. The equatorial and tropical-marine regions 
have similar temperature but different wind conditions. In many hot and humid 
climates you can find hurricanes and typhoons [22]. 
Figure 5.6: A typical house in Kula, Turkey [83, 77]
Envelope: The most needed thing is wind and shadow. Since temperature 
differences are very low, if the walls keep the heat becomes a disadvantage. The
houses are mostly narrow and tall (figure 5.6). 
The most important part of the design is the walls. The walls have less heat capacity
and they have huge window spaces, which make opposite air circulation. To reduce 
the temperature of the buildings, the houses need wind so big and heavy 
constructions that will stop the air from moving are disadvantage (figure 5.7). 
The building’s position is needed to be towards the wind direction. In these climate 
regions the buildings are raised over columns or they leave space in the basements 
to let the air circulate and to cool the building. In the need of humid control, the roofs 
are designed and built like “breathing roofs” [77]. 
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Figure 5.7: House in Muᇰla (left), house in Milas in Turkey (right) [77]
5.2.1 The example of Antalya, Turkey
Figure 5.8: Climatic conditions in Antalya [77]
Antalya city is located in 29° - 32° in east meridian and 36° - 37° north parallels. 
Because of the river, lake and water sources in the region the humidity is increased
(figure 5.8). 
Streets are generally narrow and wind-taking that is typical for hot and humid 
climate. When you enter from the street to the house, first you enter to the yard or 
garden. In these places covered with high walls we can find many shadowed places 
suitable to the hot climate conditions. Toilets, bathing place and kitchens are mostly 
located to the gardens (figure 5.10) [77]. 
Daily life is mostly spending in hayat or yards. From this hayat you can pass to the 
main rooms. Since the humidity is high to supply the comfort conditions air 
movement is necessary. The high windows which are located in most of the rooms 
provide daylighting and good ventilation. With the same purpose the height of the 
room are kept between 3.5m to 4.0m. The eyvans between the rooms helps the 
circulation of the air and provides shadow and coolness. With the opposite windows 
you can achieve cross-ventilation. In Antalya house insulation against hot and cold 
is 1cm thick mud mixed with straw that is placed over the wood under clay roofing 
tile (figure 5.9) [77]. 
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Figure 5.9: Hakkጐ Misistreli house (left) and typical four-inclined roof (right) [77]
Figure 5.10: Plans of Hakkጐ Misistreli house [77]
5.3 Mild and dry Climate 
Weather conditions: There regions have high temperature difference between day 
and night and rainfalls are very low. The regions with mild and dry climate can be 
said as regions with hard land Plato climate properties. Instead of rain there are 
mostly snows in winters, isn’t much green but there are many steppe (figure 5.11). 
Figure 5.11: Kapadokya, Turkey [77, 83]
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Envelope: Since there aren’t many plants in these regions, it means there is not 
much wood. For these reason the most common material that is being used are 
stones and plintha (kerpiç) (figure 5.13). With minimum thickness 50-60 cm these 
walls have big mass capacity so they keep the heat and they block the hard affects 
of winter to reach the living parts of the house. In these regions, due to the 
topography with much mountains and stones, we see also underground dwelling. 
The characteristics are almost same with mild and humid type but windows are 
smaller and the high of the ceiling is less. Since humidity isn’t much the opposite 
windows are not necessary for ventilation. The first priority in the orientation of the 
houses is to protect them from tough winds in winter. Most preferable orientation is 
south [77].
Figure 5.12: Kayseri house (left), Göneyli çጐkmalጐ evler (middle) [77]
5.3.1 The example of Kayseri-Turkey
Figure 5.13: Climatic conditions in Kayseri [77]
It is located in 34o - 36o east meridian and 37o - 38o north parallels. It has an altitude 
of 1050m (figure 5.13). The general type has yard and around it grows asymmetrical 
the rest of the house. The house is in one side of the yard and looks south. Houses
mostly have square and rectangular prisms shapes. The rooms are in up floors and 
the kiosks put shadows on the bottom floors (figure 5.14, 5.15) [77]. 
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Figure 5.14: Gavremoᇰlu house’s north facade and plan [77]
Because of the climatic conditions of the region the houses are divided in summer 
and winter parts. Summer parts are mostly north wing in upper floor and winter parts 
are mostly in south, down floors and the windows are smaller. The windows that 
look to the streets have covers made of woods or metal. This happens to protect 
from cold in winter and to provide shadow in summer and also to protect from dust. 
The windows mostly are few and in houses with higher than 3,50m room there have 
also dormer windows. These windows when their covers are closed are letting sun 
in. 
Typical Kayseri houses are using wood and stone. Mostly both of the materials are 
used together in walls. Their thickness is 80-120cm. These materials are very good 
in storing the heat. The house gave much importance to semi-open areas, because 
people like to live out to take advantage of the sun [77]. 
Figure 5.15: Kayseri, Turkey [77]
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5.4 Mild and humid Climate 
Weather conditions: The seasonal pattern varies considerably with rainfall, solar 
gain and wind flow. In summer the land mass will heat up creating rising air and low 
pressure. In winter the land will cool down, causing high pressure from denser air. 
The sea temperature acts as moderator; the effect on temperatures and humidity 
depends on whether the air moving across the sea or the land. There aren’t big 
differences in temperatures between day and night [77]. 
Figure 5.16: Bursa, a typical sokak (left), Safranbolu (right), Turkey [83]
Envelope: The shape of the building is more flexible. It has more projections. In 
sachnisi (ᗰahnis-projection of a part of the floor) the windows are bigger to let more 
sun enter and also help due to projection to have shadow to the down windows. The 
roofs project according to the rainfall amount in the region. In summer the projection 
of the roof provides shadow to the windows (figure 5.16). 
Since heat is needed the sun entrance is importance. To protect from winter winds 
but also in summer to allow winds to reduce humidity the windows must be opposite. 
There are summer and winter rooms. In winter floors or rooms the windows are 
smaller and the ceiling lower, in summer floors or rooms the case is inversed.
Figure 5.17: Typical wooden house in Istanbul (left), roof projection (right) [77]
The walls mostly are made of woods, since its keeps the heat and also was the 
easiest to find and faster to construct in that times. Also according to the change of 
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family structure the house needs changes. So wood was the most flexible material 
for this reason (figure 5.17) [77]. 
Figure 5.18: Istanbul. Wooden house and a plan of house with sofa [72]
Form of buildings: To protect from much cold and much hot the sofa is placed in the 
middle of the house and all the other rooms are being placed around it (figure 5.18) 
[77]. 
5.4.1 The example of Rize in Turkey
Figure 5.19: Climatic conditions in Rize [77]
It lies east of the black sea shore. More specific lies in 40o - 41o east meridians and 
in 40o - 41o north parallel (figure 5.19). The most wanted orientation is east, south 
and west. The orientation of the house comes mostly due to the inclination of the 
ground and houses aren’t located next to each other or parallel (figure 5.20) [82]. 
All houses in the region have their own garden. The houses are always 2-storey due 
to the inclination of the ground, the entrance is used for storage or for the animal 
and the upper floor is from stone walls (figure 5.21). With this structure the wind 
enter from ground floor and goes to the rest of the house, so they have better 
natural ventilation. The high roof projection protects the wooden façade from the 
rain. Wood is first of all preferred as it is a building material which is easily found and 
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easily worked. Also Kastania wood is preferred because it has high resistance to 
humidity and to rain, is strong, durable and doesn’t take fire easily [82]. 
Figure 5.20: View of Rize, Turkey [84].
The eaves are made as broad as possible to protect the walls from rain (figure 
5.22). Among the reasons for ventilation of the attic the following can be 
enumerated, to protect the structure from rotting due to the imprisoning of moisture, 
to attain a comfortable temperature in the rooms and other areas by preventing the 
trapping of cold air in the attic in winter and hot air in the attic in summer [82]. 
Figure 5.21: Sketch of house in Rize [83, 77]
Figure 5.22: Houses in Rize [77]
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5.5 Cold Climate
Weather conditions: Cold regions are defined as regions with average temperatures 
in the winter months below freezing zero and with cool-to-comfortable summer 
conditions. The main climatic design concerns are to minimize heating cold 
discomfort outdoors. Summer comfort issues in these regions are minor in 
comparison with the winter problems and it is assumed that just good ventilation can 
ensure indoor comfort. Outdoor cold discomfort is strongly affected by the wind 
speed which, together with the air temperature, determines the so-called wind-chill
[22].
Envelope: A basic approach to energy conservation is to insulate the buildings to a 
level higher than what is conventional. As the insulation level of a building in a cold 
climate is increased, the role on the ventilation as a source of heat loss, at rates 
required to maintain the indoor air at satisfactory hygienic becomes more crucial. In 
super-insulated buildings the energy spent on heating the ventilation air may 
account for close to ½ of the total heating load [22]. 
The houses are built like squares and compact to have as less as possible 
contacting surfaces to out (figure 5.23). All the precautions that took in hot and dry 
climate regions in these cases are being used to prevent the heat to leave the 
house. For example the thick walls hold the warm inside. The only differences in 
these regions are that the houses are painted in dark colors [77]. 
Figure 5.23: Erzurum. Süreyya Narmanlጐ (left), Abdülhamitbey Konak (right) [77]
Precautions should be made to prevent wind but not to prevent sun. To minimize the 
wind speed the buildings should be about the same height. A belt of evergreen 
trees, such as conifers, on the northern boundary provides wind sheltering upwind of 
the buildings. A combination of evergreen trees and shrubs can increase the 
sheltering effect [22]. Some of the parts of the house are built under the ground. The 
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purpose of this is to reduce the surface square meter that receives the wind. 
Windows are small and houses are built next to each other (figure 5.24, 5.25) [77]. 
Some designs strategies include opening angle to the south-southwest, with steep 
southern-sloped roof to allow glazing to maximize the use of sun radiation. Closed 
and low back, fronting winds and snow with gentle aerodynamic roof slope. Terraces 
in the sheltered zone, raises above ground to avoid snow accumulation [22]. 
Sun admission into the building is desirable in cold regions. It has specific 
psychological value and is appreciated beyond its energy contribution. Southern 
orientation is a precondition for effective solar energy utilization [22]. To take the 
maximum affect of sun light the first degree living areas in the houses are located to 
the south [77].
Figure 5.24: Erzurum, Turkey. Alemdarlar house’s ground and first floor plans [77]
Figure 5.25: Plans of Akaylar Konak in Sivas, Turkey [77]
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5.5.1 The example of Zagorochoria in Greece
Figure 5.26: Climatic conditions in Zagorochoria [86]
The settlements had the correct orientation so to be protected from the disfavor 
winds and to have the best view. The Zagorian house is being built taking under 
consideration the difficult weather conditions; rains, winds and snows (figure 5.26).  
It is being characterized from homogeneity, geometric simplicity and construction 
clarity. The houses have simple forms and shapes (figure 5.27) [86]. 
Figure 5.27: Bitsa. View of the settlement in Zagorochoria [86]
The building is constructed with smaller depth than length, so the low winter solar 
radiation to penetrate in more deep into the building. The bedrooms are placed in 
higher levels, so the produced heat during the day to be exploited through the
natural movement of the air. The orientation has chosen so the house to have sun in 
the winter and shadow in summer (figure 5.29). In the floors they used ground 
specially modified, that provides insulation from the bad weather [86]. 
Zagorochoria have low temperatures in winter and high temperatures in summer. 
For this reason, they use stone (limestone), as main building construction material. 
The stone has big heat capacity and that helps to absorb the big variations from the 
HumidityLowest temperature Rainfalls 
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outside temperature. In this way, walls, floors and roofs become elements of heat 
storage (figure 5.28) [86]. 
Figure 5.28: Construction detail of floor (left), house in Mikro Papigko in 
Zgorochoria (right) [86]
Figure 5.29: House in Megalo Papigko (left), Kato Pedina (right). The windows are 
gathered in the up floor [86]
The openings are aside the fireplace, that it warms the walls (figure 5.30). In this 
way the potential humidity that has gathered from the cold temperature in winter 
when the openings are closed, vaporizes or goes out through the wall materials. The
roof projects give protection against rain [86]. 
Figure 5.30: Typical arrangement in the corner of the house [86]
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Figure 5.31: Turkey. Map & photos of characteristic houses in different regions
Figure 5.32: Greece. Map & photos of characteristic houses in different regions
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6. ENERGY EFFICIENT FAÇADE SYSTEMS IN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE 
- THERMAL AND VISUAL ANALYSIS
In the following chapter which is the first part of the main core of this study, we will 
examine the traditional architecture through two important and different to each 
other climatic conditions, hot-dry and hot-humid. This two climates demands 
different architectural solutions to provide comfort and thus were chosen. The 
façade systems are the most important element of building envelope that affects 
many parameters and can contribute significantly to the energy efficient design, 
therefore in this study façade systems were studied.  
Hundreds of millions of people in the world today live in housing under adverse 
climatic conditions that stress their undernourished bodies toward the limits of 
human endurance. People severely restrain their ability to procure the energy 
required to provide healthful climatic conditions within their homes. Yet their 
ancestors survived, and often lived comfortably, for centuries under the same 
climatic conditions in dwellings of traditional design. They were able to do so 
because they made use of the energy available locally in the environment. Many 
traditional societies in climates with cold seasons relied on firewood and organic 
waste to provide them with the heat they needed.
6.1 Hot and dry Climate
People living in the hot, arid climates, however, were faced with a different problem;
high daytime and cool nighttime temperatures with very little humidity. More than 
firewood is needed to solve climatic problems of this type. The solutions that were 
found relied on energy from the sun and wind and the innovative, architectural 
structures and forms that were developed to make use of this natural energy [36].
6.1.1 Thermal analysis
The main thermal performance characteristics of a building in a hot-dry region 
should be [22]:
· Slow rate of indoor heating during summer daytime
· Fast rate of indoor cooling in summer evenings
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· Minimizing dust penetration
· Good ventilation in the summer evenings
· Higher indoor temperatures, relative to the outdoors’ in winter
Some of the performance characteristics are conflicting such as the desire to have 
indoor temperatures lower than the outdoor average in summer and higher than the 
outdoors’ in winter (figure 6.1). Façade design cannot be independent from the 
following parameters because all the design parameters are related to each other. 
Figure 6.1: The bioclimatic chart for the hot dry climate [27]
6.1.1.1 Interaction between façade and form
Preferably the building should be compact. The surface area of its external envelope 
should be as small as possible to minimize the heat flow into the building. If in some 
regions the nights are cold then the building should be as spread as possible so to 
have greater exposure to outdoor air. A good solution is indented porches with 
closeable insulated shutters. When shutters are closed the envelope area is 
minimized, when shutters are open the envelope area increases (figure 6.2). Small 
windows can be incorporated in the shutters to provide daylight and view. Provision 
of ventilation, shading and lighting is recognized as essential and glare should be 
avoided [30].
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Figure 6.2: A scheme of a building with indented porches, closeable by insulated 
shutters [22]
Compactness is the technique of minimizing the amount of building surface exposed 
to the direct radiation of the sun. Compactness can be specified in many ways, but it 
is most clearly evidenced by the ration of exposed building surface to the enclosed 
living volume (figure 6.3) [21]. Compared to a square plan, a building with circular 
plan is stated to consume 90%, a rectangle 105% if the width/length relation is 1:2 
and 114% is the ratio is 1:3 [27]. 
Figure 6.3: General view of Zavareh showing the plasticity of forms and variety of 
vault roofing [21]
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Figure 6.4: Hierarchy of scale, from city to individual dwelling [21]
6.1.1.2 Façade and Orientation 
Givoni claims that “in areas where ambient temperature has greater physiological 
influence than ventilation (e.g. where the humidity is low), orientation with respect to 
the sun is an important consideration for human comfort. North-south orientation of 
the main façades is preferable”. This is at least partly true, since in these 
orientations the summer sun doesn’t penetrate the facades and the openings more 
than marginally, while in the winter there is solar access when the path of the sun is 
lower. In desert regions, however, there is a need for high rates of night ventilation 
in the summer, so the direction of openings should also consider wind-catching 
possibilities (figure 6.5, 6.6) [22]. 
Although this concept can’t be applied to all buildings (since various portions of the 
town will have nonparallel orientation), it is possible to orient a vast majority of the 
dwelling units to north-south. Where the desired orientation isn’t feasible, a 
technique of creating building screens to diffuse light and heat of the sun can be 
employed [21]. 
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Figure 6.5: Building orientation for a hot-arid climate [21]
Figure 6.6: Axonometric showing the variation orientation of different parts of a 
house in hot-dry region [28]
6.1.1.3 Façade and Materials
In hot-dry is importance the materials to have high heat storage capacity. Except 
from insulation technique the thermal mass is important to keep the heat outside of 
the building. 
In 1964, six small experimental buildings were built on the grounds of the Cairo 
Building Research Centre, using different materials. They were used to evaluate 
cost, local availability, and thermal comfort. Two modes of these six were 
represented. One was built entirely of mud brick with the 50cm thick walls and roof 
in the shape of a combined dome and vault. The other was built of 10-cm thick 
prefabricated concrete panels for both the walls and the roof [36]. 
These models were examined on a day in March when external air temperature 
varied from 12°C at 6a.m to 28°C at 2p.m and back to 12°C at 4a.m. The air 
temperature fluctuation inside the mud-brick model did not exceed 2°C during the 
24-hour period, varying from 21-23°C, which is within the comfort zone. However, 
the maximum air temperature inside the prefabricated concrete model reached 
36°C, or 13°C higher than in the mud-brick model and 9°C higher than the outdoor 
air temperature. It fell within the comfort zone for only one hour in the morning (9-
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10a.m) and between 8:40p.m and 12:20a.m, as recorded in. The contrast can be 
explained by the fact that concrete has a thermal conductivity of 0.9, while that of 
mud brick is 0.34, and that the mud-brick wall is five times thicker than the 
prefabricated concrete panels. Thus, the mud-brick wall has a thermal resistance 
more than 13 times greater than the prefabricated concrete wall [36].
6.1.1.4 Façade and Color effect 
The color of the walls has a tremendous effect on the solar impact on the building 
and its indoor climate particularly in dessert regions. Eastern and southern walls are 
very sensitive to their external color while the northern wall is the least sensitive. 
The southern wall presents a special case because it receives most radiation in 
winter, when heating in some places are desirable. While surfaces can cause much 
glare and discomfort [22]. 
The colors of the building’s external envelope determine the impact of solar radiation 
on the building - in effect, what fraction of the solar energy striking the building is 
actually absorbed at the building’s envelope, effecting its heat gain and indoor 
temperatures, and what fraction is reflected away, without any effect on the 
building’s thermal conditions. 
The amount of solar radiation striking the different walls of a building varies greatly 
with the wall’s orientation. Therefore, in practice, the colors of the walls determine 
the quantitative effect of their orientation. In the case of white walls the effect of 
orientation is very small as most of the impinging radiation is reflected away. In 
contrast, when the walls have dark colors, the effect of orientation on their external 
and internal temperatures is very significant [22]. 
The actual external surface temperature of a wall at a given orientation depends 
both on ambient air temperature and on the solar radiation absorbed at the surface. 
In the absence of solar radiation, for example on a cloudy day, the temperature 
patterns of wall surfaces in any orientation are more or less close to that of the 
outdoor air diurnal pattern. The magnitude of the thermal effect of wall orientation on 
the indoor temperatures depends, in addition to the wall’s color, on its material and 
thickness, which determines its thermal resistance and heat capacity. 
Figure 6.7 shows external surface temperatures of gray walls and of white-panted 
walls. The walls faced the four cardinal directions. Comparison of the two parts of 
this figure indicates that there was considerable interaction between the effects of 
orientation and of color. Differences of up to 23oC were observed for the gray wall, 
while for whitewashed were all less than 3oC [22]. 
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Figure 6.7: External surface temperatures of gray (up) or white painted (down) wall, 
facing the four cardinal directions [22]
To illustrate the interdependence of the effects of orientation, external color, and 
wall thickness, figure 6.8, 6.9, shows internal surface temperature patterns 
measured on lightweight concrete walls facing the four cardinal directions. The 
figure with the white exterior color the internal temperatures fluctuated above the 
average outdoor level, but the extent of the fluctuation was greater with the thinner 
walls. Only slight differences in the temperature pattern were observed between the 
walls with the different orientations. The maximum differences between the warmest 
(east or west) and the coolest (north) walls were larger for the thinner than for the 
thicker walls; less than 1oC as compared with 1.5oC. When the external color was 
gray, however, the temperature differences between walls with different orientations 
and thickness were much more marked. For the 10cm walls (figure 6.8) the minima 
were all somewhat below the average outdoor temperature, while the range of 
maxima was about 4.5oC. The largest difference at any instant was about 7oC.  
Increasing the thickness to 20cm (figure 6.9) effectively moderated these variations. 
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The range of minimum temperatures was about 2.5oC, the range of maxima about 
1.3oC and the greatest difference observes was about 2.7oC [22]. 
Figure 6.8: Measured internal surface temperature of lightweight gray and white 
concrete walls of 10cm [22]
Figure 6.9: Measured internal surface temperature of lightweight gray and white 
concrete walls of 20cm [22]
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6.1.1.5 Façade and Loggia element
Even in an uncomfortably hot day, the shaded area of the loggia is provided with a 
cool and refreshing breeze, a result of intelligent architectural design following the 
principles of aerodynamics. The loggia opens onto a courtyard on the leeward side 
and is nearly closed to the prevailing wind by a wall pierced with two rows of small 
openings (figure 6.11). The airflow over and around the building produces a zone of 
low pressure on the leeward side, thus inside the loggia as a result of the Bernoulli 
principle. This ensures steady airflow due to suction through the small openings. 
Figure 6.10 shows schematically the airflow and pressure changes for this loggia. 
Variations of this effective method of climatization are widely used for many types of 
buildings in the hot arid regions [36].
Figure 6.10: Schematic drawing, showing a loggia [36]
Figure 6.11: Photos of house with loggia in Greece [89]
6.1.1.6 Vegetation near the building
The climate objectives of plants in hot-dry climate may include [22]:
· shading of the walls and windows in the building
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· shading of play and rest areas outside the building
· reducing and filtering dust in and around the building
· elevating the humidity level in too dry climates
· reducing the temperature in the vicinity of the building
· reducing the wind speed where it is desirable
· concentrating airflow and increasing airspeed where this is desired
6.1.2 Visual analysis
6.1.2.1 Daylighting 
The northern facade is least exposed to the sun. In fact, exposure occurs only in the 
early and late hours of summer days when the angle of altitude is low and the angle 
of declination is such that the sun's rays are almost tangential to the surface of the 
wall, as illustrated in figure 6.12. An advantage to rooms opening on this facade is 
that their illumination is always evenly distributed, making them ideal for hospital 
operating rooms and for school classrooms [36].
Figure 6.12: The entrance of sun for a northern façade (left) and for a southern 
façade (right) [36]
An advantage in southern facades is that the sun is high over the horizon in summer 
and can be shaded using a relatively small overhang. In winter it is low, allowing the 
sunshine to penetrate when it is most desirable. This situation is outlined for a 
particular case in figure 6.12. However, with regard to the wind factor, a 
disadvantage of the southern exposure is that it receives no wind, since the cool 
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prevailing winds generally blow from a northerly direction in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Although the sun's rays cannot be manipulated and directed at will, 
there are ways of directing airflow to rooms with a southern exposure. The eastern 
facade is exposed to the sun's rays only from sunrise to noon. The walls cool down 
considerably by evening, making this exposure more suitable for bedrooms than the 
western exposure [36].
Window openings normally serve three functions; to let in direct and indirect 
sunlight, to let in air, and to provide a view. In the temperate zones these functions 
are conveniently combined together in the window, the size, form, and location of 
which are determined by local climatic conditions. However, since in hot arid 
climates it is rarely possible or desirable to combine these three functions in a single 
architectural solution, several solutions were developed which concentrate on each 
function separately.
6.1.2.2 Shading
Although the optimal orientation for single buildings and blocks of row houses is with 
the long side aligned from east to west, for many reasons this cannot always be 
applied so simply over the entire plan of a city or sector. Some single buildings or 
row houses must face streets and squares that may be oriented at any angle from 
the north, with each case requiring an appropriate means of shading, depending on 
its orientation. Generally, a building with a facade opening to the west is the worst 
case encountered, owing to the heat gain of the surrounding environment during the 
day and the angle of altitude, which allows the sun's rays to penetrate into the 
interior [36].
Figure 6.13: Shadow in hot arid regions [21]
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The internal and external spaces have different kinds of shadow and provide 
comfort at different times of day. The interior atrium, a source of light for the rooms 
that surround it, provides indirect exposure during the hottest hours of the day when 
the family rests inside. The atrium also acts as a vertical passage and carries a 
constant flow of warm air upward, while cool air enters to make the adjoining living 
areas comfortable. During the summer months, the external garden is comfortable 
place only in the morning and evening. Then the temperature is low enough to allow 
activity outside where the trees provide shadow and where lower shrubs can 
channel cool breezes (figure 6.13) [21]
Shading of the facades of buildings can be achieved by covering the streets (figure 
6.14), as is often found in older cities and oasis villages of West Asia and North 
Africa. For a single building, shade can be provided by architectural elements such 
as balconies, covered loggias or open galleries, and verandas to shield the facade, 
or by introducing special devices such as the Venetian blind, the brise-soleil, and the 
mashrabiya to shield the openings. In Iraq, walls ventilated and cooled by 
surrounding the rooms with an outside corridor with arcades and colonnades [36].
Figure 6.14: Narrow and shaded streets in Yazd (left) and Kashan, Iran (right) [21]
o The Venetian Blind
One device which can be added directly to the window is the Venetian blind. This 
blind is made of small slats, about 4-5cm wide, closely set in a wooden frame at an 
angle that will intercept the sun's rays. The slats are often movable so the angle can 
be changed. When the blinds are drawn, they completely obstruct the view to the 
outside as well as considerably dim the light reaching the interior [36].
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However, sometimes the Venetians blind is not a satisfactory solution to the problem 
of adjusting radiation and airflow. In summer, the blind can be adjusted to deflect the 
wind downward onto the occupants, but this permits the sun to shine directly into the 
room. Alternatively, by changing the position of the blind to block the direct sunlight, 
the wind is redirected uselessly over the heads of the occupants, as figure 6.15
illustrates [36].
Figure 6.15: Venetian blinds as shading option [36]
o The Mashrabiya
The name mashrabiya is derived from the Arabic word "drink" and originally meant 
"a drinking place." Now the name is used for an opening with a wooden lattice 
screen composed of small wooden balusters that are circular in section and 
arranged at specific regular intervals, often in a decorative and intricate geometric 
pattern [36]. 
The mashrabiya has five functions. Different patterns have been developed to 
satisfy a variety of conditions that require emphasis on one or more functions. These 
functions involve [36]: 
· Controlling the passage of light
· Controlling the air flow
· Reducing the temperature of the air current
· Increasing the humidity of the air current
· Ensuring privacy
Each mashrabiya design is selected to fulfill several or all of these functions. In the 
design, it is the sizes of the interstices (spaces between adjacent balusters) and the 
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diameter of the balusters that are adjusted. Different names identify certain of these 
patterns.
The sizes of the interstices and the balusters of a mashrabiya placed in such an 
opening are adjusted to intercept direct solar radiation. This requires a lattice with 
small interstices. The balusters, round in section, graduate the light reaching their 
surfaces, thus softening the contrast between the darkness of the opaque balusters 
and the brightness of the glare entering through the interstices, as illustrated in 
figure 6.16 [36]. 
Figure 6.16: The mashrabiya as a shading option [36]
All organic fibers, such as the wood of a mashrabiya readily absorb, retain, and 
release considerable quantities of water. Wind passing through the interstices of the 
porous-wooden mashrabiya will give up some of its humidity to the wooden 
balusters if they are cool, as at night. When the mashrabiya is directly heated by 
sunlight, this humidity is released to any air that may be flowing through the 
interstices. This technique can be used to increase the humidity of dry air in the heat 
of the day, cooling and humidifying the air at a time when most needed. In addition 
to these physical effects, the mashrabiya serves an important social function. It
ensures privacy from the outside for the inhabitants while at the same time allowing 
them to view the outside through the screen [36].
o The Claustrum
Often a multitude of small vents is preferable to a few large openings for purposes of 
privacy, security, uniform distribution of air flow, blocking of direct solar rays, and 
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decoration. Large openings, used mainly for ventilation and lighting and set at 
specific places in the building, can then be filled with lattice work, in the form of a 
pierced screen wall. These lattices, called claustra, were originally used in large 
openings at high levels in the Roman baths. In vernacular architecture, they 
generally are made in different decorative patterns of carved plaster plates, unlike 
the mashrabiya which are wooden. Claustra are mainly used to evacuate the hot air 
collected in the higher parts of the room or in parapet walls (figure 6.17) [36]. 
In modern architecture, claustra are sometimes used inappropriately over the entire 
facade of a building to serve as a brise-soleil. In fact, the claustrum is a screen to be 
set in an opening of proper size and should not be used as a bearing wall. In 
extending it beyond its frame and scale to cover an entire facade, the structural 
scale and aesthetic rules of architecture are disturbed. Furthermore, when claustra 
are set at eye level, they annoy the eye with dazzling contrasts of light and shade 
[36].
Figure 6.17: Photos of house with claustrum in Greece [89]
Figure 6.18: Yazd’s compact structures, narrow streets, deep courtyarsds and 
summer areas of its houses with their backs to the afternoon sun [21]
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6.1.3 The example of Mardin in Turkey
Figure 6.19: The climatic characteristics of Mardin [77, 80]
Mardin is located in 39th - 42nd east meridian and 36th - 38th north parallels. The very 
dry and hot summers made it imperative to adapt to the natural forces and to work in 
harmony with environment (figure 6.19). Fortunately, the discomfort of high 
temperatures during the day is partially mitigated by the breezes caused by 
temperature differences between the plain below the hill and the city itself [21].
The city center has an altitude of 1150m. It is built in a slope facing Mesopotamia 
Plato. The city spreads in the east-west axis, which affects its architecture. The city 
has a “stair” type design so that the facades don’t block one another (figure 6.20). 
The height and the number of the floors changes according to the house population 
and also due to inclination of the ground. The houses with the three or four floors, 
the entrance and the garden look to the south and the highest floor looks to north. 
Mardin houses don’t have sahnisi (projection of floor) [77]. 
The prevailing summer wind is from the north. However, this wind cant under normal 
conditions provides comfort for the city; the hill north of the settlement acts as a 
barrier, creating a protected area right over the city. Nevertheless, the high 
temperatures right above the city rise and cause an air movement from the plain 
below and an almost continuous breeze. At night the situation changes: the cooling 
city surface gives rise to a difference in the air density along the slope. Due to 
gravity, the heavier air at the top flows down; as a result, a gentle breeze brushes 
the city. The downhill flow of cool air, called katabatic flow, also causes cool pools in 
the lower areas where there is comfortable outdoor sleeping. The northern direction 
of both day and nighttime breezes also creates relatively comfortable pockets along 
the north-south oriented depestrian walkways and steps (figure 6.21) [21]. 
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Figure 6.20: Mardin, Turkey [77]
Figure 6.21: Air movement along a slope in Mardin [21]
The traditional Mardin houses take precautions against heat. They are in narrow and 
Z type streets. The houses’ walls give shadows during the day. The height walls that 
surround the yards give shadows in some parts all day and also provide privacy. 
The thick walls of the stone houses keep the houses cool in summer and warm in 
winter. The windows look to the south for the view but inside there is another room 
with small openings for ventilation or no openings and these rooms are the coolest 
parts in the house. Also eyvan or revak (figure 6.22) and similar places (semi-open 
places) are mostly built in all floors situated to be protected from the east or west 
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sun. The yards are in the entrance floor mostly are covered with stone and in 
summer they are washed with water to be kept cool (figures 6.23, 6.24, 6.25) [77].
The main material is stone and the walls have a thickness of 0.75m – 1.15m in the 
entrance floors and in upper floors 0.70m – 0.90m. The windows are mostly 0.75-
0.90m X 1.30-1.50m in dimension with wooden covers and they also have upper 
transom windows for better air ventilation with dimensions 0,20 X 0,40m in the outer 
part of the wall and 0.55-0.60 X 0.75-0.80m in the inner part of the walls [77]. 
Figure 6.22: Eyvan and Revak typology in turkish houses [77]
Figure 6.23: Aspect of typical houses and their floor plans [77]
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Figure 6.24: Houses in Mardin and their floor plans [77]
Figure 6.25: Houses in Mardin and sections [77]
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In Mardin the cardinal southern slope (the steeper - about 25o to 30o- it is, the more 
efficient the whole system becomes) allows no shadows to be cast upon the 
individual units. This slope also has a close interaction with the form of both the 
units and the whole complex (figure 6.26, 6.27). 
Figure 6.26: Cross section of Mardin looking east [21]
Figure 6.27: View of Mardin houses facing southeast [21]
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6.2 Hot and humid Climate 
6.2.1 Thermal analysis 
The main design objectives in hot-humid regions, which some of them conflicting 
from the building design aspect, can be summarized as follows [22]:
· Minimizing solar heating of the buildings
· Maximizing the rate of cooling in the evenings
· Providing effective natural ventilation, even during rain
· Preventing rain penetration, even during rainstorms
· Preventing entry of insects while the windows are open for ventilation
· Providing spaces for semi-outdoor activities as integral part of the “living 
space” 
· In regions subjected to hurricanes or typhoons a major design objective 
should be to minimize the risks from tropical storms
Figure 6.28: The bioclimatic chart for a hot-humid climate [27]
6.2.1.1 Interaction between façade and form
Preferably the building should be spread-out with large openable windows to enable 
better natural cross ventilation than a compact one (figure 6.29). Once the building 
is well cross-ventilated during the daytime hours its indoor temperature tends to 
follow the outdoor pattern. In this case, the heat flow through the envelope is small 
and the larger surface area of a spread out building doesn’t significantly affect the 
daytime indoor temperature. On the other hand, during the evening and night hours, 
when winds usually subside, a larger area of the envelope and larger open windows 
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enable faster cooling and better ventilation, thus minimizing disturbances to restful 
sleep [22]. 
Figure 6.29: A spread out plan for hot - humid regions [22]
Deep porches, between surrounding rooms, can also help in promoting the 
ventilation potential and the cooling rate during evening and night hours. They can 
also provide a protected semi-outdoor space for family use, with some degree of 
privacy. The most effective design feature, combining natural ventilation and rain 
protection, is the breezeway. It is a passage “cutting” across or extending alongside 
the whole width of the house, wide enough for accommodating seating or eating, 
about 2-3 meters wide. The breezeway could be equipped with operable shutters of 
a type which can prevent rain penetration while allowing airflow during light winds, 
but able to block the wind during storms (figure 6.30) [22]. 
Figure 6.30: Schematic design illustrating a breezeway [22]
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Hot and humid regions often have floods. Raising the building on stilts reduces the 
likelihood flood to reach the floor level. In addition to the flood problem, raising the 
building off the ground can improve greatly the potential of ventilation (figure 6.31). 
Due to the high precipitation, the land in hot-humid regions is often covered by 
vegetation, such as trees, high scrubs and grass. Together with the buildings, the 
vegetation reduces the wind speed near the ground. The windows of single-story 
buildings at the ground level are often located in the zone of restricted wind speed, a 
factor which reduces the potential for cross ventilation of the indoor space [22].  
Figure 6.31: A scheme common in hot and humid regions to raise building from the 
ground [22]
6.2.2.2 Façade and Orientation 
In hot climates, the sun is the major source of heat. To plan any site, the position of 
the sun must be determined for all hours of the day at all seasons as well as the 
direction of the prevailing winds, especially during the hot season. Wind movement 
and humidity also are important and should be considered simultaneously with the 
direct and indirect effects of the sun [36].
Because of the low latitude of the hot-humid regions the annual pattern of the sun’s 
motion results in a very large difference, more than higher latitude between the 
radiation striking the eastern and western walls and northern and southern walls. 
For good ventilation building shouldn’t be perpendicular to the wind direction. In fact 
45 and 105 degrees to the wall can provide effective cross ventilation. A western 
and eastern window equipped with an appropriate operable shutter can practically 
be protected from the sun while taking advantage of an eastern or western wind for 
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ventilation, so the optimum orientation of the building block with regard to the sun 
factor is east-west (figure 6.32) [22]. 
Figure 6.32: Orientation of the buildings should be closer to East-West axis [36]
6.2.2.3 Façades and Materials
A broad classification of building systems for climate can be developed with regard 
to the density of materials and methods of fabrication (table 6.2). This can further 
linked to the extend that these elements are more or less climate sensitive [27]
Lightweight materials such as wood construction (a low heat capacity) are typical in 
vernacular buildings. However, if effective night ventilation can be ensured by the 
provision of exhaust fans, high-mass buildings can be more comfortable, especially 
during the daytime hours, than lightweight buildings [22]. 
The dwellings in some regions were of mud & straw, humble, in which appearance 
is sacrificed for conveniences and economy. The house of chiefs was of mud with 
tiled roofs. The dwellings have been self-sufficient in that they were built with 
materials available on the plot of land or in the immediate environment. So those 
were organic and blended with the nature [42].
Table 6.1: Thermal conductivities of some fabricated manufactured products [22]
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6.2.2.4 Vegetation near the building
Because of the high humidity, adequate wind speed around the building is very 
important for comfort. Climatic objectives in landscaping in hot-humid regions should 
be [22]: 
· minimizing blockage of the wind especially in front of the windows
· to provide shade around buildings
· to minimize flood hazards
6.2.3 Visual analysis
6.2.3.1 Daylighting 
Openings in a hot-humid climate play a major role mostly not for daylighting but to 
provide the thermal comfort to the occupants [22]. 
Large openings in all walls can provide the design solutions for effective cross 
ventilation. However, solar radiation can penetrate directly through un-shaded 
openings; therefore good shading systems must be provided. The windows should 
be preferable narrow and high [22]. 
Figure 6.33: Large opening in hot and humid regions [88]
The need to provide shades isn’t just from the point of view of solar gain control but 
also according to other criteria. These criteria include the need for maximizing 
daylight to reduce the need for artificial light but also to allow for greater user control 
of the environmentally systems (figure 6.33) [27]. 
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6.2.3.2 Shading
The shading is more complicated then in the case of hot and dry for two reasons. 
The windows may be much larger for the sake of ventilation and protection from 
diffused radiation of a cloudy sky is more difficult than protection from the direct 
sunbeam. The need for shading depends mainly on their color. It is not easy and 
simple to secure white color for walls, specially walls with permanently shaded by 
vegetations, because of fungi growth. 
Adequate protection from high winds can be provided by strong external opaque 
shutters. Such shutters, if designed in such a way that their lower half can be hinged 
outwards at an angle of about 45 degrees, provide very effective shading without 
impeding the potential for natural ventilation, especially for eastern and western 
windows. When closed and secured to the high-mass walls, they can provide 
effective protection from the glazing during the storms [22]. 
6.2.3.3 Verandas
Often the outdoor climate in hot humid regions is more pleasant than the indoors. 
When outdoors areas are protected from rain and sun can be very useful. A 
common feature in some vernacular buildings in these regions is a veranda 
surrounding the whole building. Often the veranda is formed by structurally 
extending sloping roofs beyond the walls. Such verandas can provide effective 
shading and reasonable rain protection for the entire periphery of single or even two 
stories building. The shaded area can be used for outdoor activities even during hot, 
sunny or rainy periods (figure 6.34) [22]. 
The Arabic veranda adjoining the inward looking courtyard was a place of reception 
which protected the private realm of the house from the uninvited. The Australian 
tradition of treating the veranda as a place of reception for the uninvited perpetuated 
the Arabic attitude. The essence of the veranda is expressed by lattice. It conveys 
better than anything the fundamental character of the traditional veranda, that of a 
filter between inside and out. Because it was a place of coolness, “the place one 
drinks”, it continued to signify, if only unconsciously, a place of physical and spiritual 
refreshment. Early records show that the verandas were used in Egyptian times. Its 
main climatic function appears to be that is should catch the breezes as well as 
provide an orientation to the exterior landscape and to views from the building 
(figure 6.35)  [27]. 
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Figure 6.34: Verandas in hot and humid regions [88]
Figure 6.35: Veranda types [27]
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6.2.4 The example of Santorini in Greece
Santorini has unique geomorphology. Belongs to Cyclades complex of islands and 
lies south. Is a volcanic island, remains of the volcanic explosions in 1500B.C. Near 
the volcano there are black and red steep mountains (figure 6.36). The part of island 
that looks in the inside is mountainous and steep. The part that looks to the open 
sea ends up in a wealthy plain. The vegetation is rare in the island due to not often 
raining but there are grape growths in the valley [86]. 
Figure 6.36: Santorini, Greece. Map and views of the volcano [85]
Cyclades region was chosen as being more representative of the Mediterranean 
climate that is characterized by warm summers and mild winters. More specifically it 
is characterized by strong seasonal winds, long periods of drought, and intensive 
sun exposure and high levels of humidity due to proximity to the sea. The winter is 
mild, without significant temperature variations. The summer is respectively dry and 
the main characteristic is the sunlight. From April till October there are temperatures 
over 30oC. The rainfalls have small frequency. The humidity in the island is high, 
specifically in summer, due to sea. The cool sea, though, and the north winds that 
occur measure the hot temperature, especially in summer. The winds are normally 
North and strong (august meltemi) and sometimes south (sorokada) (figure 6.37)
[86]. 
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Figure 6.37: Weather characteristics in Santorini [78]
The basic characteristics of the architecture in Santorini are the strict form of the 
volumes, thick walls with small openings and the whiteness. The volumes are 
penetrate the one into the other, there are used clever solutions for the good 
function, full exploitation of the inclination of the ground, different functions lay in 
different level. They are characterized from the unique ergonomic scale in the 
openings and the passages, due to luck of space and the “tight” urban form of the 
settlements (figure 6.38). 
Figure 6.38: Thick walls with small openings and strict forms in buildings [86]
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The opening had some size, especially in the places with plain ground. This caused 
poor lighting during the day. The small roads (sokaki) helped the buildings to be 
protected from strong winds the summer, that the temperature is high, the heat that 
the “shell” takes is stored in the structural mass (figure 6.39). The night that the 
temperature is lower than the day the stored heat is emitted to the environment and 
the mass “discharges”. Shadow was achieved from the neighbor buildings and the 
exploitation of the inclination of the ground. 
Figure 6.39: Santorini. Narrow streets that give shadow [86]
The houses rarely had color. These shining white surface were effective for the 
overheating of the “shells” but led to much glare from the neighbor buildings (figure 
6.40). 
Figure 6.40: Santorini. White houses can bring glare [86]
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The construction of the roofs with tombs increased the development of the roof, with 
result during any time of the day some part of the roof to have shadow (figure 6.41). 
Due to the luck of water supplies in the island they used to gather the raining water 
and to keep it in cisterns in the basements for protection of evaporations. This 
helped in the cooling of the house, due to the big heat capacity of the water. The 
water absorbs the heat from floors of the house. 
Figure 6.41: Santorini. Vault roof structures [86]
Sun protection was achieved also with vegetation, arbors, and pergolas but also 
with shutters, overhanging of elements from the envelope or the roof. 
An important factor in Santorini was the creation of comfortable microclimates. 
Semi-open spaces or covered spaces (arcades, covered verandas) to merge the 
bright heat outside with the cold dark interiors (figure 6.42). The luck of good heating 
in old times and the poor ventilation due to small openings led to the compression of 
vapors and to humidity. For this reasons they were opening a small window in the 
north side of the house to help for the better ventilation of the building but the 
problem is still intense. The construction of the buildings with thick walls and semi-
circular roof help significally to protection against the strong humidity but the 
problem with humidity remains till today due to small openings and bad ventilation of 
the houses, especially in the underground dwellings [85, 86]. 
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Figure 6.42: Santorini. Different views of the island [86]
The underground houses: There are house with big depth (till 10m) and short 
facade. The front space is used for the spending of the day, while the back was 
used for the bedrooms. There were opening in the façade and in the middle wall. 
The walls have thickness 30-65cm. The roof was semi-circular, for static reasons, 
but also helps the sun and air to enter deeper the space. The heat capacity of the 
underground houses is theoretically infinite, because of the thermal inert of the 
ground. So the temperature of the walls is preserved steadily in 18oC. The 
occupants have a pleasant cool feeling. The big humidity and not good ventilation is 
solved in some cases with building a part of the bedroom outside the ground (figure 
6.43) [85, 86]. 
Figure 6.43: Santorini. The underground dwellings [7, 86]
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7. ENERGY EFFICIENT FAÇADE SYSTEMS IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE -
THERMAL AND VISUAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter we will analysis from thermal and visual aspect modern façade 
systems. The examination won’t be according to the two climates that were chosen 
for this thesis and this because the modern architecture doesn’t respond 
consciously in the climatic conditions. Is architect’s task to take advantage of the 
new technologies and apply them with the best way in the needs of his building and 
the region this belongs. This chapter makes a systematic investigation of new 
techniques and new technologies that can be a useful tool in the hands of modern 
architecture to contribute in the saving of energy in our today’s world, which needs it 
the most. We will see new glazings, shading devices, wall systems, photovoltaics or 
other techniques. 
7.1 Basic façade systems 
In the first part of this chapter we examine some basic façade elements that with the 
correct knowledge of their properties and use they can significally contribute to 
saving of energy in modern buildings. 
7.1.1 Thermal analysis 
7.1.1.1 Basic wall types
Each of the following wall types, or combinations, generally consists of the 
following basic elements, or layers: Exterior Cladding (Natural or Synthetic), 
Drainage Plane(s), Air Barrier System(s), Vapor Retarder(s), Insulating 
Element(s), and Structural Elements (figure 7.1) [14]. 
Several of these layers may, at the discretion of the design professional, serve 
multiple purposes. For example, in barrier wall design and construction, the exterior 
cladding material may be designed to function both as the primary drainage plane 
and principal air barrier for a building or structure. Similarly, in cavity wall 
construction, rigid insulation placed inside the exterior wall cavity, if properly 
detailed, may also function as the air barrier and a drainage plane for a given 
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exterior wall system or assembly. Basic programmatic requirements such as 
building use, orientation, environmental exposure, and overall response to the 
surrounding climate (micro and macro) are first given consideration by the design 
team [14].
Figure 7.1: Basic elements of the exterior wall (left) and moisture transfer diagram 
(right) [14]
Exterior wall types commonly associated with above-grade, generally can be 
classified as follows: as a cavity wall, a barrier wall, or a mass wall (figure 7.2). A 
cavity wall (also referred to as "screen" or "drained" wall systems) is considered 
by many to be the preferred method of construction in most climatic and rainfall 
zones primarily due to the pressure-equalization that can be achieved, and the 
redundancy to resist uncontrolled, bulk rainwater penetration. For economic 
reasons, mass walls are less common in design and construction today [14]. 
Figure 7.2: Cavity wall (left), Barrier wall (middle), and Mass wall (right) [14]
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The following comparative study demonstrates the effects of storage behavior in a 
test room facing south [5]. 
· Option 1: light to medium storage capacity room with full-height window 
glazing
· Option 2: light to medium storage capacity room with parapet element (approx. 
70cm high)
· Option 3: medium storage capacity room with parapet element as in option 2 
but without suspended ceiling
· Option 4: high storage capacity room with parapet element, without 
suspended ceiling and with limited storage capacity floor
· Option 5: high storage capacity room with parapet element and masonry 
partitions
· Option 6: medium storage capacity room with parapet elements and 
demountable partitions (metal)
Room specifications are: orientation south, floor space 21.0m2, occupants 2, room 
height 2.90m., lighting 158W, ceiling suspension 0.15m, machines 315W, 
balustrade height 0.70m (figure 7.3). 
Figure 7.3: Room types with different surrounding structures [5]
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The curves in figure 7.4 indicate room temperature after five days of clear weather in 
summer for a room facing south. As the temperature chart shows, the storage factor 
in the external walls, option 2, causes a temperature drop of approximately 1.2K 
compared to full glazing, option 1. This is an effect on not only the external wall’s 
storage capacity but also on the reduction of solar incidence through the decreased 
glass surface. A comparison of options 2 and 3 is of greater interest. A suspended 
ceiling is not used in option 3 and the room temperature drops by a further 1K 
compared to option2; this difference is entirely due to increased storage capacity. 
The difference between option 3 and 4 is approximately 0.2K because the wall-to-
wall carpeted floor almost cancels out the increased storage capacity of the floor 
compared to the hollow floor. Option 5 shows the greatest difference, compared to 
all previously mentioned layouts, due to the extremely high storage capacity of the 
masonry partitions. The temperature is lowered by approximately 2K to 3K 
compared to the other room options. In option 6, the overall behavior is similar to 
that in option 3, but slightly poorer since the metal frame walls with insulation have 
an even lower storage performance rating than the drywalls in option 2 [5].
Figure 7.4: Room temperatures following five days good weather period in summer 
[5]
The storage capacity of a room can be significantly improved by ventilating the 
space with outside air during the night. Figure 7.5 represents the temperature 
behavior in two test rooms, option 2 and 5, with and without night cooling. In the 
case of night cooling a 3 ac/h air-change standard rate is assumed during average 
wind velocities and with slightly opened windows. A comparison of the curves with 
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and without night cooling, for options 2 and 5 reveals that, in a light to medium 
storage capacity room, the temperature is reduced by approximately 2K to 6K, while 
in option 5, it is expected to be reduced by approximately 3K to 4K. It is important to 
note that the temperature level in option 5 is approximately 4K less than that in 
option 2. The increased storage capacity seems to have an effect, especially during 
the operating hours of the building in question. Finally, these curves and their 
comparative values demonstrate that night cooling is equally as important as the 
increased storage capacity [5]. 
Therefore, the best way to reduce energy consumption and the investment cost in 
ventilation and air-conditioning systems is to design a room with not only high 
storage capacity but also efficient night cooling to improve the storage behavior [4,
5].  
Figure 7.5: Room temperatures with/without night ventilation [5]
7.1.1.2 Natural ventilation
Sick Building Syndrome reveals itself in various symptoms and their possible cause
(table 7.1). Mostly occurs in modern buildings, where the air tightness of the 
windows is very high and the use of air-conditioning systems excessive. 
Table 7.1: Sick Building Syndromes and their possible causes [4]
SBS Symptoms Possible causes
Draught
Tendency to colds
rheumatism
Excessive air velocity
Excessive turbulence
Insufficient air intake
Intake air temperature too low
Fever Microbial cell toxins from humidifier water, filters and 
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These problems can be avoided by ensuring draught-free air supply into rooms, 
where by the velocity of air flow should be slowed sufficiently (<0.12 m/s) to no 
longer be perceived as uncomfortable. The results of the investigation shown in 
figure 7.6 show that naturally or partially-naturally ventilated buildings have the 
lowest occurrence of problems and symptoms [4]. 
Figure 7.6: Results of the SBS study by J. Röben [4]
Pressure differentials at the built envelope (steady-state and turbulence-induced 
fluctuating differentials), caused by wind and thermals, can become the means for 
natural ventilation and energy-efficient night cooling in summer and some part of the 
transitional seasons. 
Difficulty of breathing 
Ache in joints
fatigue
intake air units
Fatigue
Lack of concentration
Numbness
Headache 
Irregularities in thermoregulation:
- temperatures > 23oC
- non-physiological diurnal course of temperature
- excessive relative humidity
- lack of window ventilation
Low frequency sound <100Hz
Insufficiency of:
- shading
- window surfaces (too large)
-storing masses (too small), air-conditioning 
performance
Poor air quality Odors from air conditioners
Insufficient effective air change
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Static wind loads are forces released by the effect of wind which elicit some torsion 
but little or negligible motion from a built structure. The static wind load upon a 
façade element is the sum of all active pressure and friction forces. The positive and 
negative pressures acting upon a building surface are calculated as the product of 
the local pressure coefficient and the dynamic pressure. The force upon a single 
element or upon an entire building can be determined by multiplying all partial 
pressures of all sectional surfaces by the corresponding surface and by adding all 
resulting pressure forces with regard to their direction. It is important to notice that 
positive or negative pressures also result inside the building and that for some 
components (e.g. windows and interior walls) the pressure differentials at opposite 
walls govern [4]. 
The recirculation around neighboring buildings or on the lee-side of a building 
exhibits very different phenomena. There, one may find additional, subordinate or 
periodic eddies at the façade and the frequency of such secondary cyclones created 
by the separation of the flow may closely resemble the resonant frequencies of the 
building elements. Typical frequencies and cyclone measurements depend greatly 
upon corresponding geometric relationships. 
The phenomena described above primarily affect buildings which are much higher 
than the surrounding built environment or others which are in close proximity to such 
a tall building. The higher wind velocities at roof level may be guided along the 
façade to the ground (pedestrian zones). The ventilation efficiency of naturally or 
partially naturally ventilated buildings is greatly dependent upon atmospheric 
influences. It is derived from the distribution of averaged pressures and the 
distribution of size, frequency and correlation of pressure variations on the built 
envelope. The ventilation efficiency is therefore dependent on: wind direction, 
building geometry, built environment, inner and outer temperatures (buoyancy), type 
and degree of envelope permeability [4]. 
Figure 7.7a is a schematic of wind-induced pressure distribution upon the built 
envelope of an oval building form. The inward-pointing red lines on the building 
fabric indicate positive pressure; the outward-pointing blue lines indicate negative 
pressure. As the schematic shows, both the positive and negative pressures 
increase towards the top due to the wind profile (accelerated wind velocity at 
increases height). Because of the difference in interior and exterior temperature, in 
figure 7.7b, a pressure differential of 80Pa is created within the building, whereby 
the pressure on the exterior skin in the lower region affects the interior. Figure 7.7c
illustrates the combined influences of wind and buoyancy and the distribution of 
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pressure differentials on the built envelope with average wind velocity. Buoyancy 
increases the negative pressure on the side walls of buildings while at the windward 
side, the outward directed flow is reversed; in other words there is infiltration from 
the outside in. In summer, the temperature differences between inside and outside 
are very small. Rather, the warming of the surface through direct solar insolation 
results in localized buoyancy outside facades or inside double-skin facades. In 
figure 7.7d the inner pressure is almost equal to the surrounding pressure, so that 
the wind-induced pressure becomes the primary force acting upon the building [4].
Figure 7.7: Pressure distribution on building envelope for wind and buoyancy [4]
7.1.1.6 Effect of shading on room temperature
The following is a study of the combined effect of the total shading coefficient of a 
sun protection element and insulating glazing upon a room’s cooling loads and 
temperature. Figure 7.8 shows the room fitted with various types of shading [4,5]. 
The options are as follows:
· Option 2a: external louvre 
· Option 2b: closed external louvre (highly reflecting)
· Option 2c: open awning
· Option 2d: indoor shading and glare protection
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Figure 7.8: Different shading options for a specific type of room [4]
Figure 7.9 shows the curves representing predictable room temperatures on a warm
summer day in a southward facing room of medium storage capacity based on the 
varying total solar energy transmission coefficients. As can be seen, the differences 
between the most effective shading (lowest total solar energy transmission) and the 
least effective shading (indoor vertical blinds or curtains) are considerable. The 
maximum temperature difference resulting from these shading types may reach 
almost 10K, causing a significant change in the thermal comfort perceived in a 
room. Furthermore, it should be noted that ventilation and air-conditioning systems 
are sized according to a “peak” temperature during a fair weather period, which may 
result in higher or lower technical investment costs [4]. 
Figure 7.9: Room temperatures following a five days fair weather period in summer
[4]
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Hence, the most utmost care should be taken in selecting and designing elements; 
furthermore, some thought should be given to additional measures for indoor 
shading (e.g. skyscrapers) to improve the overall environment, as in option 2d. An
investment in good shading is usually more than offset by cost-savings on technical 
systems [4]. Currently, a worldwide effort is under way to develop “switchable” light 
transmission windows through electrochromic or gasochromic coatings [5]. 
The combination of shading, cooling load and temperature behavior is an important 
aspect in defining and designing the means for shading a room. Another, equally 
important aspect is the incidence of daylight in the corresponding rooms. 
7.1.2 Visual analysis
7.1.2.1 Façade area, orientation and obstructions
For a given façade, daylight of a sufficient level to be useful will penetrate the 
building up to a certain depth. Thus the dimensions of the building, in both plan and 
section have fundamental implications for the degree to which it can be daylit. 
Clearly the shape and size of the site may influence the shape of the building, 
particularly in dense urban situations. Another important influence is the obstruction 
to the sun and sky from terrain and other buildings [44]. Table 7.2 shows a number 
of plan forms for a 4000m2 four-storey building with 5m daylight perimeter zone and 
indicated the potential performance. 
Table 7.2: Potential daylit fraction for different plan aspects ratios for 4000 m2
building with 5m daylit perimeter zone [44]
The term orientation usually implies the direction that the main façade or façades
face. This is still ambiguous unless we define the main facades as those with the 
majority of glazing area. In buildings that have a non-square plan, we usually find 
that is it the longer facades that are glazed and hence there would be referred to as 
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the main facades. Irrespective of climate, there are advantages for the main facades 
of a building to face north and south, rather than east and west (figure 7.10) [44]. 
Figure 7.10: An orientation with main facades of the building facing north and south 
is preferable [44]
The effect of obstruction is quite strong. For example, for an obstruction with an 
elevation of 30o, the lighting energy demand can be increased by 38%.  In order to 
maximize the availability of daylight to as much floor area as possible, the objective 
is to provide a sufficiently large view of the sky from as many windows as possible. 
The view of the sky can be achieved either above the obstruction, or at the side or 
between obstructions (figure 7.11). 
Figure 7.11: The principle of daylight access when obstructions exist [44]
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7.1.2.2 The configuration of windows
The most common way to introduce daylight into space is via vertical openings in 
walls. In a test from the computer program “Superlite” we take some results for 
different locations of the windows. In a room with 7.2m deep the figures show that 
this is too deep for adequate daylight at the back. Only for the highest window 
position does the maximum ratio begin to approach an acceptable value of about 
10. However, it is clearly apparent that the distribution improves with the higher 
glazing positions. The mean value is only weakly affected by the window position, 
but in all cases is adequate (figure 7.12, table 7.3) [44]. 
Table 7.3: DF values for a room with three different window positions [44]
Figure 7.12: Comparison of distribution of high and low openings (Superlite
simulation) [44]
Thus in rooms where the uses are intended to be similar throughout the plan depth it 
is appropriate to locate openings higher to provide a more even distribution of 
daylight. The higher ceilings enable deeper daylight penetration. As a rule of thumb, 
the depth of useful levels of daylight penetrations is approximately twice the 
distance from the floor to the top of the window opening (figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.13: A simple rule for the useful daylight depth [44]
In the sizing of openings it is not only the issue of daylighting that should be 
considered, but also the effects of heat loss, solar gain and the nature of views out. 
The figure 7.14 shows the daylight distribution from two tall windows, compared with 
horizontal strip glazing of the same area. The tall windows provide better penetration 
because part of their area is high up on the window wall. The variation across the 
room (parallel to the window wall) is much less than from front to back. The graphs 
show the illuminance levels for the CIE overcast sky. The vertical scale represents 
illuminance [44]. 
Figure 7.14: Illuminance levels distribution of tall and wide windows of the same 
area (SUPERLITE simulation) [44]
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Figure 7.15 shows a series of cases where a glazing area of 15% of the floor area 
are distributed in one, two, three or four walls of the rectangular room respectively. 
The table 7.4 shows the minimum and maximum illuminances, their ratio and the 
mean. This shows a slight improvement with the increasing number of apertures, but 
it is deceptive. More important than the absolute minima and maxima is the 
prevailing condition. It is important to note that multiple-aspect solutions do not have 
to be symmetric. Even a small contribution of daylight at the back of a room can 
usefully reduce the contrast [44]. 
Figure 7.15: Illuminance levels of distribution for multiple-aspect rooms 
(SUPERLITE simulation) [44]
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Table 7.4: Daylight distribution for multiple- aspect rooms [44]
The role of reflected light is very important. Whilst, the sky component and the 
externally reflected component both diminish rapidly with distance from the window, 
the internally reflected component remains approximately constant. For open plan 
spaces there are few vertical walls so the main reflecting surface is the ceiling. 
However, the ceiling doesn’t get direct view from the sky and can only be illuminated 
by light from below the horizontal. Most of this will be from outside, reflected from 
the ground and thus dependent upon the ground reflectance. 
Computer tools for daylight design fall into two broad categories: a) tools with 
quantitative output, usually using simple algorithms to predict daylight factor of light 
transmittance. For example the Anglia Polytechnic University DAYLIGHT, b) 
simulation models that use ray-tracing techniques to model the behavior of light. 
These techniques can produce highly realistic images as well as quantitative data. 
For example RADIANCE, this can produce highly realistic images (figure 7.16, 
7.17). 
Figure 7.16: European Law Center, Sounion, Greece. A physical model for daylight 
measurement and subjective assessment [44]
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DPI it establishes a daylight factor contour of minimum daylight sufficiency, and a 
daylight factor contour of over-illumination. Only the area of the building between 
these two contours counts positively towards the DPI. In figure 7.17 in (a) 
illuminance values are shown in false colors. In (b) the same scene is shown with 
realistic luminance rendering [44]. 
Figure 7.17: Images generated by the ray-tracing model RADIANCE [44]
7.1.2.3 Glazing types
Today glazing technology keeps on improving and new materials emerge and 
systems that can improve the energy cost of the building. Today we see bigger 
window surfaces even in different climatic zones where the needs are different. So 
the knowledge of the following glazings should lead to the correct use according to 
the need of the building. 
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o Insulated glass
Relatively with all other glazing options, single-glazed with clear glass allows the 
highest heat transfer of energy while permitting the highest daylight transmission.
Double glazing cuts heat loss in half due to the insulating air space between the 
glass layers, while allows the transmission of high visible light and high solar heat 
gain (figure 7.18, 7.19). 
Figure 7.18: Comparison of spectral transmission properties between standard float 
glass and clear-white glass [46]
Figure 7.19: Single (left) and Double- glazed (right) with clear glass properties [57]
For Insulated glass we find three different types: 
· Gas fills
· Vacuums
· Transparent insulation
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The most common alternative gas fills are inert gases. Many safe and naturally 
occurring gases have significantly lower thermal conductivity than air. The most 
commonly used gas is argon, which is easily extracted from the atmosphere [60]. 
Krypton is more effective, particularly in small spaces, but is more costly to obtain 
and use than argon. The optimal spacing for an argon-filled unit is the same as for 
air, about 11-13mm. Krypton has better thermal performance, but is more expensive 
to produce. Krypton is particularly useful when the space between glazings must be 
thinner than normally desired, for example, 6mm. The optimum gap width for 
krypton is 9mm. A mixture of krypton and argon gases is also used as a 
compromise between thermal performance and cost [57, 46]. The wider the 
thickness of the fill space, the less advantageous the alternatives to air becomes
(figure 7.20). If the airspace is too wide, convective currents can develop within the 
multi-pane unit, minimizing its effectiveness.
Figure 7.20: Windows components in section [60]
Alternative to gas fill we can use a vacuum or evacuated space. This system 
theoretically has no convective or conductive heat exchange between the panes of 
glass. The current technology consists of two panes of glass about 0.5mm apart 
with vacuum between the panes. Tiny invisible glass spheres or silica foam, within 
the evacuated space, keep the unit from collapsing. However, an engineering 
problem is the structural requirement to resist normal air pressure and variable 
pressures caused by wind and vibration. There can be large thermal stresses 
between large, window-sized panes of the glass [59]. 
Translucent fiberglass insulation is sandwiched between two panels of reinforced 
fiberglass. The density and thickness can be changed to modify the properties. 
Aerogel is made from 4% silica and 96% air. Microscopic cells of foam entrap gas, 
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preventing convection, but allowing light to pass. This material creates a haze due to 
scattering of light from the air pockets. It has the potential of reaching R-20/ inch. 
Radiation and conduction are also reduced. Honeycomb structures consist of 
transparent polycarbonate with ultraviolet-stabilizing additives [46]. Honeycomb 
absorbs solar radiation and re-radiate or transmit it directly indoors. Inner walls 
function like low temperature wall heaters, creating a passive heating system [59]
(figure 7.21). 
Figure 7.21: Different transparent insulation materials. Honeycomb structures (left), 
granular form of aerogel (right) [46]
o Tinted glass
Tinted glazing reduces solar heat gain, but also reduces visible light transmission 
comparing to double glaze with clear glass (figure 7.22). Other standard tinted glass 
such as green & blue tints offer significantly higher visible light transmission. Tints 
absorb a portion of the solar heat and block daylight. Tinting changes the color of 
the window and can increase visual privacy. They reduce glare from the bright 
outdoors and reduce the amount of solar energy transmitted through the glass but 
as also they reduce the amount of daylight entering the room [59]. For windows 
where daylighting is desirable is better to use high-performance tint or coating 
(spectrally selective glazing). Tinted glazing provides a visual privacy during the day, 
but at night the effect is reversed and is more difficult to see outdoors from the 
inside. The tint has no effect on the U-factor. 
Generally Gray glass transmits approximately equal amounts of visible light and 
infrared. Bronzed glass transmits less visible light and more infrared than gray glass. 
Blue and green glass transmits more visible light and less infrared than gray. In hot 
climates black-tinted glass should be avoided because it absorbs more light than 
heat (figure 7.23) [53]. 
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Figure 7.22: Singed and double - glazed with Bronze or Gray tinted glass properties 
for center of the glass [57]
Figure 7.23: Various types of tinted glazing [46]
Spectrally selective glazing (high performance glazing) have a light blue or green tint 
and have higher visible transmittance values than traditional bronze or gray tinted 
glass, but have lower solar heat gain coefficients (figure 7.24) [59]. 
Spectrally selective glazing is window glass that permits some portions of the solar 
spectrum to enter a building while blocking others. This high-performance glazing 
admits as much daylight as possible while preventing transmission of as much solar 
heat as possible. By controlling solar heat gains in summer, preventing loss of 
interior heat in winter, and allowing occupants to reduce electric lighting use by 
making maximum use of daylight, spectrally selective glazing significantly reduces 
building energy consumption and peak demand. Because new spectrally selective 
glazings can have a virtually clear appearance, they admit more daylight and permit 
much brighter, more open views to the outside while still providing much of the solar 
control of the dark, reflective energy-efficient glass of the past. They can also be 
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combined with other absorbing and reflecting glazings to provide a whole range of 
sun control performance [52].
Because of its solar heat transmission properties, spectrally selective glazing 
benefits both buildings in warm climates where solar heat gain can be a problem 
and buildings in colder climates where solar heat gains in summer and interior heat 
loss in winter are both of concern [52]. Because they are absorptive, they are best 
used as the outside glazing in a double-glazed unit (figure 7.25). They can also be 
combined with low-E coating to enhance their performance further [59]. Computer 
simulations have shown that advanced glazings with spectrally selective coatings 
can reduce the electric space cooling requirements of new homes in hot climates by 
more than 40% [53].
Figure 7.24: Double - glazed with Blue or Green tinted glass properties for center of 
the glass and for the whole window [57]
The spectrally selective glazing has some advantages comparing to other tinted 
glazings [60]:
· Because spectrally selective glazings reflect solar heat gains, the temperature 
of the interior glazing surface is often significantly cooler than that of the 
interior surface of absorptive tinted glazings, which absorb solar radiation that 
reradiates as heat to the interior. 
· Spectrally selective glazing is more transparent than tinted glazing, enabling 
occupants to have an unimpeded view and a sense of connection to the 
outdoors, as well as visual relief from tasks at hand. In contrast, low-
transmission glazing can often alter the brightness and color of outdoor views, 
contributing to a lifeless interior space; occupants may feel cut off from time, 
weather, and the seasons.
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· Spectrally selective glazings offer better night views than reflective and dark 
tinted glazings.
· From the exterior, the appearance of spectrally selective glazing is clear, not 
mirrored or heavily tinted, even though it yields the same or better solar heat 
gain rejection capabilities as heavily tinted glass.
· For some glass products, low ultraviolet transmission can reduce fading of 
interior furnishings and fabrics (depending on the intensity and duration of 
solar radiation).
· One difficult issue raised by spectrally selective glazings is the likelihood of 
glare when visible transmittance is high [60].
Figure 7.25: Spectral transmission properties of green tinted glass [46]
o Reflective and low-E Coatings 
If larger reductions are desired, a reflective coating can be used to lower the solar 
heat gain coefficient by increasing the surface reflectivity of the material. These 
coatings usually consist of thin metallic or metal oxide layers. The reflective coatings 
come in various metallic colors such as silver, gold, bronze and can be applied to 
clear or tinted glazing. Solar heat gain coefficient can be reduced by various 
degrees, depending on the thickness and reflectivity and it location in the glazing 
system. The VT decline more than the SHGC. Some reflective coatings are durable 
and can be applied to exposed surfaces; others must be protected in sealed 
insulated glass units. They are usually used in commercial buildings for large 
windows, for hot climates, or for windows with substantial solar heat gains. Also 
used by many architects because of its glare control and uniform, exterior 
appearance (figure 7.29, 7.30) [59]. 
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Figure 7.26: Double glazed with Bronze tint and highly reflective coating (left). 
Different surface choose for reflecting coating in different climates (right) [57]
In figure 7.26 we see the best surface for a reflecting coating according to the basic 
climatic condition. For a cool climate, where heat must be retained, the coating is 
ideally on surface 3 for double glazing. For warmer climate, where heat needs to be 
reflected away from building, the coating is on surface 2. 
Low-E coating (low emissivity) glazing reduces heat loss in winter and also reduces 
heat gain in summer. Compared to most tinted and reflective glazing, provides a 
higher level of visible transmittance. 
Figure 7.27: Double - glazed with Low (left), Moderate (middle) and High (right) 
Solar-Gain Low-E glass properties for center of the glass [57]
Low solar gain Low-E is ideal for buildings in cooling-dominated climates. Moderate 
solar gain Low-E is ideal for buildings with both cooling and heating concerns. Such 
coatings reduce heat loss and let in a reasonable amount of solar gain and are 
suitable for climates with both heating and cooling concerns. High solar gain low-E 
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glass products are best suited for buildings located in heating-dominated climates 
(figure 7.27) [57]. 
The triple glazing with low-E coating offers performance of a window with a very low 
heat loss rate. Consist of three glazing layers and two Low-E coatings and 1/2in 
argon gas or 1/4in krypton gas fill and low-conductance edge spacers. The middle 
glass can be plastic film or glass. This product is suited for buildings in very cold 
climates although double-glazed with High Solar Gain Low-E should be considered 
if passive solar heat gain is desired (figure 7.28) [57]. 
Figure 7.28: Triple - glazed with Moderate (left) and Low (right) Solar-Gain Low-E 
glass [57]
Figure 7.29: Spectral transmission properties of glass with reflective coating [46]
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Figure 7.30: Spectral reflectance properties of low-E coated glass, compared to 
untreated float glass [46]
o Other coating glasses
Dichroic coatings: Are normally used for special filters in measuring and laboratory 
instruments. The interference effect of these coatings divides the light into spectral 
colors, such that, depending on angle of incidence, one range of wavelengths is 
transmitted and the remainder reflected. This gives rise to different colors in 
reflection and transmission [46].
Figure 7.31: Images of different coating glazings [43]
Cold Mirror Coatings: The effect of cold mirror coating is the opposite of that Low-E 
coating, because they reflect visible light wavelengths, while admitting the infrared 
range. Such coatings are used in the reflectors of dichroic lamps [46].
Anti-Reflection Coatings: Reduce the reflection of normal glass from 0.09 to 0.02-
0.03 and thus increase light transmission. The use of this type of glass is not just 
restricted to use in displaying objects behind glass, but is also advantageous in 
multiple glazed units where it brings about a reduction of the reflection from the 
various glass surfaces [46].
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Ceramic-Enamel Coatings: Frit-coated glass has a 100-150nm thick ceramic-
enamel layer which is both weather resistant and durable. The hard layer is 
produced by applying an enamel frit, composed of finely ground glass powder with 
various additives and color pigments, onto a sheet of glass, and firing at 
approximately 6500C, the temperature at which glass softens sufficiently to fuse the 
frit to the glass surface. A wide range of ceramic-enamel coatings is available, from 
opaque to transparent colors. Opaque glass is used as ventilated cladding in 
spandrels and parapets (figures 7.31, 7.32) [46].
Figure 7.32: Image of different coating glazings [46]
o Surface treatments Glass
Acid-Etched Glass:
Gives a matte finish to glass panes, with the degree of finish, being determined by 
the length of time, the acid is in contact with the surface. By masking, patterns and 
pictures can be etched into the glass to give the architect design flexibility. An 
intense etching process roughens the glass surface, which diminishes transparency. 
Light passing through the glass is scattered to obscure view and diffuse light. Glass 
can also be sandblasted to give a similar matte finish. Diffusing glass can 
sometimes increase glare since surface brightness is increased (figure 7.33) [59]. 
Figure 7.33: Acid-Etched glass [61]
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Laminated glass:
Consists of a tough plastic interlayer made of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) bonded 
between two panes of glass under heat and pressure (figure 7.34) [61]. Once 
sealed, the glass sandwich behaves as a single unit and looks like normal glass. It 
provides durability, high performance and multifunctional benefits while preserving 
aesthetic appearance. It resolves many designs problems, offering increased 
protection from the effects of disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes and bomb 
blasts. Reflecting coating and frit patterns may be also applied. It can also be used 
as a component of an insulated glazing unit. It reduces noise transmission due to 
the PVB layer’s sound-dampening characteristics [59]. 
Figure 7.34: Laminated glass [61]
o Angle selective glass: 
Angle selective glass is directionally selective materials reject or direct incident solar 
radiation based on a geometric relationship between radiation and the material. 
These glazing can redirect light to a predetermined location (figure 7.35). They 
include glass blocks, enclosed louvers, and holographic films and embedded 
structures. We find different types like frit glass, prismatic systems and holographic 
films. 
Basically are light-transmitting films which only scatter incident light from a particular 
angle and thus become non-transparent. In principle they are composed of a 
microscopic louvered grid structure created on a 0.28mm thick polymer film by a 
process of photo-polymerization, mostly by ultraviolet light. The range available at 
present consists of three different fixed angle settings [46]. 
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Figure 7.35: View control film [43]
The view directional films are often called light control film or privacy film. This 
polymeric material is embossed with very small specially shaped grooves or micro-
louvers. Depending on how the micro-louvers are organized, a viewer can see 
through the film only in specific directions. As the viewer changes locations, the film 
becomes less and less transparent [43]. 
Frit glass:
It is the most common angle-selective coating glass. It consists of a ceramic coating 
screen (translucent or opaque) printed in small patterns (dots, lines etc) on a glass 
surface under high temperature (figure 7.36). The pattern is created by opaque or 
transparent glass fused to the substrate glass material under high temperatures. 
The substrate must be heat strengthened or tempered to prevent breakage due to 
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thermal stress. The color of frit controls the reflection or absorption and the control 
of view or visual privacy. Visual transparency can be also controlled by applying frit 
to both sides of the glass in such way that at some angles it appears transparent, 
while at other angles it appears opaque. 
Angle-selective materials can be thought of a series of fins or overhangs within the 
piece of glass or a secondary exterior skin made of filter material are applied to 
south, east or west facades. Dark ceramic frits, such as neutral gray, black and 
silver metallic are increasingly utilized. They reduce shading coefficient of the glass, 
but low-E coatings provide more effective reductions. A low-E coating can be placed 
on top of the frit. To reduce long-wave radiative heat gains, its best to use the 
absorbing fritted layer as the exterior layer of an insulating glass unit [52]. 
Figure 7.36: Frit glass [52, 46]
7.1.2.4 Shading design and systems
o Objectives and general rules
Windows present a fundamental conflict of objectives. On the one hand they let in 
daylight and provide views, as well as useful solar gains in winter. On the other hand 
they also suffer from heat losses in winter, and glare and unwanted solar gain in 
summer (figure 7.37). Glare and unwanted solar gains are usually dealt with shading 
devices [44]. 
The objectives of shading are as following [44]:
· To minimize the total energy entering the room and thereby reduce the 
average temperature of the room.
· To prevent sunlight from falling directly onto occupants, resulting in an
effective increase of temperature of between 3oC and 7oC. 
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· To reduce the local illuminance of surfaces that may present glare sources to 
the occupants. 
· To prevent the view of brightly lit outside surfaces or clouds or the sun itself. 
Figure 7.37: Summer and winter equinox sunpath [68]
Generally for a predominately South facing façade, effective solar shading can be 
achieved using a fixed horizontal solar shading system (figure 7.38). During the day 
in both summer and spring/autumn, a fixed horizontal system projecting out from the 
window can be designed to shade the building during office hours.
In the winter such a device cannot stop direct rays of the sun penetrating the 
building since the sun is much lower. However the heat gain and solar glare is 
greatly reduced in winter and therefore this may not considered being a major 
problem.
Figure 7.38: South façade and horizontal fixed shading system [68]
Spring/autumn 
Winter
Summer SOUTH
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With a predominantly East or West facing façade, a fixed system will not perform 
well throughout the whole day as the altitude of the sun is much lower (figure 7.39). 
Sunlight will pass directly under most horizontal shading systems as shown in the 
illustration below. Effective solar shading can be achieved using vertical solar 
shading system [68]. 
Figure 7.39: West and East façade and horizontal fixed (left) and vertical (right)
shading system [68]
o Shading systems, types and examples: 
Shading devices can be external or internal, seasonal, fixed or movable (figure 
7.40). Choice of shading strategy is determined by building and site location, 
orientation, building type, sky conditions (the direct, diffuse and reflected solar 
radiation components) and other light sources such as intrusive street lighting [48].
Of the various types of shading system, external devices are the most effective in 
reducing heat gains. Fixed external shading is generally in the form of horizontal 
overhangs, vertical fins and permanent awning and shutters. Moveable external 
shading refers to louvers, blinds, awning and shutter systems that can be adjusted 
to different climatic conditions and can be fully retractable and automated [48, 66]. 
Internal shading is almost always adjustable or retractable and is typically in the 
form of roller or Venetian blinds or curtains. They protect occupants against the 
immediate effect of direct sunlight and against glare, but most of the heat absorbed 
is released into the room and must be dissipated by ventilation or mechanical 
cooling [48, 66].  
Summer
Spring/ 
Autumn 
Winter
EAST/WEST
Spring/
Autumn 
Winter
Summer
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Figure 7.40: External (left) and Internal (right) shading systems [48]
Retractable blinds, fins and louvres:
They do not influence the availability of daylight in the room in the limited cases, 
because they can be removed from the aperture at times of low light availability. 
Venetian blinds can provide protection against glare as well as very fine light control 
because of the variable slat positions. In addition, External Venetian blinds can 
significantly reduce the amount of heat gain entering the building by preventing the 
sun’s rays from reaching the glass. Greater protection from solar heat gain can be 
achieved by automation of the blinds to ensure optimum levels of shading at all 
times [67]. 
Figure 7.41: Tension fabric system (up) and Venetian blinds (down) and their
construction details [67]
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The louvred system “walk on Brise Soleil” comprises a series of “T” tread elements 
that are spaced to provide shading and also to create a platform. Prevents the sun’s 
rays from entering a building, while also provides easy access for maintenance and 
window cleaning. Is manufactured from light extruded aluminum components and 
can be supplied mill finished, anodized or polyester powder coated. The system can 
be cantilevered from the face of the building or supported on structures by others 
[67].
Figure 7.42: Louvre system named “Walk on Brise Soleil” [67]
The fins systems can be removed completely from the windows at times of low 
daylight availability. When direct sunlight is present and there is the risk of 
overheating and glare, the louvers prevent direct sunlight penetration and allow only 
ground-reflected light to enter, and thus reflected to work-plane from ceiling (figure 
7.43). This type is a very common traditional solution in Southern Europe. 
Adjustable fins can close on themselves, where apart from some leakage, no light is 
transmitted. When the louvers are at about 45o above horizontal light transmittance 
is at a maximum [44].
Figure 7.43: Louvred shutters and the diffuse light transmittance [44]
Aluminum aerofoil fins, attached horizontally or vertically to the outside of a building, 
combine extremely effective shading to prevent heat gain within the building whilst 
enhancing its architectural appearance (figure 7.44) [67]. 
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Fabricated fins enable the use of aerofoil profiles, much larger than those which can 
be produced by conventional extrusion. Fabricated fins not only offer a high level of 
sun-shading but allow the designer to create an aesthetically striking system that 
adds a new and powerful dynamic to the overall architectural concept (figure 7.44). 
Glass fins are dynamic in their distinctive architectural aesthetics and they allow the 
occupants of the building a greater view to the outside. Glass fins are ideally suited 
to the modern low energy building and can be installed in vertical, horizontal or 
angled situations (figure 7.45). 
Timber fins provide a ‘green’ and aesthetically interesting and attractive alternative 
to aluminum. Cedar is most generally employed as it is readily available, stable, and 
relatively light in weight (figure 7.44). 
Figure 7.44: Aluminum fins (left), fabricated fins (middle) and timber fins (right) [67]
Figure 7.45: Glass fins and the construction details of fins [67]
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Fixed overhangs and lightshelves: 
Fixed overhangs and light shelves reduce the total radiation passing through the 
window but owing to their being directionally selective, they do not reduce the 
illuminance in the darkest part of the room at times of lower daylight availability. 
The obstruction of part of the sky by the overhand reduces the total amount of light 
flux entering the room from the diffuse sky as well as from direct sun when present. 
If this is not to significantly reduce the illuminance at the back of the room, there 
must be a strong ground-reflected component illuminating the ceiling and the 
underside of the overhang. In this respect it can be seen that the action of the 
overhang is similar to that of the traditional louvred shutter, except that the 
underside of the overhang is above the normal viewing field and is thus less likely to 
create glare (figure 7.46) [44]. 
Figure 7.46: Fixed Overhang (left) and lightshelf (right) [44]
Lightshelf offers a solution by splitting the function of the window vertically - a lower 
part, protected with an overhang that illuminates the front part of the room and an 
upper part providing illumination for the back part of the room (figure 7.46). In sunny 
climates, conditions may be sufficiently bright to permit a further overhang on the 
upper window to prevent direct sunlight from reaching the back of the room. 
Furthermore, careful design of the geometry and optical properties of the lightshelf 
and glazing can result in increase of daylight penetration [44].
The following example is in Singapore, region that is characterized from hot and 
humid (tropical wet monsoon) climate (figure 7.47). There are four elements to the 
façade. Horizontal sunshades, vertical perforated screens, planters and monsoon 
windows, all of which create shading, permit natural ventilation, conceal air-
conditioning and washing hung out to dry. All the elements are used to extend the 
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visual space of the small apartments, soften the natural light and create a sense of 
foreground in the view. These elements add around 10% to the size of the unit [25].
Figure 7.47: Overhang shading in Moulmein Rise building, Singapore. Climate: 
tropical hot and humid [25]
The building in the following example (figure 7.48, 7.49) has an atrium from the east 
façade, close to the entrance, it prevails the wind to create a suction effect. In the 
west facing façade there are vertical louvers from timber. Over them there are light 
shelves to help the light to penetrate [25]. 
Figure 7.48: Lightshelves and vertical louvers in Institute of Global Environmental 
Strategies in Kanagawa, Japan. Climate: subtropical hot and humid [25]
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Figure 7.49: View of the interior in Institute of Global Environmental Strategies in 
Kanagawa, Japan [25]
Fixed screens: 
Fixed obstructing screens and reduced transmission glazing reduce all radiation, 
visible and non-visible, diffuse and direct at all times in the same proportion. Thus 
the installation of these elements will reduce the interior illuminance at limiting times 
of low daylight availability and in the darkest parts of the room and will thus effect 
the use of artificial light [44]. 
Figure 7.50: Arab World Institute, Paris, France [44]
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Arab World Institute by Nouvel (figure 7.50), is a modern glass and metal building of 
rigorous geometrical design. Constructional technique is either concealed behind a 
gleaming metal skin or enlisted to more formal purposes. On the north façade, a 
suspended curved curtain wall, the sheer technical performance remains discreet, 
while the apparent complexity of the south façade merely deploys the “mechanisms 
of a grandfather clock”. Nouvel has concentrated on the latter’s distinctive features; 
the interplay of geometry, light and hourly changing shadow, the ambiguity of the 
hidden and the revealed (mashrabiya), the wealth of motifs, abstraction etc. The 
example is an advanced shading system that could be included to the following 
chapter. 
In the following example there is a 5m X 4m timber louvered screen at the back of 
the house which is motorized to allow for lateral movement (figure 7.51). Each panel 
also pivots. The smaller of two boxes is a lightweight structure in steel and glass 
with horizontal timber louvers on all sides. There is a distinct duality between the 
public façade and the private façade. The rear façade is in contrast with extensively 
glazed and the open plan living area, dining area and kitchen are arranged to have 
maximum interface with the natural environment [25]. 
Figure 7.51: Fixed screen and timber vertical louvres in Coronation Road West, 
Singapore [25]
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7.2 Advanced façade systems 
In the second part of this chapter we examine advanced façade elements and 
systems. These systems are the “future” of the energy efficient design and can 
provide intelligent solutions and reduce the energy cost of a building.  
7.2.1 Thermal analysis 
7.2.1.1 Advanced wall systems
In recent years, technological advancements in the design and manufacture of 
building enclosure materials, components and systems, together with an 
increasingly refined understanding of air/moisture transfer and the behavior of 
wind-driven rain on the building enclosure have lead to the development of 
several hybrid and sustainable exterior wall systems, several of which include 
[14]:
· Trombe Walls 
· Dynamic Buffer Zone and Mechanically Ventilated Walls 
· Double-Skinned Façades 
· Integrated Photovoltaics 
· Passively Ventilated Wall Systems 
· Radiant Heating and Cooling using Thermal Mass 
Generally the wall systems can be separated in three categories; direct gain 
systems, indirect gain systems and hybrid/ isolated gain systems. Since in this 
chapter we are focused in advanced wall systems we will examine only the last two 
categories.  
Indirect gain systems: 
They control heat gain at the exterior skin of a building. The solar radiation first 
strikes the thermal mass, either a concrete or masonry Trombe wall, or a drum-wall 
of water-filled barrels or tubes, which is located between the sun and the living 
space. The absorbed solar energy moves through the wall by conduction and then 
to the space by radiation and convection [17].
The Trombe wall was first used in France in 1966 by Dr. Felix Trombe of the Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) (figure 7.53). They can be concrete, 
brick or stone masonry walls [10]. The sun's heat is collected and trapped in a 
narrow space between the window and the thick masonry wall (thermal mass) after 
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it passes through the windows. This heats the air, which rises and spills into the 
room through vents at the top of the wall. Cooled air then moves to take its place 
from vents at bottom of the wall. The heated air circulates throughout the room by 
convection. The thermal mass continues to absorb and store heat to radiate back 
into the room after the sun has gone. Dampers can be placed in the vents to prevent 
warm air from escaping through them at night. During the summer months, the 
process is reversed. The thermal mass is prevented from receiving direct sunlight 
while absorbing the heat in the room, helping to keep the temperature cooler (figure 
7.52) [10].
Figure 7.52: Trombe wall as an indirect gain system [17]
Figure 7.53: The first Trombe wall in France in 1966 [10]
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Most water walls consist of vertical tubes. These can be painted black on the glazing 
size and white on the room side. Often however, they are made of translucent or 
transparent plastic so that some light can pass through. The water can be left clear 
or tinted in any color [10]. The water may be contained in various methods; the type 
of container affects the heat storage capacity and the speed of distribution of the 
stored heat. Containers can also be made of metal or glass. In the form of tubes, 
bins or drums and water-filled concrete walls have all been used. The selection of 
the material and form of containment is an important factor in the operational 
efficiency as well as the economics of the water wall (figure 7.54). 
Figure 7.54: Examples of water wall systems [10]
The classic Drum-wall was designed in a residence in New Mexico.  This drum-wall 
was drums stacked and painted back when facing the glazing and white when facing 
the interior. An exterior insulating shutter keeps the heat in during a winter night or 
out during a summer day. This shutter when is it down on the ground, also acts as a 
reflector to increase the total amount of solar radiation collected. Also on a mild 
winter afternoon, when heating isn’t required a curtain can be drawn across the 
inside of the drums to delay the transfer of the heat (figure 7.55) [10]. 
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Figure 7.55: A typical example of Drum wall system [10]
Hybrid Gain systems:
Sunlight is brought into the house by means of conduction through a shared mass 
wall in the rear of the sunroom, or by vents that permit the air between the sunroom 
and living space to be exchanged by convection. When this strikes the glazing, part 
of it is reflected and the rest absorbed. The absorbed energy is then re-emitted on 
both sides of the glazing. As a result of this process, part of the incoming radiation is 
trapped inside, creating a rise in temperature, which is known as the greenhouse 
effect (figure 7.56). With double glazing, the total transmission is lower than with 
single glazing. The emission from the walls behind the glazing will therefore be 
reduced, since less radiation strikes them.
Figure 7.56: A typical hybrid system [10]
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7.2.1.2 Smart materials 
o Introduction 
The last 10 years there has been rapid expansion in “smart” materials and their 
technologies. Much of the early development had been toward miniaturization 
and/or simplification of existing technologies - using instantaneous labs on a chip to 
reduce the time of the unwieldy chromatography process; replacing complex 
mechanical valves with seamless shape memory actuators. Countless new 
materials and technologies emerged many looking for a home and a potential 
application.  This transfer of knowledge hasn’t been easy. Clearly, the knowledge 
about these materials and technologies within the science and engineering realms is 
so vast that any given engineer will have a different knowledge set than another, 
even in the same area of specialty [43]. 
The relationship between architecture and materials had been fairly straightforward 
until the Industrial Revolution. Materials were chosen either pragmatically - for their 
utility and availability - or they were chosen formally - for their appearance and 
ornamental qualities. The role of materials changed dramatically with the advent of 
the Industrial Revolution. In the beginning of 19th century with the widespread 
introduction of steel, leading to the emergence of long-span and high-rise building 
forms, materials transitioned from their pre-modern role of being subordinate to 
architectural needs into a means to expand functional performance and open up 
new formal responses [43]. 
o Characteristics of smart materials and systems
Smart materials and structures are those objects that sense environmental events, 
process that sensory information and then act on the environment. Whether a 
molecule, a material, a composite, an assembly or a system, “smart materials and 
technologies” will exhibit the following characteristics [43]:
· Immediacy - they respond in real-time. 
· Transiency - they respond to more than one environmental state. 
· Self actuation - intelligence is internal to rather than external to the “material”. 
· Selectivity - their response is discrete and predicable. 
· Directness - the response is local to the “activating” event. 
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o Types of materials
Type 1 (table 7.5): this type is referring to materials that undergo changes in one or 
more of their properties - chemical, mechanical, electrical, magnetic or thermal - in 
direct response to a change in the external stimuli associated with the environment 
surrounding the material. Changes are direct and reversible; there is no need for an 
external control system to cause these changes to occur. A photochromic material, 
for example, changes its color in response to a change in the amount of ultraviolet 
radiation on its surface. Briefly some of the more common kinds of Type 1 materials 
include the following [43]: 
· Thermochromic: an input of thermal energy (heat) to the material alters its 
molecular structure. The new molecular structure has a different spectral 
reflectivity than does the original structure; as a result, the material’s color, its 
reflected radiation in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, changes
(figure 7.57). 
Figure 7.57:Memories of touch (up) and specific color change pattern via heated 
wires (down) on a thermochromic material [43]
· Magnetorheological: the application of the magnetic field (or for 
electrorheological, an electrical field) causes a change in micro-structural 
orientation, resulting in a change in viscosity of the fluid. 
· Thermotropic: an input of thermal energy (or radiation for a phototropic, electricity 
for electrotropic and so on) to the material alters its micro-structure through a 
phase change. In a different phase, most materials demonstrate different 
properties, including conductivity, transmissivity, volumetric expansion and 
solubility (figure 7.58). 
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Figure 7.58: Progressive phase change of nematic liquid crystal films [43]
· Shape memory: an input of thermal energy (which can also be produced through 
resistance to an electrical current) alters the microstructure through a crystalline 
phase change. This change enables multiple shapes in relationship to the 
environmental stimulus (figure 7.59). 
Figure 7.59: In a thermally induced shape memory effect, a material can be 
deformed but “remembers” its original shape after heating [43]
Type 2 (table 7.5): a second general class of materials is comprised of those that 
transform energy from one form to output energy in another form, and again do so 
directly and reversibly. Thus, an electro-restrictive material transforms electrical 
energy into elastic (mechanical) energy which in turn results in a physical shape 
change. Changes are direct and reversible. The following list briefly summarizes 
some of the most common energy-exchanging smart materials [43]:
· Photovoltaic: an input of radiation energy from the visible spectrum (or the 
infrared spectrum for a thermo-photovoltaic) produces an electrical current. The 
term voltaic refers more to the material which must be able to provide the voltage 
potential to sustain the current (figure 7.60). 
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Figure 7.60: Photovoltaic devices are based on semiconductor technologies [43]
· Thermoelectric: an input of electrical current creates a temperature differential on 
opposite sides of the material. This temperature differential produces a heat 
engine, essentially a heat pump, allowing thermal energy to be transferred from 
one junction to the other. 
· Piezoelectric: an input of elastic energy produces an electrical current. Most 
piezoelectrics are bi-directional in that the inputs can be switched and an applied 
electrical current will produce a deformation.
· Photoluminescent: an input of radiation energy from the ultraviolet spectrum (or 
electrical energy for electroluminescent (figure 7.61), chemical reaction for a 
chemoluminescent) is converted to an output of radiation energy in the visible 
spectrum. 
Figure 7.61: Electroluminescent wire [43]
· Electrostrictive: the application of a current (or a magnetic field for a 
magnetostrictive) alters the inter-atomic distance through polarization. A change 
in this distance changes the energy of the molecule, which in this case produces 
elastic energy. This strain deforms or changes the shape of the material. 
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Table 7.5: Type 1 and 2 of smart materials and their input and output stimuli [43]
o Smart products
Polymeric films are seemingly everywhere, including the shiny holiday season gift 
wrapping that changes colors in different light. Particularly interesting are 
developments in the area of multi-player laminates. These products can be relatively 
low cost [43]. 
Radiant color and mirror film: 
The mirror film is advertised as specurlarly reflecting 98% of visible light, which 
makes it attractive for a wide variety of applications. The opaque mirror film consists 
of multiple layers of polymeric film, each with differing reflective properties and a 
polyester surface. It can be embossed, cut, coated to be UV resistant or laminated 
to other surfaces. It is metal free and thermally stable. Radiant color film also 
consists of multiple layers of film with different reflective properties but is 
transparent. The color of the reflection perceived depends on the angle that light 
strikes it. The color of the film when looking through it depends on the exact angle of 
the viewer to the film surface [43]. 
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Figure 7.62: Radiant mirror film [43]
Smart fabrics: 
The term “fabric” refers to a material that in some way resembles or shares some of 
the properties of cloth (figure 7.63). At first glance, the idea of a “smart” fabric may 
seem curious, but smart fabrics represent an area of enormous potential. Woven 
materials and flexible layered materials have a clear overlap with films. Many 
applications developed to date are for clothing, but similar technologies can be 
envisioned as applying to the many fabrics used in architecture or product design
[43]. 
Several primary types of smart fabrics exist: 
· High performance fabrics with materials or weaves designed to accomplish some 
specific objective.
· Fabrics that exhibit some form of property change
· Fabrics that provide an energy exchange function
· Fabrics that in some way are specifically intended to act as sensors, energy 
distribution or communication networks. 
Many types of materials and fabrics are specifically engineered to accomplish a 
particular performance objective related to light, heat, acoustic properties, 
permeability, structural strength etc. Some examples are fiber-optic and 
electroluminescent weaves, breathable fabrics, property-changing fabrics like 
thermochromic and photochromic cloths, phase-changing fabrics etc [43]. 
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Figure 7.63: A “cloth” made by weaving fiber-optic strands [43]
7.2.2 Visual analysis 
A satisfactory balance between desirable and unwanted effects constitutes the real 
challenge when designing a daylighting system. The physical phenomena involved 
the variability of the climatic conditions and the numerous parameters that can be 
adjusted make the problem quite complex. A methodical approach is certainly the 
best strategy either to help in the design of a new system or to make a choice 
between commercially available components [44].   
The daylighting systems can be appropriate in different situations . Where a building 
is surrounded by large obstructions, systems can be designed to collect incoming 
light from unobstructed areas of the sky and redirect it in the rooms. If the space is 
too deep to give adequate illuminance uniformity with conventional windows, 
daylighting systems can redirect parts of the incoming light flux toward the zones 
located furthest from the openings and thus improve uniformity. In sunny climates, 
they can serve to limit direct sunlight penetration and/or to redirect it deep into the 
building. When lighting requirements within the space are especially stringent they 
can be used to reduce glare and/or to exclude sunlight penetration [44]. 
7.2.2.1 Smart Windows
They have variable optical and thermal properties that can be changed in response 
to climate, occupant preferences and building requirements (table 7.6). By actively 
managing lighting and cooling, smart windows could reduce peak electric loads by
20-30% of many commercial buildings, increase daylighting benefits, improve 
comfort and potentially enhance productivity in homes and offices. 
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Table 7.6: A comparison of smart window features [43]
“Smart” windows typically possess one or more of the following functions [43]: 
· Control of optical transmittance
· Control of thermal transmittance
· Control of thermal absorption
· Control of view
o Photochromic glass
Photochromic materials change their transparency in response to light intensity. 
They have been used in eyeglasses that change from clear in the dim indoor light, to 
dark in the bright outdoors. The primary benefit is for visual comfort and glare 
control. Optical properties are changed as the metal halides in the glass are 
exposed to light, this creates a clouded appearance. As the absorption increases, 
transmissivity decreases (figure 7.64) [59]. 
The advantages are that the glass is very durable and resistant to chemicals. 
Disadvantages with photochromic are that the threshold for change is fixed. 
Therefore, there is no seasonal selectivity to allow more solar gain in winter and less 
in summer. Also it reduces only the visual transmittance, not the infrared; so much 
of the solar heat gain is unaffected. 
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The properties of body tinted glass are unchangeable, whereas photochromic glass 
is self-adjusting. The light transmission decreases automatic in response to 
exposure to ultraviolet or short-wave visible light. The photochromic process is 
based on a reversible transformation taking place in the in-built silver halide crystals. 
Brown or grey phototropic glass is used in the manufacture of spectacles [46]. 
Figure 7.64: Spectral transmission properties of corning glass photochromic glass 
pane [46]
o Thermochromic glass
Thermochromic layers operate mainly over the entire spectrum, changing state with 
increasing temperature from clear and light transmitting to opaque and light 
scattering. The basic material consists of two components with differing refractive 
indices, for example water and polymer (hydro gel) or two different polymers 
(polymer blend). At lower temperatures the mixture is homogeneous and has a high 
transparency. At higher temperatures, however, the configuration of the polymers 
alters-from stretched chains to clumps which scatter light.
This change from a transmitting to a scattering state is reversible. Typical visible 
transmission values lie between 0.80-0.90 and 0.10-0.50 and solar energy 
transmission values lie between 0.80-0.90 and 0.05-0.40.
Thermochromics are more amenable to the heat issue, but do so by sacrificing 
control in the visual part of the spectrum (figure 7.65).  As heat is the activating 
energy input, thermochromic glazing operates best in the near infrared region of the 
solar spectrum. This makes them suitable for use in their metallic state. Given that 
the primary reason for a glazed façade is the view and secondarily the provision of 
daylight; thermochromics have been little utilized in the development of smart 
windows [43]. 
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Figure 7.65: Thermochromic glass [43]
Thermotropics respond to the same environmental input as do thermochromics, but 
the difference in the internal mechanism has given thermotropics broader potential 
application (figure 7.66). One feature they offer that is relatively unique is the ability 
to change the conductivity of the glazing as well as its transmissivity. This effect is 
more pronounced when a hydrogel is used to fill a cavity in double glazing. Some 
hydrogels can further have two transition states, turning opaque at low as well as 
high temperatures, rendering them useful for preventing radiant loss from the interior 
during winter [43]. 
Figure 7.66: Spectral transmission of a 1mm thick thermotropic layer [46]
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o Electrochromic glass
Light, heat and view must cross the glazed façade and the optimization of a single 
environmental factor is unlikely to coincide with the desired response to the other 
environmental conditions. The electrochromic glazings give the opportunity to 
control and balance the often-conflicting behaviors. In one example, uses light 
sensors to optimize the balance between artificial lighting and transmitted daylight. 
The next generation sensor/control system would take into consideration the heat 
load of the façade and determine the balance between both types of light with heat. 
The reduction in transmissivity is generally proportional across the spectrum such 
that visual transmissivity drops as much as the infrared transmissivity (each is 
reduced about 50% between the bleached and the colored states) (figure 7.67). The 
need to maximize visual transmissivity while minimizing heat gain has resulted in the 
development of electrochromics that have high initial intensity in the short 
wavelength region coupled with low intensity in the long wavelength region. As a 
result, the colored state of the glazing tends to be blue even though electrochromics 
can have some spectral variation [43].  
Figure 7.67: Spectral transmittance of electrochromic glass [58]
Electrochromic materials change properties as a function of an applied voltage
(figure 7.68, 7.69). Properties range from colored (VT=0.08) to intermediate to 
bleached (VT=0.75). The switching time between full colored and bleached state lies 
in the range of 30sec to 5-10min. These systems are more complex than thermo-
and photochromic systems. 
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Figure 7.68: The electrochromic glass [58]
Figure 7.69: Electrochromic window with on-off change phase [61]
An electrochromic coating is typically 5 layers, about one micron thick. The 
electrochromic stack consists of thin metallic coatings of nickel or tungsten oxide 
sandwiched between two transparent electrical conductors (figure 7.70). When a 
voltage is applied between the conductors, a distributed electrical field is set up. 
This field moves various coloration ions (lithium or hydrogen) reversibly between the 
ions storage film through the ion conductor (electrolyte) and into the electrochromic 
film. The effect is that the glazing switches between a clear and transparent 
Prussian blue-tinted state with no degradation in view. Main advantages are that 
they typically require low-voltage power (0-10V DC), remain transparent across its 
switching range, and can be modulated to any intermediate state between clear and 
fully colored [59]
ON
OFF
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Figure 7.70: Electrochromic glass [43]
There are two basic types of electrochromic windows:
Liquid crystal molecules are suspended between two transparent conductor layers. 
When electrically charged, the molecules align and allow light to pass. The clear 
position requires a continuous charge of electricity to maintain transparency, making 
this product either on or off. This system doesn’t alter the shading coefficient and 
therefore provides little energy savings potential. It is used primarily for privacy and 
glare control on interior applications. Although this option is currently on the market, 
its high cost makes it applicable only for specific uses (figure 7.71). 
Solid-state metal devices have a layer of metal deposited, similar to low-E coatings. 
By applying low voltage, properties can change between clear and tinted and a 
variety of states in between. Unlike liquid crystal, disruption of power will not change 
the state, a small applied voltage is necessary to make each phase change. 
Figure 7.71: Schematic diagram of liquid crystal display [63]
o Gasochromic glass
Gasochromic windows produce similar effect to electrochromic windows, but in 
order to color the window, diluted hydrogen (below the combustion limit of 3%) is 
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introduced into the cavity in an insulated glass unit. Exposure to oxygen returns the 
window to its original transparency state [59]. 
Variations in film thickness and hydrogen concentration can affect the depth and 
rate of coloration. VT can vary between 0.10-0.59 with a SHGC range of 0.12-0.46. 
Transmittance levels of less than 0.01 for privacy or glare control are possible. An 
improved U-value can be obtained with a triple-pane, low-E system (since one gap 
is used to activate the gasochromic). Switching speeds are 20 seconds to color and 
less than 1 minute to bleach [59]. 
7.2.2.2 Prismatic systems
Daylight refraction not only reduces the number of hours artificial lighting must be 
used and hence running costs, it also creates a visual environment more acceptable 
to the occupants [4]. 
To improve a daylighting situation, the daylight must be “redistributed”. This 
distribution can be achieved by various techniques, such as [4]:
· Interior mirrored deflection units (figure 7.72b): 
· Exterior and interior mirrored deflection units (figure 7.72c): the daylight 
deflection units, exterior and interior, receive a greater zenithal fraction. The 
utilization of the balustrade with the help of an aluminum reflective finish 
directs more light into the depth of the room. Arrangements of this kind 
increase the daylight quotient and help direct daylight further into the room
· Interior mirrored deflection slats (figure 7.72d)
· Daylight redirection via glass prisms (figure 7.72e): we see different types of 
prismatic panels. In the first example there is no glare protection and is 
practical for rooms with maximum depths from 5-6m. In the second and third 
example there is optimum light redirection without glare, well suited to light 
redirection for rooms with greater depths (up to 8m)
The quality and precision of the systems are determined by the manufacturing and 
during installation. The total energy transmission for indoor prism elements rises 
from approximately 0.15 to 0.25 and thus still corresponds to very good conventional 
indoor shading [4].  
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Figure 7.72: Different solutions for façade with prismatic systems [4]
A possibility for daylight control is presented by prismatic systems made of acrylic 
panes. The way this daylight prismatic systems work is through total reflection of the 
direct sunlight falling up to a certain angle of incidence on the border between a 
thicker and a thinner material. As this angle of operation has very limited tolerances, 
the prismatic panel has to constantly track the position of the sun. The deflection of 
diffuse light can be achieved through light-control prismatic panels. They are placed 
behind the solar shading prismatic panel and deflect diffuse daylight onto the ceiling 
of the room which, given a suitable ceiling design, can ensure an even distribution of 
light across the room (figure 7.73) [46]. 
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Figure 7.73: Prismatic acrylic panes reflect all direct sunlight on the edge of the 
prism [46]
Another light deflection system using acrylic profiles is with slightly curved acrylic 
profiles built into the cavity between the panes. The rounded form enables total 
reflection of incident light across a wide angle, both in horizontal and vertical planes. 
Built-in mirror profiles can take on either the function of solar shading or of light 
deflection depending on the angle of the sun. The louvres are built into a 16 or 
18mm cavity between two panes and set at the optimum angle suited to the 
particular use and situation (figure 7.74) [46].  
Figure 7.74: Lightly curved acrylic profiles built into the insulating glass deflect the 
incident daylight [46]
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Fresnel Lens Films have the capability to focus parallel light rays on a point, or to be 
a highly effective means of projecting bright parallel rays from a point source. 
Original lenses were made of high quality optical glass (figure 7.75) [43]. 
Figure 7.75: Fresnel lens [43]
7.2.2.3 Holographic films
Holographic diffractive films are used to bend incident light in a predefined direction.  
The grids are unique because they bend each wavelength of light at a different 
angle. The result is a distribution of light somewhat like a rainbow. Red light is 
redirected the most, blue the least (figure 7.76) [4]
Figure 7.76: Effect of hologram on direction of visible light (400 - 780nm) [4]
They are created using laser light, which records a 3-D pattern of lines on 
photographic emulsions. Holographic films consist of diffractive structures of 
photopolymers or embossed films that are applied to glass to direct light deep into 
space. Light is redirected and remixed as desired, or as a function of the angle of 
incidence and wavelength of the light. Holographic films offer reduced maintenance 
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compared with light shelves, but doesn’t provide shading of lower portions of glass. 
Glass will appear darker in areas where film is applied but will remain undistorted. 
The diffraction separates the sunlight’s spectrum and creates colored patterns on 
the ceiling. 
HDS (Holographic diffractive structures) are 3-d dimensional recordings of laser light 
patterns created on high-resolution photographic film which is then laminated 
between two panes of glass (figure 7.77) [46]. 
Figure 7.77: Section of a glass with holographic film structure [46]
Figure 7.78: Electricity substation of the GEW in the Mediapark, Cologne, 1996 [46]
The interference pattern depends on the size, shape and distance of the diffracting 
medium and the wavelength. Computer generated holograms are currently only 
capable of small bending angles, because of the diffraction limitations of 
optomechanical plotters. Large scale HDSs are created mainly with laser 
interferometry (figure 7.78) [4]. 
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7.2.2.4 Lightshelves
A lightshelf usually consists of a horizontal or near horizontal baffle positioned 
approximately 2m above floor level in a façade opening. It may extend inside or 
outside the building (figure 7.79). Two functions of the openings are thus clearly 
separated. Below the lightshelf a window allows a clear to the outside. If the 
lightshelf protrudes beyond the façade, this window is also shaded from high altitude 
sunlight. Above the lightshelf, the reflector located on its top surface redirects 
daylight towards the ceiling and the rear of the room [44]. 
Since a lightshelf is a large element in the building envelope, it has a considerable 
impact on the architectural and structural design. In summer, direct sunlight 
penetration is mostly unwanted. Careful design can limit this problem, but a 
lightshelf shouldn’t be considered alone as an efficient shading device. Other 
parameters may also be varied to achieve desirable properties. For instance, 
specular reflectors can be replaced by semi or totally diffusing materials, with the 
aim of smoothing the image of the sun-patch projected onto the ceiling. However, 
they are less efficient than specular reflectors for enhancing diffuse light penetration 
and are thus recommended mainly for sunny climates (figure 7.81) [44]. 
Figure 7.79: Section of a horizontal internal lightshelf [44]
The great impact of a lightshelf on the internal or external appearance of the building 
façade sometimes tempts the designer to neglect the function of the system as a 
daylight provider. For instance, the ceiling of the room plays an important role as a 
secondary reflector. To work effectively, therefore, a lightshelf requires a relatively 
high ceiling of light color, without protruding or hanged elements that could intercept 
light rays. In the example in figure 7.80 in Agricultural Bank in Greece, the dark-
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colored ceiling with reflectance of 28% cancels the daylight redistribution effect of 
the lightshelf [44]. 
Figure 7.80: Agricultural Bank in Athens, Greece [44]
Figure 7.81: A simulation room for design with lightshelf
For unobstructed facades or in sunny climates, external reflectors often combine the 
shading and the daylight redirecting functions. To achieve this, the reflectors may be 
tilted around their horizontal axis. To improve daylight penetration during overcast 
periods, the reflectors have to be tilted well above the horizontal plane. However, 
when tilted at such angles, reflectors will also redirect rain towards the façade. Since 
this might leave dirt patterns, the maximum tilt of movable reflectors is often 
restricted to slightly below the horizontal plane (figure 7.82). Their potential 
performance under overcast skies is thus seriously compromised. As external 
reflectors are not protected from weathering, their reflectance usually doesn’t 
exceed 60% [44]. 
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Figure 7.82: Anidolic zenithal collector, curved reflector [44]
7.2.2.5 Light- guides
In Europe, sunlight-guiding systems haven’t yet attracted great attention. A few 
buildings have been equipped with them, mainly for aesthetic purposes in public 
areas. The main reasons for that are: a) their relatively high cost, b) their 
requirement for thorough and regular maintenance in order to preserve efficiency, c) 
their poor performance in collecting and channeling diffuse light, due to the law of 
physics. This latter point restricts future development mainly to climates where 
cloudy conditions are very rare. In other climatic conditions, impressive and high-
tech though they may appear, these systems are unlikely to play more than a 
decorative role (figure 7.83) [44]. 
Figure 7.83: The parts of a lighting pipe [43]
A) Dome
B) Dome screw
C) Dome ring
D) Dome seal
E) Flashing screw
F) Flashing
G) Top tube
H) Expansion joint seal
I) Extension tube
J) Ceiling ring
K) Bottom tube angle adapter 
L) Zip ties
M) Ceiling ring screws
N) Diffuser clips
O) Diffuser seal
P) Diffuser
Q) Foil tape
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In one example, a room of approximately 3.6 x 2.3m is illuminated by four 330mm 
diameter vertical light pipes with clear external domes and diffusers in the lower 
apertures. The pipes were straight and 600mm long. Measurements showed that in 
overcast conditions with an outside illuminance of 16klux, the average internal 
illuminance was 177lux, an effective daylight factor of 1.1%. In another example, a 
room approximately 9m square is illuminated by eight 330 mm diameter vertical light 
pipes with clear external domes and diffusers in the lower apertures but in this case 
a length between 8 and 12m and containing up to four bends. In this case, with an 
outdoor illuminance of 80klux, the average indoor illuminance was only 76lux, an 
effective daylight factor of about 0.1% [44].  
In Light pipes many kind of polymer films with special surface properties are shaped 
into tubes to be used as devices for transmitting light (figure 7.84). Several different 
varieties are available with varying degrees of efficiency. Some are designed to 
“leak” light along their lengths to create glowing tubes. Others are designed to carry 
light with as little loss as possible from one end of a tube to another [43]. 
Figure 7.84: External lighting fixture that uses a refraction-based light pipe [43]
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7.2.3 Advanced façade systems with thermal and visual impact on building 
In this chapter we will examine some advanced façade systems that their elements 
affect both thermal and visual comfort. These façade systems use a combination of 
elements and their study will provide important knowledge. 
7.2.3.1 Double skin facades
Figure 7.85: Sketches showing a double skin façade system [62]
The Double Skin Facade is a system consisting of two glass skins placed in such a 
way that air flows in the intermediate cavity (figure 7.85). More detailed, it consists 
from [62]: 
· Exterior Glazing: Usually it is a hardened single glazing. This exterior facade is 
fully glazed.
· Interior glazing: Insulating double glazing unit (clear, low E coating, solar 
control glazing, etc can be used). The interior skin can be fully or partly 
glazed. 
· The air cavity between the two panels: The width of the cavity can vary 
between 20 cm to more than 2m (figure 7.86). This width influence the 
properties of the air inside the cavity (temperatures, airflow, etc), and its 
maintenance. The ventilation inside the cavity can be; totally natural (due to 
the stack effect), fan supported or mechanical. 
In a typical Double Skin Facade system, the interior window can be opened by the 
user. This may allow natural ventilation of the floors. Solar shading device (often 
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automatically controlled) is integrated inside the air cavity. Heating radiators can be 
installed next to the façade (depending on the façade concept).
Figure 7.86: The corridor in a double skin facade [62]
o The classification of Double Skin Façades 
It can be crucial for the approach of the concept of the system. The most common 
way to categorize them is according to their geometry. The four types are (figure 
7.87) [62]: 
· Multi storey Double Skin Façade: In this case no horizontal or vertical 
partitioning exists between the two skins. The air cavity ventilation is attained 
via openings near the floor and the roof of the building. Are most commonly 
used where, for other reasons, it is not possible to do without a mechanical 
form of ventilation or where a glazed facade without openings is required (a).
· Corridor façade: Horizontal partitioning is created for acoustical, fire security or 
ventilation reasons (b).
· Box window type: In this case horizontal and vertical partitioning divide the 
façade in smaller and independent boxes. Are suited for solid facades with 
punched openings and where greater importance is attached to privacy 
between rooms (c). 
· Shaft box type: In this case a set of box window elements are placed in the 
façade. These elements are connected via vertical shafts situated in the 
façade. These shafts ensure an increased stack effect. Are suited where 
particularly high levels of sound insulation are required, because of the smaller 
size of the external openings (d). 
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Figure 7.87: Classification of double skin facades [62]
The classification of the Double Skin Facades can also be made according to the:
· Type of ventilation: Natural, Fan supported, Mechanical
· Origin of the airflow: From inside, From outside
· Destination of the airflow: Towards inside, Towards outside
· Airflow direction: To the top, To the bottom (only in case of mechanical 
ventilation)
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· Width of the air cavity: Narrow (10 - 20 cm), Wide (0.5 – 2 m)
o The advantages of double skin façade systems [62]
Acoustic insulation: In view of some authors the sound insulation can be one of the 
most important reasons to use a Double Skin Façade, if there is no natural 
ventilation through the skin. Reduced internal noise levels inside an office building 
can be achieved by reducing both the transmission from room to room (internal 
noise pollution) and the transmission from outdoor sources i.e. heavy traffic 
(external noise pollution). The type of the Double Skin Façade and the number of 
openings can be really critical for the sound insulation concerning the internal and 
the external noise pollution. 
Thermal insulation: During the winter the external additional skin provides improved 
insulation. The reduced speed of the air flow and the increased temperature of the 
air inside the cavity lower the heat transfer rate on the surface of the glass which 
leads to reduction of heat losses. During the summer the warm air inside the cavity 
can be extracted by mechanical, fan supported or natural ventilation. Certain façade 
types can cause overheating problems. However, a completely openable outer layer 
can solve the overheating problem during the summer months, but will certainly 
increase the construction cost (figure 7.88). 
Night time ventilation: During the hot summer days, the interior spaces can easily be 
overheated. In this case, it may be energy saving to pre-cool the offices during the 
night using natural ventilation. The indoor temperatures will then be lower during the 
early morning hours providing thermal comfort and improved air quality for the 
occupants. 
Energy savings and reduced educed environmental impacts: In principle, Double 
Skin Façades can save energy when properly designed. Often, when the 
conventional insulation of the exterior wall is poor, the savings that can be obtained 
with the additional skin can be important.
Better protection of the shading or lighting devices: Since the shading or lighting 
devices are placed inside the intermediate cavity of the Double Skin Facades they 
are protected both from wind and rain. 
Reduction of the wind pressure effects: The Double Skin Facades around high rise 
buildings can serve to reduce the effects of wind pressure. 
Natural ventilation: One of the main advantages of the Double Skin Façade systems 
is that they can allow natural (or fan supported) ventilation. Different types can be 
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applied in different climates, orientations, locations and building types in order to 
provide fresh air before and during the working hours. The selection of Double Skin 
Façade type can be crucial for temperatures, the air velocity, and the quality of the 
introduced air inside the building. If designed well, the natural ventilation can lead to 
reduction of energy consumption during the occupation stage and improved comfort. 
Transparency – architectural design: In almost all the literature, the desire of the 
architects to use larger glazed facades is mentioned. 
Thermal comfort – temperatures of the internal wall:
Since the air inside the Double Skin Façade cavity is warmer (compared to the 
outdoor air temperature), the interior part of the façade can maintain temperatures 
that are more close to the thermal comfort levels during the heating period 
(compared to the single skin facades). On the other hand, during the summer it is 
really important that the system is well designed so as the temperatures inside the 
cavity will not increase dramatically. 
Fire escape: The glazed space of a Double Skin Façade may be used as a fire 
escape. 
o The disadvantages of double skin façade systems [62]
Higher construction costs: When compared to a conventional façade system. 
Reduction of rentable office space: The width of the intermediate cavity of a Double 
Skin Façade can vary from 20 cm to two meters. This results in the loss of useful 
space. Often the width of the cavity influences the properties inside it (i.e. the 
deeper the cavity is, the less heat is transmitted by convection when the cavity is 
closed) and sometimes the deeper the cavity is, the more improved thermal comfort 
conditions are next to the external walls. Thus, it is quite important to find the 
optimum depth of the façade in order to be narrow enough so as not to loose space 
and deep enough so as to be able to use the space close to the façade. 
Additional maintenance and operational costs: Comparing the Double Skin and the 
Single Skin type of façade, one can realize that the Double Skin type can have 
higher costs regarding construction, cleaning, operation, inspection, servicing, and 
maintenance. 
Overheating problems: If the Double Skin Façade system is not properly designed it 
is possible that the temperature of the air in the cavity may increase the overheating 
of the interior space. 
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Increased air flow velocity: Mostly inside the cavity, in multi storey high types. 
Considerable pressure differences are mentioned between offices in case of natural 
ventilation via the cavity. 
Increased construction weight: As it is expected the additional skin increases the 
weight of the construction which increases the cost. 
Daylight: The Double Skin Facades are similar to other types of glazed facades (i.e. 
single skin façade). However, because of the additional external skin, Double Skin 
Facades reduce the quantity of light entering the rooms. 
Figure 7.88: Equivalent U-value for different façade systems (up) and temperatures 
in double-skin ventilated façade (down) [4]
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The use of double-skin facades is currently in fashion and is normally justified by an 
apparent early return on the initial high investment [4]. 
Assuming that fresh air enters building through the cavity between double-skin
façade, it is very important, especially during transition periods and when individual 
occupants want natural ventilation, which no extreme temperature increase occurs 
in the cavity between the window panes, because the heated outside air would then 
overload the room temperature. In the following example (figure 7.89) fresh air 
enters into the window-pane configuration at a temperature of 25oC and is already 
heated in the boundary layer region of the outer pane. On its path through the cavity 
between panes, the temperature rises further. The rise in temperature in this space 
due to reflection and especially due to light absorption may vary greatly and reach 
maximum temperature of 70oC. Such extreme temperatures, however, have very 
little effect on the room when the interior glazing is sealed, but they do become 
uncomfortable when the inner glass unit is opened and outside air enters the room 
at high temperatures. Furthermore, temperature differences are very noticeable 
when air is exhausted exclusively by stack effect during calms instead of by natural 
ventilation during oncoming winds [4]. 
Figure 7.89: Temperatures in double-skin ventilated façade [4]
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o A study in Main office building in Essen [4]
The skyscraper is a 31-story cylindrical tower with a double-skin façade (figure 
7.90). In this project it was a question of single or double skin façade. In the study, 
cross-ventilation was investigated during natural ventilation. To limit the effect of 
wind in the building, a comparative study was made of a design for equalizing wind 
pressures inside a circular double-skin facade, as it related to the wind pressures 
and to development of summer temperatures inside a façade with standard box 
windows, respectively. 
The wind conditions in Essen are comparatively moderate, with maximum wind 
velocities below 17m/s (approximately 130 hours of operating time above 10m/s and 
230 hours above 8m/s). Winds are predominantly from the south, the south-west 
and the west (a total of 60% relative frequency throughout the year. The double-skin
façade is intended to maintain floor by floor separation with the help of horizontally 
arranged dividers. With regard to the lateral dividers, the following variations were 
studied:
· Box windows: vertical dividers in the façade seal the individual axes from one 
another and dampen the sound carried with the façade cavity, in effect 
creating a box window. 
· Perimeter double-skin façade with two sectors: when a vertical divider isn’t 
used, the façade is only divided into separate sectors (north-east and south-
west skin) by the two elevator shafts. Within these two sectors, the air taken in
through the façade can flow in the direction of the perimeter of the building. 
Figure 7.90: Skyscraper in Essen and a cross section [4]
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Natural Cross Ventilation
Box windows: when all sliding windows are opened the air change rate in a biaxial 
office space is up to 39ac/h; in larger offices, this rate decreases proportionally. 
Offices near the dynamic pressure and at the negative pressure peak are most 
strongly cross-ventilated (figure 7.91a). When sliding windows are opened in 
windward offices and in the office at the negative pressure peak, the air change 
rates are predictably high (46ac/h, since these are the areas where the maximum 
wind pressure differential has its greater impact (figure 7.91c). 
Perimeter double-skin façade: in contrast to the box-type windows, when windows 
are opened on all sides in this configuration, the air change rates (max. 49h-1) are 
higher in both building envelopes since the intake and exit air respectively, of an 
office can enter/leave through several louvres whereas, for box-type windows, this is 
possible only through the opening louvre within the grid line, because of the divider 
(figure 7.91b). When only some sliding windows are opened to the inner façade, the 
air-change rates are higher than observed for all round opened sliding windows 
(max. 68h-1) since the outer air can flow more strongly across all air louvres of a 
façade segment towards the windows (figure 7.91d). 
Figure 7.91: Air change for average wind velocity [4]
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Temperature development in the course of a day
The fluctuation of summer temperature inside the double-skin façade is important in 
relation to window ventilation and the transfer heat rate of the offices. In the 
simulation, an automatic shading device was installed which closes when the solar 
incidence reaches 250W/m2. 
The following diagrams (figure 7.92) show the temperature curves inside the facade 
for a sunny day in July with a maximum temperature of 32oC. The first diagram 
shows the conditions on a wind-still day, the second those during average oncoming 
wind from the south-west. During calms, the temperature conditions in the box-type 
window and the perimeter façade are comparable. In the south-west envelope, the 
temperature peaks at 42oC. Inside the perimeter façade, the maximum temperatures 
are somewhat offset in the direction of the perimeter. It’s a completely different 
picture for average wind velocities. The intensive cross-flow on the perimeter façade 
significantly decreases temperatures. In the south-west envelope, the temperature 
ranges from 36.0 to 39.5oC (box type window) and 33.5 to 37.5oC (perimeter 
façade). 
Figure 7.92: Air temperatures in façade cavity on calm days (up) and on windy days 
(down) [4]
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Figures 7.93 illustrate the varying cross-ventilation of both facades. During calms, 
both variations exhibit almost identical thermal ventilation, where intake air flow 
through the lower slit and exit air through the upper slit. For oncoming wind, the 
outside air, in the case of the perimeter façade, flows into the building on the 
windward side and exits the building on the lee-side. The more intensive cross-
ventilation for the perimeter façade has a positive effect on natural ventilation so that 
some odour may be transported in the direction of the perimeter. 
Figure 7.93: Natural façade ventilation in wind-still period (up) and on windy days 
(down) [4]
As these observations show with regard to skyscrapers and low building forms, the 
natural ventilation of buildings, being very complex, requires expert consultation if a 
building is to be designed which fulfills its function all year around. Architecture, 
building climatology and aero-physics merge with each other and must be 
considered in their totality. Making first estimates during a competition thus requires 
a great deal of experience. 
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7.2.3.2 Photovoltaic facades or Active facades
o Characteristics and categories 
They are active systems, because they work with electrical principles. Photovoltaic 
technology makes use of the abundant energy in the sun, and it has little impact on 
our environment. Photovoltaics can be used in a wide range of products, from small 
consumer items to large commercial solar electric systems. Modern solar electric 
power-generation systems such as photovoltaics (or PV) are some of the most 
elegant and environmentally benign energy systems ever invented (figure 7.94) [50]. 
Distributed PV systems have considerable logic. They [50]: 
• provide grid support, particularly in areas of summer peak loads
• eliminate costs and losses in transmission and distribution
• create a diverse and resistant energy system
• typically require no special approvals or permits
• can be deployed very rapidly
Figure 7.94: Examples of photovoltaic systems [50]
Interest in the buildings of integrated photovoltaics (known as BiPV), where the PV 
elements are integral to the building, often serving as the exterior weathering skin, is 
growing worldwide. BiPV has many additional benefits [50]: 
• the building itself becomes the PV supporter structure
• system electrical interface is easy – just connect to a distribution panel
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• BiPV components displace conventional building materials and labour, 
reducing the net installed cost of the PV system
• on-site generation of electricity offsets imported and often more carbon-
intensive energy
• architecturally elegant, well-integrated systems will increase market 
acceptance
• BiPV systems provide the building owners with a highly visible public 
expression of their environmental commitment
o Solar cells, modules and arrays 
The most commonly available solar cells are made from high-grade silicon that is 
treated with negatively and positively charged semi-conductors, phosphorous and 
boron. This process is called “doping”. When light energy strikes the face of the cell, 
it excites the electrons within the cell. This flow of electrons from the negative semi-
conductor to the positive semi-conductor is what we call the photovoltaic effect. The 
power is increased by connecting cells together to form larger units called modules. 
Modules can be connected in series to strings and then in parallel to form even 
larger units known as arrays (figure 7.95) [50]. If individual cells and modules are 
unevenly illuminated, perhaps due to shading from trees or dirt accumulation, the 
unlit cells will dissipate the power produced by the illuminated cells. Night-time 
causes a problem as well, blocking diodes are necessary to prevent PV systems 
from drawing electricity when they aren’t illuminated, but with an output power loss 
[43]. 
Figure 7.95: A schematic photovoltaic cell (left), cell, module and arrays (right) [50]
Stand alone systems store the generated power in batteries, whereas the intention 
of BiPVs is to interconnect with the utility grid. The appropriate matching of PV 
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operation with the utility is knows as “balance of system”. This isn’t a small issue 
since both are dynamic systems. PVs are sensitive to heat such that as the cell 
temperature increases, the efficiency begins to drop, which in turn further increases 
its temperature. The silicon based cells are most sensitive to heat; their maximum 
efficiency occurs at 0oC and it drops to half as the cell reaches room temperature. 
Regardless of the type of PV, from a single crystal to the most advanced thin films, 
all share concerns that include soiling and orientation. Estimated losses due to 
soiling vary from 5% to 10% a year. The optimum tilt angle is 90% of the latitude of 
the site, and the optimum azimuth varies from due south to west depending on 
weather the generated power is needed for peak load production. Once they are 
connected to grid, a PV installation has no direct relationship with the energy that 
the building is consuming [43]. 
o Façade systems
The façade constructions can be separates in two main groups, ventilated and non-
ventilated. 
Some of the façade applications with PV structure are integrated cladding. When a 
curtain wall covers the whole building is often a second layer on the inside with 
insulation and in inner skin. To prevent condensation, this layer can be almost 
airtight and hence any gap is closed and the array is not ventilated. Sloped façade 
profiles are particularly practical solutions for optimizing the available PV surface 
area. They can also often achieve architectural novelty, both from an external 
building form perspective and through the control and experimentation of passive 
lighting and active PV structures, visible from within the building (figure 7.96) [50]. 
PVs integrated as balustrades, handrails and ornamental façade fixtures may be 
applied in both new and retrofit designs. PV modules can be effectively incorporated 
into eaves as a continuation of a roofline or as an overhead screening device. When 
used in conjunction with glazed facades, this can produce vibrant PV mirror 
reflections from the streetscape, visually appealing effects from within the office 
space. Facades are also suitable for the addition of all types of screens, sunshades 
louvres and canopies. There is a logical combination of shading a building in 
summer and producing electricity at the same time (figure 7.97) [50]. 
Translucent PV modules can also be applied to avoid overheating in summer. The 
distance between the cells is between 5-20mm, depending on the amount of 
transmitted light required. The PV cells absorb 70-80% of the solar radiation. The 
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space between the cells transmits enough diffuse daylight to achieve a pleasant 
lighting level in the area (figure 7.98) [50]. 
Figure 7.96: Kyocera commercial office building with cladding facade (left), 
Stadtwerke Konstanz with louvre system in a  sloped façade (right) [50]
Figure 7.97: PV balcony balustrade, Yokohama media tower, Japan (left), Die 
Zonnegolven, Netherlands with louvre system (right) [50]
Figure 7.98: Research center of Molecular Biology, Germany with sunscreen 
devices (left) and a translucent PV system (right) [50]
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o Examples of Photovoltaic systems
In the following example, the “intelligent façade” can be adjusted or adapted to 
changing climatic conditions. Several façade units were integrated into the above-
mentioned row of residences. The winter garden area, rotated by 16o south-east, 
was fitted with glass cladding in a mullion and transom frame with an inclination from 
the horizontal of 50o and towards the east of 4o. Different shading units (some fixed 
some mobile) improve the building climatic conditions and energy balance. They 
permit, even in their shading position, a mostly unimpeded view of the outside and 
enable natural lighting as well as optimum utilization of solar energy for heating, 
cooling and the generation of solar electricity (figure 7.99) [4].  
Figure 7.99: Stuttgart International Garden Exhibition [4]
The top row of slanted glass façade units (figure 7.100) is equipped with PV 
modules made from a compound combining insulating glass with integrated 
polycrystalline solar cells. The lower part is equipped with shading louvres, which 
follow the course of the solar azimuth. These shading louvres are fitted with 
holographic grids which focus the incident light onto a silkscreen strip 11mm behind 
them, whence it is again reflected and thus kept out of the room (figure 7.101) [4]. 
Figure 7.100: Schematic of facade [4]
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Figure 7.101: Cross section of holographic-photovoltaic element [4]
The movement of glass panels fitted with the HDS for optimal shading with constant 
daylight incidence is achieved by a system of levers controlled in response to 
outside temperature, radiation strength, interior temperature and sunpath (figure 
7.102). The measurements for the building yielded an absolute transmission 
coefficient of 6% for the visible portion of direct radiation and of 45% for the diffuse 
radiation. The reduction factor z of a corresponding HDS as shading unit is 
approximately 0.2 to 0.3 [4]. 
Figure 7.102: Various positions of the photovoltaic elements at different daytimes 
and for different requirements [4]
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7.2.4 Examples for hot-dry and hot-humid climate 
7.2.4.1 Phoenix Central Library, Arizona, United States of America
Architects: Bruder/ DWL architects. 1990-1995. Climate: hot and dry 
With a total area of 280,000 sq ft spread out over five floors and basic rectangular 
form, the Phoenix Public Library is outwardly an air-conditioned big box. However, 
underpinning this simple form is a design wed to the hot-dry desert at 33°N latitude 
[59]. The new library is located in the center of the city. The environmental 
conditions are very tough, characteristic of the arid dessert climate which gives it the 
name “valley of the sun” [51]. 
The Arizona winters are mild, with daytime temperatures in the range of 15-21oC. 
Night temperature drop dramatically with the clear sky to just above freezing. 
Summer temperatures can reach as high as 48oC in the day and night temperatures 
remain in the range of 26-32oC. Humidity is low, generally in the 20% range, except 
from the monsoon seasons which occurs in August and September, with humidity 
levels in the upper 50% range. Annual rainfalls average is 200-230mm. The air 
generally contains a lot of dust [51]. 
Figure 7.103: View of the north façade and details of the shading devices [51]
The design resolution ultimately recognized that it is possible to let in light on the 
facades where it can be tempered and controlled, but it is not feasible to harness 
light on all orientations. For instance, at Phoenix's latitude (and others for that 
matter) low sun angles, characteristic in the rising and setting sun, are the most 
difficult to control. Neither overhangs nor vertical fins fully block the intense sun on 
building elevations facing east or west. This fact shaped the design [59].
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The building has fully glazed elevations to the north and south and opaque flank 
walls to the east and west. The rectangular floor-plates in east and west are narrow 
services zones that have outer walls curved in plan and which project beyond the 
plane of the north wall to help shade its glass face.  Electronically operated external 
louvers, which adjust according to the position of the sun, protect the glazing in the 
south façade and fixed shade sails protect the north-facing glass wall. The north wall 
is further protected by vertical sails of Teflon-coated acrylic fabric whose profiles 
have been calculated to offer shading in spring and autumn without obscuring the 
views of the mountains beyond (figure 7.103) [51]. 
The ground floor functions as an information forum, with a large auditorium, a 
children’s library and a “mediatheque”. The first floor contains general reference, 
periodicals and the interlibrary research department. The second floor is used for 
staff areas and storage (figure 7.104) [51]. 
Figure 7.104: Plan of the Phoenix library [51]
Despite the tough environmental conditions, characterized by a dessert climate, light 
and heat have been kept under control and utilized both to make the interior layout 
more dramatic and to enhance the building from a functional and environmental 
point of view. Complex systems of computer-controlled louvers intercept and reflect 
the rays of the sun to limit the harmful glare and heating effects of the sun (figure 
7.105) [51]. 
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Figure 1.105: View of the south façade (left) and the north façade (right) lighted [51]
7.2.4.2 Menara Mesianaga, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Architect Ken Yeang. 1989-1992. Climate: hot and humid
The Malaysian architect Ken Yeang has developed his own interpretation of 
bioclimatic design. His bioclimatic skyscraper has brought a systematic approach to 
the design of the building envelope to bear on the extreme climate of that region [9]. 
It is located on a motorway linking Kuala Lumpur to airport. They building size is 
11.364m2. It is a side core building with solar shading, vertical planting and 
skycourts [24]. 
The building has 14.5 floors with 23m depth glass-to-core, and 30m glass to glass. 
The space A has 65% (<6m), the space B has 35% (6-12m) and the space depth 
has 0% (>12m) depth. The floor to ceiling height is 2.5m. The slab to slab height is 
3.9m and the potential for enclosure is 69% (figure 7.106) [24].
The glazing is single in all facades in 80% except the East façade that there is 20% 
tinted glass. There is one window in every three bays that Is openable. The toilets 
are naturally ventilated. There is linear fluorescent, low-glare luminaries, 400lux at 
the desk (figure 7.107). 
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Figure 7.106: Axonometric of the Menara Mesianaga and a typical floor plan [24]
Figure 7.107: Climate zones and precipitation regions [4]
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7.2.4.3 Cultural Center, New Caledonia
Architect: Renzo Piano. 1997. Climate: hot and humid
“The return to tradition is a myth…no people has ever achieved that. The search for 
identity, for a model, I believe it lies before us…our identity is before us”. These 
words provide the inspiration for the design of a new cultural centre at Noumea in 
New Caledonia [9].  
Renzo Piano's cultural center in the South Pacific was the first to show that green 
architecture is as much about culture as technology. The use of local iroko wood 
and traditional construction methods reflect sustainable principles—both by reducing 
the distance materials must travel, and drawing on this French island territory's local 
economy. By riffing on the shapes of the area's traditional Kanak huts, the ten 
individual structures dramatically blend into the landscape, while their vertical slats 
allow the prevailing winds to ventilate the interiors (figure 7.108).
Figure 7.108: General view of Cultural Center in New Caledonia [9]
New Caledonia is an island in the Pacific Ocean approximately 1.600km east of 
Australia. The average winter minimum is 18oC and the average summer minimum 
is 28oC. The relative humidity is very high at about 75% with average monthly 
maximums of 90% [9].
The construction was designed to promote natural wind-driven ventilation by 
directing and accelerating breezes into interval spaces and by setting up convective 
stack ventilation within the buildings. Access to the site is from the north. Equivalent 
in height to ten-storey structures, they must be built to resist cyclonic and 
earthquake conditions.  The tallest case is 28m with an internal diameter of 14m
(figure 7.109, 7.110). 
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Figure 7.109: Section through “case” and gallery (up) and site plan (down) [9]
Figure 7.110: Various modes of operation for openings in the case [9]
Louvres in the case of the building are opened and closed in response to wind 
directions. Several openings allow ventilation. Two face towards the prevailing 
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winds; one opening is set 2m above ground, another 0.5m above ground. On the 
other side of the case, a series of openable windows allow cross ventilation. On 
windy days, the curved form of the case directs the wind up and over chimney, 
setting a negative pressure that draws air up and over the chimney. When the 
prevailing winds are from an opposite direction, the chimney acts reverse. If a 
cyclone is occurred, the envelope is closed, “battened and harched” (figure 7.111). 
Figure 7.111: View of the cases (up), dining facilities (down left) and physical scale 
models (down right) [9]
From the chosen examples that we saw in this part of the study we can conclude 
that it is possible to make high-tech facades in every different climate and to use 
different techniques providing unique modern architecture in response to the climate 
and the special needs that emerge from it. The architecture shouldn’t be static and 
unrecognizable. A building can be placed in different climatic zones, can have 
different needs and should respect different backgrounds. When someone sees a 
building should be able to recognize where is being placed and in a great extent to 
recognize special features that companies its needs. The problem of nowadays is 
that you can see the same building type and technologies either in Asia, America, 
Africa or Europe. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Strictly seen, the concepts “traditional” and “modern” are not antonyms. Traditional 
solutions can be inherited in modern buildings and it can be modern to be traditional.
Rapoport (1969:2ff) distinguishes between two types of “traditional” architecture: 
primitive and vernacular. The former refers to societies with little specialization in 
both knowledge and physical space and the latter to the stage where building 
tradesmen were emerged. The development in both phases consisted of small 
adjustments to an accepted form- an additive process. Both types include 
cooperation between makers and users over several generations and are therefore 
defined as traditional. 
Since antiquity, man has reacted to his environment, using his faculties to develop 
techniques and technologies, whether to bake bread or make brick, in such internal 
psychological balance with nature that humanity historically lived attuned to the 
environment. Man's creations were natural when built of the materials offered by the 
landscape.
Learning to manipulate clay, stone, marble, and wood, man penetrated their 
properties, and his techniques gave expression to his aspirations toward the divine. 
In architecture, environmental harmony was known to the Chinese, the Indians, the 
Greeks, and others. It produced the temples of Karnak, the great mosques of Islam, 
and the cathedral of Chartres in France.
Many of the older houses built in local traditional manner are “naturally conditioned”. 
This is the result of repeated cycles of trials and errors and of emboding the
experience of generations of builders. However, these traditional solutions could 
have been developed under conditions that have ceased to exist or developed to 
fulfill needs that today can be more satisfactorily by other means. 
In conclusion, the experiences from the past must not be simply rejected and 
forgotten, but should be evaluated and, if found appropriate to be transformed and 
integrated into modern construction. 
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Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution and the migration to the cities that 
accompanied it, traditional architectural forms have been abandoned by one culture 
after another. The climate-sensitive building designs that had been developed were 
not easy to adapt to cities, and the growth of urban populations encouraged a 
standardization of architectural styles, particularly in the low-cost housing needed for 
the expanding labor force. 
With the advent of the industrial revolution, the inherited techniques and perfected 
knowledge of creating, using handmade tools, were lost and are now forgotten. 
Energy-intensive mechanized tools have diminished man's personal, cellular 
contribution to the fabrication of objects, the building of structures, and the growing 
of food. The lesser the challenge for man to imprint his genius, the less artistic is the 
product. Industrialization and rapid advances in technology increased the demands 
for energy which were mostly met through the use of coal and in part of natural gas. 
The sharp increase in emissions was generally ignored and no effort was 
undertaken to act against the environmental threat posed by dust, soot and other 
polluting materials. Yet another environmental pressure existed through the 
dumping of untreated waste water from residential as well as industrial areas into 
rivers and lakes. This was the beginning of an environmental calamity with which we 
struggle even today. Water, a valuable natural resource, was, and continues to be, 
polluted, leading to serious environmental destruction [4]. 
In the 20th century progress continued to advance at a frantic pace, especially in 
industry. Increased urbanization followed and with it the concentration of labor in 
cities, a trend which has continued right up to the present time and had triggered the 
tendencies of the post-industrial age with which we are all too familiar. Its main 
characteristics are: a) the concentration of workplaces in small areas, b) the 
shortening of distances for communication and information, c) maximized utilization 
of available space. To build skyscrapers in diverse architectural forms and to 
provide maximum housing on minimum space, architects abandoned the previous 
standards of natural ventilation and building services switched to fully automated 
climate control [4]. 
There are real issues of solar rights with high rise buildings that have to be 
addressed and agreed. The higher a building is the greater the shadow it casts on 
the buildings around it. The shadow cast by a two-storey building is greater of one-
storey building of identical floor plan by 2%. A building of 16-storey casts a shadow 
43%, which is larger than a 1-storey building, at noon on the winter solstice. 
Naturally, if the building is close to the high rise it will be shadowed most of the year 
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and if it is distant it will be shadowed perhaps for only a period in the day. There is 
also a case to be made for wind rights to ensure that new buildings do not cut off the 
air flow around buildings that may be needed to power ventilation systems or 
generate electricity. Two conditions conspire to make daylighting difficult in high 
density buildings. One is how wide they are, from one external wall to another. Once 
the width of a building increases beyond about 12m it is difficult to daylight it. Not 
withstanding the depth of the building, the amount of daylight reaching an interior is 
dependent on how much clear sky is visible from any particular window [28]. 
The energy crises, beginning in 1973, led to a renewed search for simpler solutions, 
above all with regard to ventilation and air-conditioning systems. The main 
characteristics, some new, some familiar, were: a) the opening of facades for natural 
ventilation, b) the creation of climate buffer zones, like halls and atria, c) improved 
heat insulation and sun protection, d) the implementation of energy recovery 
systems [4].  
Changing a single item in a traditional building method will not ensure an improved 
response to the environment, or even an equally satisfactory one. Yet change is 
inevitable, and new forms and materials will be used, as has been the case 
throughout history. Often the convenience of modern forms and materials makes 
their use attractive in the short term. In the eagerness to become modern, many 
people in the Tropics have abandoned their traditional age-old solutions to the 
problems presented by the local climate and instead have adopted what is 
commonly labeled "international architecture," based on the use of high-technology 
materials, such as the reinforced-concrete frame and the glass wall [36].  But a 3 x 
3-m glass wall in a building exposed to solar radiation on a warm, clear tropical day 
will let in approximately 2000 kilocalories per hour. To maintain the microclimate of a 
building thus exposed within the human comfort zone, two tons of refrigeration 
capacity is required. 
The thoughtless application of modern methods in different climates is seldom 
successful. A thorough understanding of the climatic environment and developments 
based thereon is essential for appropriate solutions. Although traditional architecture 
was evolved intuitively over long periods, it was based primarily on scientifically valid 
concepts. The modern academic world of architecture does not emphasize the value 
of investigating and applying concepts scientifically and, therefore, has no respect 
for vernacular architecture. Now is the time to bridge the gap between these widely 
different approaches [36]. 
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Today more attention is being given to the relationship between climate and 
architecture, and several building research organizations are beginning to examine 
this relationship [36].
Various disciplines, including aerodynamics and meteorology, provide an impressive 
stock of facts that are extremely useful to architecture. The architect is responsible 
for interpreting these facts and applying them to his designs. In this respect, he/she
resembles the attending physician, who, though using the expertise of the 
physiologist, radiologist, or bacteriologist, is the only person who can actually 
undertake the treatment of a case [36].
Yet, there is much more to be acquired than scientific understanding and aesthetic 
appreciation of the vernacular architecture of people. A topic such as this can open 
the door to recognition of the contribution traditional knowledge can make to the 
solution of many contemporary problems. The fact that most traditional societies, in 
the developing as well as in pockets within the industrialized nations, have not been 
able to maintain the economic pace set by the industrialized societies has led to 
their generally being viewed as backward, primitive, unsophisticated, irrational, 
naive, and, at best, perhaps quaint communities. They are seen as having little 
knowledge of the "real" world about them with which they seem largely unable to 
cope, as manifested by their poverty.
It is rarely remembered that, at some time in the past, most of these societies or 
those from which they are derived were among the most sophisticated of their time, 
greatly surpassing their contemporaries, some of which have since become the 
industrialized societies of today. The survival of traditional societies over hundreds 
and thousands of years indicates that they surely possess knowledge that can still 
be of great value either in its original form or as the basis for new developments.
It may seem that, from the functional point of view, mechanical air-conditioning was 
made possible by modern technology; but we must recognize that such technologies 
also have a cultural role. In fact, this role may be even more important than the 
function it serves, considering the special place occupied by the decorative arts in 
many cultures.
Every advance in technology has been directed toward man's mastery of his 
environment. Until very recently, however, man always maintained a certain balance 
between his bodily and spiritual being and the external world. Disruption of this 
balance may have a detrimental effect on man, genetically, physiologically, or 
psychologically. And however fast technology advances, however radically the 
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economy changes, all change must be related to the rate of change of man himself. 
The abstractions of the technologist and the economist must be continually pulled 
down to Earth by the gravitational force of human nature.
Unhappily, the modern architect of the Third World, suddenly released from this 
gravity, and unable to resist temptation, accepts every facility offered to him by 
modern technology, with no thought of its effect on the complex web of his culture.
To judge the criterion of contemporary, we must sense the forces that are working 
for change, and must not passively follow them but rather control and direct them 
where we think they should aim. Physical and aerodynamic analysis has shown that 
many of the concepts embodied in the design of houses of the past remain as valid 
today as they were yesterday and that, judged by the same standards, much of what 
is called modern is in fact anachronistic. We must determine what is basic and 
constant and thus worth keeping, and what is ephemeral and transient and can be 
discarded.
The importance of climate is clear. All living organisms depend entirely on climate 
for their existence and adapt themselves to this environmental influence. Plants that 
live in the Tropics cannot live in the Arctic, nor can arctic plants live in the Tropics, 
unless of course the immediate local conditions-the microclimate-are arctic, as at 
the top of a high equatorial mountain. Most organisms, in fact, are limited to a 
habitat of narrow climatic range.
Looking to the future, we see that the situation at any given time largely determines 
the coming stage in development and change. Thus there would be no problem 
were the present situation of architecture normal, that is to say, truly contemporary. 
The future would then take care of itself. But unfortunately that is not the case, and it 
is the responsibility of the modern architect to find a remedy. He/she must renew 
architecture from the moment when it was abandoned; and he/she must try to bridge 
the existing gap in its development by analyzing the elements of change, applying 
modern techniques to modify the valid methods established by our ancestors, and 
then developing new solutions that satisfy modern needs.
In the modern architecture for energy efficient façade systems especially for 
advanced ones, different disciplines, such as architects, civil engineers, mechanical 
engineers, system engineers’ e.t.c. should collaborate. The good knowledge and 
use of techniques and materials is an invaluable tool in the hands of these experts in 
order to provide energy efficient facades. 
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